
Hayes, Kathy

From: Marilyn Andrews <mandrews1110@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 8:54 AM
To: Bohn, Rex; Bushnell, Michelle; Wilson, Mike; Bass, Virginia; Madrone, Steve; COB;

Planning Clerk
Subject: Arcata Land Company's application for an 8 acre cannabis grow at Sun Valley

Supervisors:

I have lived In the Arcata Bottom on 0 Street for the past thirty years.

I am very much against the 8 acre cannabis grow at Sun Valley, it is an inappropriate use of Ag Land, and will create

nothing but trouble for the City of Arcata. Please vote against it.

Marilyn Andrews

Arcata



From: b nachem

To: Planning Clerk: Bushnell. Michelle: Wilson. Mike: Rasg. Viminia-

Subject: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, 12255, CASE NUMBER; CUP 16-583
Date: Thursday, July 8, 2021 9:12:41 PM

I am writing to express my strong opposition to permitting the Arcata Land Company
to add the cannabis grow to its property. Although the general plan calls for that area to be
zoned agricultural, the current zoning designation, which would permit an operation of this
size, was not changed to reflect the general plan in a timely manner. Furthermore, an EIR for
a project of this size should have been done, since clearly there will be negative impacts on the
surrounding neighborhoods. Not only is it impossible to truly mitigate the smell that would
come from the operation- even with modem systems, the noise from the huge fans will
certainly be a nuisance to area residents.

Although I don't live near this particular site, I am concerned that if the Planning
Department and the Board of Supervisors permit this to happen here, similar operations might
be permitted other places on the basis of similar loopholes.

Beverly Nachem
PO Box 225

Trinidad, CA 95570



From: Jeanne Pendergast <jeannep99@yahoo.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 1:44 PM
To: Wilson, Mike; Planning Clerk; COB; Yandell, Rodney

Subject: Arcata Land Company project

This concerns the Sun Valley/Arcata Land Company request: Record #PLN-2021-17198, Appeal of Arcata
Land Company, LLC Record #PLN-12255-CUP.

This proposed project is entirely imsuitable for Arcata, and I urge you to deny permission to proceed.

The agricultural land involved can have far better uses than to be covered with greenhouses for a massive
caimabis grow. There would be negative impacts on local air quality as well as noise and light pollution in the
vicinity, not just during construction but during subsequent operations. Inevitable increased traffic is another
concern. This is unfair to people who reside in the area and have invested in homes there. I have friends in the
Arcata Bottom area, and am concerned for them as well as for the quality of life in the general Arcata area.

This proposal is inappropriate, ill-suited to our area, and should be denied. Arcata can do better.

Jeanne Pendergast
Arcata resident



From: jim cotton <jimcotton47@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 10:31 AM
To: Bushnell, Miehelle

Cc: COB; Wilson, Mike; Madrone, Steve; Bass, Virginia; Bohn, Rex

Subject: Re: Record #PLN-2021-17198, Appeal of Arcata Land Company, LLC Record #
PLN-12255-CUP

Attachments: Screenshot 2021-07-01 14.29.59.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01 14.28.02.png; Screenshot
2021 -07-01 14.29.26.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01 14.30.3B.png; Screenshot 2021 -07-01

14.31.07.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01 14.31.50.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01

14.32.35.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01 14.33.lO.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01

14.34.06.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01 14.35.20.png; Screenshot 2021-07-01

14.37.44.png; Screenshot 2021-07-05 09.34.50.png

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I apologize for sending you this email directly but we are unsure if the packets that we hand-delivered to the
courthouse yesterday that include, among other things, the email below and attached letters from

Sanata Barbara residents will be included with the Staff Report and any new public comments. We wanted to
make sure you had an opportunity to read this prior to the continuation of the hearing this Tuesday. Please feel
free to contact me with any questions.

Sincerely, Jim Cotton et al.

Dear Supervisor Bushnell,

As Appellants, we want to thank you for the concern you expressed for the health and well-being of
the Arcata Bottom residents during the last supervisors meeting and for requesting additional
information regarding odor control before making a decision on the future of our neighborhood as it
relates to the proposed cannabis cultivation for Arcata Land Company.

There are so many unknowns. The proposed odor management technology is new and even in
earlier iterations it has not been used in climate conditions like the Arcata Bottom. Will it effectively
deal with odor? Will it eliminate problems with noise? We do not know. As so well-acknowledged by
you at the meeting on 6/22, consideration of the human and social costs needs to be considered as
does the potential that things may not go as well as the Applicants want. Ensuring this is good for the
neighborhoods in the Arcata Bottom and good for Humboldt County is vital. Phasing in, starting at
one acre or less, would allow real-time data collection for this new, unproven technology and would
allow for changes to be made if problems arise. The phased-in approach with a 2-acre cap (per the
general Plan designation), while not our first choice, is one we could live with.

We, the Appellants, would also welcome the opportunity to work with the Applicants through the initial
phase of the project. We want to make an effort to join together to take care of our community and
neighborhood. We would welcome the opportunity to work with them for a year to find solutions to any
problems.



We thought it might be helpful for you to read four quotes from an interview with Melinda Burns on
7/2/21. Burns is an award-winning environmental reporter who has covered Santa Barbara since
1985. "People on the ground are left to fend for themselves," in the face of life-altering changes to
their health, safety and economic well-being, inflicted by the politically-wired pot industry, Burns,said
in the interview with Newsmakers. In this interview, she talks about how the controversial and much-

criticized Santa Barbara cannabis ordinance has disrupted life for thousands of locals and is a huge
and ongoing news story that is hiding in plain sight.

Time markers from the interview in minutes and seconds are indicated by the () at the start of each
quote from the interview. The four quotes are:

Quote 1 (11:55)- "[it's a] system that emits a kind of a thin mist...of vapor into the air that neutralizes
the cannabis smell and instead you smell something like supposedly citrus or pine. Many people say
it smells like a laundromat..some people say it irritates their lungs worse than the cannabis."

Quote 2 (12:38)-"The newest technology that has come in starting late last year are the carbon filters
or scrubbers that are placed inside the greenhouses...that technology is being tested, 1 think, right
now in some of the greenhouses."

Quote 3 (25:50)-"Will the carbon filters work? We don't know."

Quote 4 (26:50)-"lt's like we're having to invent controls on the industry as we go and we already
know that the people, yes, the quality of their lives is being affected."

The link to the full 35-minute interview is here: https://www.newsmakerswithir.com/post/press-clips-

people-on-the-qround-left-to-fend-for-themselves-under-sb-s-pro-industrv-pot-

law?fbclid=lwAR0WvQ1vZva8kQw0LGzbmwsUqmJiBZYRP-QWuNUYshV6oMBceRrK9CimonE

At the conclusion of the June 22 Humboldt County BOS meeting, it was apparent that the BOS is not
going to deny the CUP but is considering a phased approach with an acreage cap on the cultivation.
While 1-2 acres are not something the Appellants fully embrace, the phasing approach, with a cap of
2 acres maximum (per the General Plan designation for the two parcels) as proposed by Supervisors
Wilson and Madrone would be acceptable to the Appellants providing it protects the health, safety,
and well-being of our community. This process would allow for modification of the various systems
should problems be encountered and it would also serve to help improve relationships between the
applicants and appellants.

After our research of Ecosorb (see below) we feel that it would be important to start the

phasing svstem with a non-chemical approach to odor management. From the literature we

have reviewed, we think that the use of carbon scrubbers inside the greenhouses may be the best
technology for odor management and should be tried prior to using Ecosorb or any other chemicals.
Should this fail, then other options could be explored together.

What we found after investigating the odor control methods being used in Santa Barbara County
revealed that while the Byers Vapor Phasing system may be useful in the elimination of odors from
solid waste facilities, it remains unproven in safely eliminating odors from cannabis greenhouses
emissions. The only case study using Ecosorb CNB 100 for cannabis (the proposed odor control
product for the Arcata Land Company cannabis grow) we were able to find was from the Ecosorb web
site which was for a 4,000 sq. ft. facility that also utilized internal recirculated air with carbon
scrubbers and UV technology, (https://ecosorbindustrial.com/resources/case-studies/cannabis-
enterprise/) Because the proposed ALC 8 acres grow is 80 times larqer than this case studv. the



results may not be comparable due to the increased canopy size. This study does, however, lend
some credence to the use of internal carbon scrubber technology.

Perhaps the biggest unknown in using the Byers system is its effectiveness in a windy environment
such as the Arcata Bottom. This system depends on the liquid Ecosorb CNB 100 that is vaporized
and dispersed around the greenhouses via external piping. According to The Ecosorb Engineering
Manual, (https://mail.qooqle.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=8632b619Q7&attid=0.1&permmsqid=msq-a:r-

6945066724686598691 &th=17a723ba2413b93a&view=att&disp=inline&realattid=17a71eef355c018d

23a1): the efficiency/effectiveness of Ecosorb in controlling odors can be changed by manipulating
the following variables:

1. Increasing the concentration of Ecosorb® [CONG] (dosage rate)
2. Decreasing the size of the atomized droplet [SIZE]
3. Increasing the contact between malodor and droplet [TIME]
4. Increasing the velocity of droplets and therefore impact velocity [VEL]
5. Changing the polarity of the droplet [POL] (we usually have little control here)

The amount of time that Ecosorb will be in contact with the air exhausted from the greenhouses is a
function of the wind speed. The average mean wind speed in the Arcata Bottom, which is somewhat
comparable to the data collected at our airport, varies throughout the year ranging from 6.9 to 9.2
mph (and sustained winds are often In excess of 20 mph in the Bottom, with gusts often
exceeding 25-30 mph) (https://weatherspark.eom/v/145167/Averaqe-Weather-at-Arcata-Eureka-
Airport-California-United-States-Year-Round. At these wind speeds, Ecosorb will have little time to
mix with the odors so the dosage rate of Ecosorb might have to be increased in order to achieve the
desired effect.

OMI, the manufacturers of Ecosorb, had CPF Associates (an LLC that provides consulting and
project management services in environmental science and public health) conduct an
assessment of Ecosorb. On January 8, 2020 CPF Associates sent a memo to OMI discussing their
assessment, "Screening Health Assessment of Odor Control at Cannabis Greenhouses." The
potential for health concerns related to Ecosorb was evaluated by comparing the calculated air
concentrations to the health criteria. If the calculated air concentration for a compound or odor control
product is lower than the corresponding Inhalation health criterion, adverse public health effects
would not be expected to occur under the assumed odor control application scenario. If an air
concentration exceeds its criterion, this does not mean that adverse effects would occur among the
general public because of the conservative assumptions included in both the derivation of the
criterion and the calculation of air concentrations. Rather, it indicates that further investigation
may be warranted, using more refined and realistic assumptions, to help determine whether or
not levels in air may present a potential public health concern.

Additionally, the memorandum states that "ECOSORB CNB 107, which is the newest iteration of the
product:

12.2 Persistence and degradability Bio degradability in water: 'no data available.'
12.3. Bio accumulative potential: 'Not established.'
12.4. Mobility in soil: The product Is predicted to have high mobility in soil. Soluble in water."

The above information, coupled with the fact that there has also been no analysis of the surfactant
used with this product, suggests that questions regarding impact on the environment remain
unresolved and this product should not be used in this application until further studies can be
undertaken.



The most troubling aspect of the odor control systems for the Appellants is the unknown health risk of
using a product such as Ecosorb. There were many letters submitted to the Santa Barbara Board of
Supervisors regarding the effects of Ecosorb on neighbors living near grows (these letters are
included as an attachment to this document). To date, there are no long-term studies on the health
impacts on humans. There is some evidence, per the letter from Greg Gandrud (see attached letters),
that Ecosorb also inhibits some forms of plant growth.

Given the suspected health implications and the unknown effectiveness of Ecosorb combined with
the uncertainty of new technologies such as scrubbers on our environment, the phasing-in of the ALC
cannabis cultivation is the most logical approach in providing protection for our residents and
neighborhoods. Again, starting small with phasing allows opportunities for dealing with issues that
arise in a timely manner thereby reducing tensions between the Applicant and Appellants.

One thing we'd like to ask to be considered: associated with the sealed greenhouses and odor control
equipment are interior fans for the scrubbing process as well as exhaust fans. We are concerned
about the amount of noise that will be generated and, given this concern, have initiated monitoring
noise levels at the property line with an approved decimeter we purchased in order to establish base
line data. If the grow is allowed, should decibel reading surpass 60 decibels, we will notify the County
Planning Department/code enforcement division of the violation. The IS/MND did not have a
maximum limit to the time that the applicant had to correct a violation. The county should add a
maximum time to correct any violation after which penalties would be assessed.

In addition to the phasing in process and a cap of 2 acres, we respectfully request a detailed Odor
Management Plan be submitted by the Applicant. We have attached an example of an Odor Control
Plan from Santa Barbara titled "SANTA BARBARA COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION Staff Report
for the Appeal of Creek Property LLC. Mixed-Light Cannabis Cultivation Hearing Date: May 26, 2021
Staff Report Date: May 19, 2021 Odor Abatement Plan" which may be a useful template for the
applicant to follow.

In the long run, doing a phased-in approach saves time and money for all parties (the County, the
Applicant, and the Appellants). Capping the grow at two acres, per the General Plan designation, is
an opportunity most growers in Humboldt would be thrilled to have.

We'd like to extend our thanks once again, to the Supervisors for their consideration and concern for
the health and well-being of our neighborhood.

Sincerely,

James Cotton and other Appellants
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Villalobos. David

FTorre

Sent:

To;
Cc

Su^ccb

CatcQorio*:

Valerie Bern? <veleri8b«»u©gmailcom>
Saturday. May 22.2021 3;14 PM
ViUalobcs. David
lbrfdley2rtddisrpc@ginaiIcom; inihcaeI®tg^bcom; larryf€>Isgiiarafarnis.com; Dan
Blougtv JParke@aldaiiVTKt '
Stop iixreau olCarvnabis grov^ng unregulated in south county!!

Purple Category

Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachment unless you verify the sender and know the content Is safe.

Dear Commissioticis:

Please do ttot approve yet another grovver of caniubis in our South County with the low level of ovcisitc and
control that has
become all to common around the C.irpinleria area.

As a resident of Carptnicria I have continued to suffer from severe allergies and respiratory issues wks and
cannabis production and
the awful Bycis chemicals arc sufTocating residents.

We arc gcnbg sick from this and are sick of the county commissioners rubber stamping these efforts.

Sincerely,

Valerie Bentz, Ph.D.
Resident of Carpinteria

See more at valeriebentz.com
Transforming Consciousness for a Livable World

Fielding folks access Valerie's Research Center
here: https://leaming.fielding.edu/course/vicvv.php?id=4731

Valeric Malhotra Bentz, PhD, MSSW
Professor 1 School of Leadership Studies
Fielding Graduate University
5367 Ogan Rd. j Carpinteria, CA 93013
office 805-395-0709
vbent7@fielding.edu

•  ClotiHv Q a: ^
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.by Ddvid Vilfalobos

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

Gregory Gandrud <Greg@gandrudfinanclaI.com>
Sunday. May 23. 2021 9:31 AM
Villalobos, David; Lbridley2nddi5^c@gmaii.com; mihcael@igsb.com;
Iarryf@lagu3nafarm5.com; Dan Blough; JPadce@akl3w.net
Concerned Carpinterians
Case No. 21APL-00000-00005 Appeal of Creekside Property

r

Purple Category

D

Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Dp not
cikk (Inks or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Honorable Commissioners:

I have lived in Carpinteria for over 32 years. We are being overwhelmed by the cannabis industry and our air
quality, health, and quality of life is suffering.

The Bycrs Vapor Phase system docs not work well for controlling odors when it is used outside the perimeter of
the building. The chemicals arc respiratory initanls that cause health issues for neighbors and for nursery
workers.

I used to live adjacent to the Ever-Bloom 15-acre cannabis grow but we were forced to sell my home of 24
years and move away because my spouse could not breath because of the cannabis operation with the Bycrs
system. We have had to retain an attorney and have had to sue in order to recover for the damages to my
spouse's health and to my property.

Please require cannabis operations to be airtight and/or to use carbon scrubbers.

Thank you for your consideration.

Gregory Gandrud
Carpinteria
805-56(5-1475 x114

3

n

www.GandrudFinancial.com

(805)566-1475
O it 6/9 - 12596 +

fiS'F Clnuriv DJ ^
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May 22.2021

Cominissiancrs.

1 am writing (ocequesc that you uphold the appeal and oppose Cnxksidc Proper^', LLC for the niany reasons we have
repeatedly presented to your commission, from the outset lam rcitcntting some ofiltcm, here:

1. Most of us voted for Prop 64. We attended initial Town Hall meetings and supported I'lannlny & E>e\TtoDmcnl's
sensible. 2017PE1R. However, the Ad Hoc Commiwec/BOS failed to adopt P&D's pnident recommendations,
which would have avoided "Si^lfcani, Negative CIass-1 Impacts." As a result. BOS opcrtcd Pandora's box,
blatantly embraced pot Industry end created a countywide crisis thai "We the People" have been subjected to, ever
since!

2. There is an ovcrconcestrationofcannabis in Carp and other areas. HundredsofOdorCamplatntshavebccn filed,
Many more have gone unrcported because of perpitxing, tedious process where residems have to prove wlrcre odor
b emanating from. Nothing has ̂ eii remedied! In 2018, Commtssior.er Blough advocated for "carbon filtration
systems.'" His advice went unheeded and instead. (»l proponents introduced the Bycr's system, in 2010. Thu.s far,
this system has proven to be unreliable and it has not been tested fur this s^ific use. Potential toxins may be
waning imp the air that people arc forced to tncathc, adding lo the skunk smell of weed, When Liss Plowman first
ipoke the words. "Best Available Technology" last year, I thought. "Oh! Ohl Here we go again. Another loop-hole
law and bogus ploy, wliuio SBC appeases growers and avoids the real issue, rcsolvinu the odor problem,
My solution for odor issue:
a. Recuire lhafHest Available Tcchnolocv" be tnoven safe and effective (carbon filtersV Ifodorbdiscovercd

coming from grower's site(s), CMflseale all products, immediately and file a 'cease and desist order* for one-
year. I believe that "law" would protect legitimate growers and motivate others to clean up their act. rather
quickly, don't ytiu? 1 think it's an effective way lo .separate the "legitimate weed" fioin the "chaff."

b. Reoulre lenovated sealed greenh^ses.

currently the 'besl available technold^.'
d. Dan cannabis in SBC and/or regions lliat PAD initially rccommcndcil. in the 2017 PEIR..., which incladed

Carpinlcris.

3. What, if anything, is the County doing to address drought concerns? For years, we observed and documenicd
Tepusquct groweni twuilng in tow of thousands of gallons every day {no operable well), for three, provisional
litenscs. Growers cLalnicd to be using, "statc-of-ihc-an-technology" and described this technology to mc, in detail.
It sounded good. However, this was never proven to be effective because the water tankers kept hauling in the
waicr. As with most broad-leafed plants, Cannabis requires copious amounts of w-aler and nutrients lo llourish and
produce desired results-big, rul,aicky buds. I have been an organic gardener for years and am weJl-avvare of what
plants require and the consequences ofundcrwuleringand'or underfeeding various, hi^i-cemand
veggies'ft«its;1afidseapc plants.

4. Set lime limits for growers to complete various stagM of the pcntiii/Uccnsing process. Some Tepusquct powers
have been operating illegally and.'or tion-compliamiy, since 2014 (seven yearsSJ. TItey have dragged their ieei
through the entire cannabis liceTuing process and have yei to meet CUP rcquircmmisand'or respond to their
pbnner, "in a timely manner." They will never feel compelled to meet any requirements because cuirenl. County
tactics allow them to continue operating, atnauteum, without consequences (emphasis added).

No otlier business in this County, is allowed to sell producu to consumers without fust, going through a rigorous licensing
process. No other business lias huge, significant, negative Class-I Impacts on residents. No oliter business requires the
level ofoversight, security and/or lawenforccmeii! to supervise it The cannabis industry is cosi'uig taxpayers more than
we are bcnefitins. Jn Ihc April 202 i budget workshops. -SBC Shcrifl', Chief Hcpuiy Donner staled, "...thatorihe 108
erowcfs. SO ncrctmi claimed no income tirdid not file at all." Most ̂ w'CfS fail to pay their fair share in tiscs (extra
emphasis added).

Respectfully Submitted,
Rcnde O'Neill

6S®F rioiiHv. ® fl a ̂
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Villalobos, Dawd

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc

Subject:

Categories:

Gregory Gartdrud <Greg@gandrudfinanclal.com>
Sunday. May 23, 2021 9:31 AM
Villalobos, David; Lbridley2nddistpc@gmail.com; mihcael@tgsb.com;
tariyf@laguanafarms.com; Dan Blough; JParke@akIaw.net
Cortcemed Carpinterians
Case No. 21APL-00000-00005 Appeal of Crcekslde Property

Purple Category

Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Honorable Commissioners:

I have lived in Carpi nleria for over 32 years. We are being overwhelmed by the cannabis industry and our air
quality, health, and quality of life is sufTcring.

The Bycrs Vapor Phase system does not work well for controlling odors when it is used outside the perimeter of
the building. The chemicals arc respiratory irritants that cause health issues for neighbors and for nursery
workers.

I used to live adjacent to the Ever-Blcom 15-acre cannabis ̂ ow but we were forced to sell my home of 24
years and move away because my spouse could not breath becau^ of the cannabis operation with the Byers
system. Wc have had to retain an attorney and have had to sue in order to recover for the damages to my
spouse's health and to my property.

Please require cannabis operations to be airtight and/or to use carbon scrubbers.

Thank you for your consideration.

Gregory Gandrud
Carpimcria
805-566-1475x114

3,

rimiriv
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Villalobos, David

from:

Senc

To:

Subjoct:

Categories:

jstassirrss^sol.cem
Mondoy. May 24.2021 2^» AM
Vilia'obos, David; IbndleyZnddistpe^gmail.com; inihcael^igtb com;
larryf^Isguanfforim.com; Dan Blough; iPaikc@3klaw.net
Appeal of Creekside Property UC (formerly Roadside QJooms) Ml*ed-lightCannabis
Cultivation Carpinteria (Please read Into Ihe record)

Purple Category

irbara. DcCaution: This email originated from s source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not r
click links or open attadtments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

To the Santa Barbara County Planning Commissioners:

I am writing to you to request that you repeal the Coastal Development Permit Issued for
new cannabls cultivation and processing at 3684 Via Real in Carpinteria. 1 am a long time
resident of Carpinteria and have been alarmed by the proliferation of new cannabls
cultivation and processing sites in my neighborhood as well as those near me. This new
cannabls cultivation and processing site at 3684 Via Real will be the fifth cultivation site
located in or near residential neighborhoods.

The skunk like odors are particularly concerning due to the fact that there have been no
long term studies done on the effects of the Ecosorb being put into the air. Please don't
allow new cannabls sites to be permitted until there is a way to determine where ffie skunk
like odors are coming from and what effects Ecosorb has on our environment and our
health.

Also, during this time of drought, I am wondering where this new cannabls cultivation site
will obtain their water and electricity (with Southem Calif. Edison's planned rolling brown
outs due to the upcoming fire season).

Another concern 1 have is the increase In big rig truck fraffic using two lane roads to travel
to and from these sites. Recently, I was almost hit by a big rig truck backing into 4610
Foothill Road to load up with cannabls products. The driver of the big rig truck did not
signal and stopped immediately in front of me and started to back up. I was sure the big
rig trud< was going to hit me as the driver continued to back up towards my car despite my
continuous horn honking. The big rig blocked both lanes of Foothill Rd.. near a blind
curve, backing into the cannabrs processing site. Fortunately, nobody was
hurt. Unfortunately, ffiis situation Is an accident waiting to happen.

Please do not allow the ever concentration of cannabls cultivalion and processing sites in
re^dentia! neighborhoods. Please repeal the Coastal Development permit Issued for new
cannabls cultivation and processing at 3684 Via Real in Carpinteria.

(S S 65°F ClotiHv Di ^
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Villalobos. Oavid

Frem:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Categories:

Anna CsrriHo <anna£arpj^COxjiet>
Monday. l/.ay 2021 1T33 AM
VSIalobos. David; Micliael Cooney; Laura BridleyPO tarryf^lagunefarmcom; Dan
BlouglxJParkcSiaklawjtcl
21APL-OO3(XI-O0OOS, Appeal of Creektlde Property U.C (formerly Roadside Slocms)

Purple Category

Caution: this emairorlglriated from a source outsfdie of thVCounty of Santa Barbara. Do not
cflck links or open attadtments tinted you verify the sender and know the content Is safe.

To: Planning Commission
From: Anna Cairillo
May 2-1,2021

-i'hhy.
iraCoPlease support Ihe appeal of this project on behalf of the Santa Barbara doalition for Responsible Cannabis for

the following reasons:

1. One of the conditions in all the OAPs is that lliere will be quarterly inspections during the first year of
opcraiion. When I tried to follow-up on die inspections done at the only fully permitted project (as ofAug.
2019) at 3561 FoDtlull Rd. in this "Nidever rectangle*'1 was told that these inspections have NOT OCCURRED
VRT BECAllSK OF THF fNARH JTY TO IDBmiFY THE SOURCE OF TUB ODORS AND THIS WOUI.D
NOT OCCUR UNTIL ALL THE OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN' PERMITTED. Tbcre are currently 4
cuIli\-ation sites (3 growing with state provisional licenses) and tfiis poject would be a 5lh NF.W
OPERATIONL There arc an oddiiiona! 3 riot even cultivating in the pipeline. How can ne\v operations be
permitted when the only I pcrmiticd operation ance 2019 that is cunantly having significant odor issues has not
even had their required quarterly inspections completed yet?

2. See accompanying picture of ail Ihe parcels currently growing and this ncvv oms. (3504 Wcsterlcy is not
cultivating though an application under another name is in the pipeline).

3. When die wind blows off the ocean toward the the hillsidcofthc La Mirada EDRN, the stench scUlcs down
imo the homes or diieeily into the residences. Re.sidents here can not enjoy having their windows open or being
outside.

4. lliis project is not satisfactory if there are only Byers vapor phase pipes placed inches below ihc ojot vents
around the perimeter of the 3 greenhouses hoping to catch all the cannabis odors drifting down. This site citbcr
needs to have sealed erccnhousca or carbon scrubbers required. The odor must not leave the greenhouses to
blow into the residences directly up the hill.

5. As the building riglil next to Via Real will be used for processing, solar eauipmenl should be reouircd to be
on the rooftop.

6. There have been no long term studies on the cffctas of the use of Eoosorb I00.'107 24y7 on the health of the
community.

rlnitHv Q ..a •
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Vlllalobos. David

From;

Sent:

To:

Cc

Subject:
Attachments

CetegoHos

Carre Miles <CafncM©f3SBnKLcDm>

Monday. May 2A, 2021 PM
Villaiobos. David: larryfi^lagunafatmi.con; inicheel@ig$bccm

Hans and Lisa Betzhote stamraineri^gmai'.com
Rc:Ca4e21APL-O00O0-0300Sl7EW-0CO00-00C03 3
letter irom Meadov/s re tannabiidooc

Purple Category

Caution: This email originated from' a source outside ofthe County of Santa Barbara. Ob not
click links or open attachments unless you verify tlie sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing regarding the following case:

21APUO00OO-O0OO5 17EIR<00000-00003
Appeal of Crcckside Properly I.LC (fonncrt)' Roadside Blooms)
Mixed-Llghl Cannabb Cnltivalion Carpinlcrta

Kalhryn Lchr. Supenising Planner (805) 568-3560
Data Elkuidi. Planner (805) 568.2032, dclkurdigco.s.tntn-bort»rn.cn.u5
Hearing on the request of .Marc Chytilo on behaifofthc Santa Baitiara Coalition for Responsible Cannabis
(SBCRO.Appelknl, to consider Case No. 21APL-00000-00005. an aj^xal ofthe approval ofa Coastal
Development Pcrniii (Ca.sc No. J9CDP-000<RMK>062)by the Director ofThe Planning and Des-elopinem
Depariinail (herein after Director), which approvKi 161,838 square feet ofthroe exiting, pcnnillcd
greenltouses and processing within an existii^ 4,061 ̂ juore fock warehouse.

As a resident of Carpinteria whose home Is often inundated with cannabis odor, I strongly
object to any new marijuana growing or processing facilities, or legitimizing of existing
unpcrmitted facilities, anywhere, until effective odor-containment systems are in place.

At a minimum, such facilities must be required to use the best-available odor-
containment system. The Byer's system does not meet this criterion and presents a health
risk of hs own.

While the odor is my primary concern, 1 am also worried about the amount of water and
electricity th<»c operations will required, especially with a drought likely.

1 am attaching a letter on behalf of our community, The Meadow.

Thank you for your attention.

C^arrie Miles, PhD

.65®F doiiHv ^ 15 -D3
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To Whom It May Concern;

We are residents of Linden Meadow In Carpinteria, a community of forty homes
immediately adjacent to the greenhouses located at 4701 Foothill and 1495 Sterling
Road, Carpinteria. For the last few years, we have been regularly subjected to the
heavy, skunky odors of cannabis grovdng In the greenhouses surrounding our area.
The smell can be overwhelming - day or night We often cannot open our v4ndows
because of the odor, and frankly, even closing the windows does not help on some
odoriferous occasions. This is a public nuisance that severely impacts our neighborhood
as well as other surrounding areas. We strongly request that all relevant agencies do
everything possible to ameliorate this situation.

We are also concerned about the health effects of the Byers odor amelioration
system currently in use. It has certainly not eliminated the problem, as we still smell the
odor. Some of our residents suffer allergic reactions or migraine headaches due to the
vapore produced by the Byers system. Elected representatives and regulatory agencies
should endeavor to protect the health and safety of all our citizens.

We object to increased cannabis production especially as It is taking place
literally a few hundred feet from our homes unless a proven effective odor elimination
system is installed and In use in all cannabis farms In the Carpinteria area. It makes no
sense to allow additional cannabis production in our area until an effective odor
containment system is in place in all existing and future greenhouses.

To reiterate, the residente of Linden Meadow are strongly opposed to more
cannabis production here or in the Carpinteria valley until the growers put effective odor
containment systems In place. Please keep our beautiful little City of Carpinteria a
healthy, pleasant, and odor-free place to live.

Our hope is that the city council, other agencies involved, and our county
supervisors will be responsive to our objections as they are a major concern to <
community.

our

Sincerely,

Linden Meadow Homeows
1/6 -r - 12SX +
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Vlllalobos, David

From:

Sene

To:

5ubj«<e

Categoric*:

iJ.£cm>

Mo^y. May 24.2021 3 14
VilUtobo^ Darid; Dan Blough; Michael Cooney; Lan-y feeint John Psiice; Laura SrlcOey;
sbcob: Nelion, Bob; Hartmana Joarc Han. Gr«gg; lovagnino, Steve; wniarrw, tJas;

Hcaiort. Brittany; Frapweil. Jeff
Pubic Convnent re Deeicside Property, LLC May 26

Purple Category

Caution: This email origirtated froin a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do net
dick links or open attaehments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Commissioners,

How many times must one ask for consideration Tor our quality of life in Carpinleria? The footprint ofcannsbis
is seemingly uncontrolled in Carpiateria and tlie odor issue is stili present. C^eksidc LLC at 36S4 Via Real is
the next exempJe. This is the Sth cultivaiion site within sight of La .Mirada and Santa ClausfPodaro. The
existing four have not dcmonsinited odor comrQl and when complaints arc filed the Planning Dept. .says there Is
nothing (hat can be done until all four have husincis licenses. Can you believe that? First it was wail until
the glower gets a business license. Now one grower has a business license and wc ore loM:

"Since there are three other unpcrmittcd cannabis operations adjacent to
C&K, the Professional Engineer/Industrial HygienisI has no method to
determine where any cannabb odors originatnL Holding the only permitted
cannabis operation accoaatable for any cannabb odors that arc prtscni in
the vicinity ivould be not supportable since there arc other adjacent grows
and there Is not a method to trace an odor to a nrecbe source. The

Department is currently exploiing other methods to determine effectiveness
of the odor control systems. Full implementation of the condition will be
possible when nil four projects are permitted.

Seriously, when do you think all four projects will be pccmillcd? Now yoo arc uoivtcniplaling adding another
project into the mix? Creekside netxb to be put on bold until the County finbhes "exploring other methods to
delcrminc efTectivmcss ofthe odor conirul systems" oc told they must use carbon filters for all bujJdings and
greenhouses.

At the Autumn Rrand permit meeting a staff member said "if I stand at the property line and don't smell
anything I know there is no pmblwn" Well I drive by property lines all along Foothill and Via Rral and smell
cannabis. Is that not a problem? I also smell it at my home whct» the wind is rigliL

1 have a big cooccm about the Dyers Vapor system. TTierc will be IWsofmilesoftliese pipes in Carptnieria
Valley. The EPA has never apptovcd this vapor for the way it is used to mask cannabis in rcsidcndal area. Wc
don't know long term effccs. Yet the cannabb industry is allowed to grow and process their product without
first, going through a licensing process thai guaranties no odor or hannful air quality by-product. Wc have
pointed out m^y times» the air in Carpaintcria is held in the valley due to its geographical position. .So other
business has huge, significant, negative Class-I Impacts on residents like cannabis.

65?F.VCloiiHv y~(. Oi ̂
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Vlilalobos, David

anna bradiey <annatent@hotntaiUorT»
Mond^. May 24.2021 620 PM
Vilia'obos. David; Dan Blough; Michad Cooney; L^ry rerini; John Parks Uura Brid'ey:
^ob; Nelson, 6ob; Hartmana Joan; Hart Gregg: Lavagnirva Steve WOlams. Oae
Heaton. Brittany; FrapwcH. Jeff
Pubic Comment re CrecVjide Property. LLC. May 26

3
Purple Category

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Categories:

Caution: This email orlglnatad from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara.J>o not
dicit links of open attachments unless you vedfy the sender and know the content is~sa'fe.

Dear Commiuioners.

Thank you for your consideration. It H my hope that you do not permit any furthercannabis projects until the
current odor and safety Issues have been resolved In Carpinteria. My family lives in the La MIrada area above
Foothill. I cannot drive to or from my house without experiencing cannabis odor overtake my car on any day •
specifically In the corridor between 3S61 and 3615 Foothill. The Byers system is not working, though I live
steep up the hill, my family continues to experience cannabis odor problems daily in our home and on our
property. It could be Zam. It could be 9:30 pm. It could be. and most regularly is, around 8:30-10am. It could
be anytime. This Is our expenence. It is real. We have to choose either to close windows {whatever the
temperature is outside) or to leave our property entirely if the odor is too strong. I've even been advised to
replace or upgrade windows, buy industrial air scrubbers and even more, and at whose aqscnse? I continue to
do as we have been asked, log complaints and be patient and be vocal.

Please spend sometime in the residents' shoes. Come take a drive down our lanes and park in a driveway at
the base of Foothill and experience the odor. Please calculate that experience into your decisions.

I voted for prop 64. I am not against cannabis. I am not against job creation. I am Just against what a mess this
has become. It dcesnl need to be this way. Why expand further cannabis grows thru permitting before
correcting what already exists? if we continue this way, i think It is Just more honest to say. the County really
does not care about the odor and unknown health ri^s to its residents. It cares more about expanding the
cannabis operations.

Thank You Again.
Anna Bradley
La Mirada

'  rlniidv d. S
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To Whom II May Concern:

We are residents of Linden Meadow in Carpinteria, a community of forty homes
immediately adjacent to the greenhouses located at 4701 Foothill and 1495 Sterling
Road, Carpinteria. For the last few years, we have been regulaiiy subjected to the
heavy, skunky odors of cannabis growing in the greenhouses surrounding our area.
The smell can be overwhelming - day or night. We often cannot open our windows
because of the odor, and ft̂ nkty, even closing the v/indows does not help on some
odoriferous occasions. This is a public nuisance that severely impacte our neighborhood
as well as other surrounding areas. We strongly request that all relevant agencies do
everything possible to ameliorate this situation.

We are also concerned about the health effects of the Byers odor amelioration
system currently in use. It has certainly not eliminated the problem, as we still smell the
odor. Some of our residents suffer allergic reactions or migraine headaches due to the
vapors produced by the Byere system. Elected representatives and regulatory agencies
should endeavor to protect the health and safety of all our citizens.

We object to increased cannabis production especially as it is taking place
literally a few hundred feet from our homes unless a proven effective odor elimination
system is installed and in use in all cannabis farms in the Carpinteria area. It makes no
sense to allow additional cannabis production in our area until an effective odor
containment system is in place In all existing and future greenhouses.

To reiterate, the residents of Linden Meadow are strongly opposed to more
cannabis pnDduction here or in the Carpinteria valley until the growers put effective odor
containment systems in place. Please keep our beautiful little City of Carpinteria a
healthy, pleasant, and odor-free place to live.

Our hope is that the city council, other agencies involved, and our county
supervisors will be responsive to our objections as they are a major concern to our
community.

Sincerely,

?

Linden Meadow Homeowners

65°F rioiidv a D3
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i, at 2;15 PM, Gregory Gandrud <Greo@Qandrudfinancial-Com> wrote:

ot been tested on humans. Only acute studies on rcdents. Anyone living v/ithin 100 feet of Ecosorb Is likely to develop respiratory ailments, headaches, burning/itchy eyes. We were forced to sell and move
/VAV.independent com/2021/03/25/carDinteria-cannabis-Dlaintiffs-sell-home-next-to-ever-bloom/

iars ago, Ever-Bloom tried to create a wall of vines to screen their greenhouses from the view of neighbors. I don't know what type of vine was planted but I know it did not grow. My former neighbors planted a ve;
ithing would grov/. This had not been the case before Ever-Bloom installed their Byers Ecosorb vapor phase system. ̂?out a year ago, Ever-Bloom planted some different trees and those are growing just fine. Sc
ie plants don't like the Ecosorb and others do just fine. Seems like humans react the same way.

iome photos taken from my former home.

!021 at 10:26 AM Anna Carrillo <annacarD@cox net<mailto:annacarp@cox.net» wrote:

aul,

jh my old emails, were you ever able to respond to this gentleman's request? I did send the gal Peggy who is mentioned in this email a link to the PC meeting for Sarah Trigueiro's appeal, as I know Sarah had lot
o tried to contact Patti Kloss who did the degradation table, but never heard back from her either.

>ans Serif ■» fT B .Z* U tz: izz Is ^ 99 "S*
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Eberhardt, Brooke

From: Jeanne Pendergast <jeannep99@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 1:44 PM
To: Wilson, Mike; Planning Clerk; COB; Yandell, Rodney

Subject: Arcata Land Company project

This concerns the Sun Valley/Arcata Land Company request: Record #PLN-2021-17198, Appeal of Arcata
Land Company, LLC Record #PLN-12255-CUP.

This proposed project is entirely unsuitable for Arcata, and I urge you to deny permission to proceed.

The agricultural land involved can have far better uses than to be covered with greenhouses for a massive
cannabis grow. There would be negative impacts on local air quality as well as noise and light pollution in the
vicinity, not just during construction but during subsequent operations. Inevitable increased traffic is another
concern. This is unfair to people who reside in the area and have invested in homes there. I have friends in the
Arcata Bottom area, and am concerned for them as well as for the quality of life in the general Arcata area.

This proposal is inappropriate, ill-suited to our area, and should be denied. Arcata can do better.

Jeanne Pendergast
Arcata resident



2Ja^es^Kathy

From: Wilson, Mike

Sent: Thursday, July 8,2021 11:42 AM
To: Hayes, Kathy

Cc: Ford, John

Subject: Fwd: Help me to understand (PLN 12255)

For the record.

M

Mike Wilson P.E.

Humboldt County Supervisor, District 3
707.476.2393

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Lisa Pelletler<lisa.pelletier@berkeley.edu>

Date: July 1, 2021 at 11:40:15 PM PDT

To: "Wilson, Mike" <Mike.Wllsoh@co.humboldt.ca.us>

Subject: Help me to understand (PLN 12255)

Dear Supervisor Mike Wilson,

I truly appreciate the supervisors who were willing to listen to our concerns regarding the impacts from
the ALC cannabis grow {PLN 12255 CUP). Nevertheless, I am Incredibly troubled by the BOS's refusal to
discuss the need for an environmental impact report (EIR) for this project and other projects of this size
and complexity.

In every ease of a massive project like this one, citizens and environmental groups have been clamoring
for EIR's. So, why is the County so reluctant and irresponsive to Its constituents In our

concerns/demands for requiring EIR's for major projects? Can you honestly claim that you represent us
when you choose to overlook the overwhelming consensus and demand for an EIR? (Or do you just
represent the Interests of large corporations?)

I think It Is a fair question, and I was.prepared to write a letter to local news outlets (IS, NG, MRU and
Redheaded Blackbelt) to express my dismay that we have little or *no* representation on the BOS's In
regards to this concern. However, I wanted to get your input first. Indeed, why are you (BOS) so

reluctant to even discuss the need for an EIR, much less make a motion? Do the concerns of your
constituents and local environmental groups matter to you? (or just large corporate entitles with their
tax dollars?)

We, your constituents, are faced with significant Impacts from all these projects In the aggregate, from

drought to accelerating climate change. No study has been done to ascertain what the cumulative
impacts In the aggregate from these large projects will be. An EIR would require that such a study be
undertaken. If you represent our Interests, wouldn't you want to have these studies/Info?



We are faced with severe drought and the accelerating Impacts from climate change (wildfires, etc.), so
there is absolutely no excuse to keep permitting major projects that are water and energy intensive.
Under CEQA, an EIR requires a study of all projects combined (in the aggregate) on our precious
resources. Wouldn't you want to have this information before making decisions on major projects?? I
really don't get your reluctance. Perhaps you can explain.

Please help me and other constituents to understand your difficulty with requiring an EIR for major

projects. We are in the dark because you won't even discuss it. How can you ignore the demands of

citizens and every environmental group who are demanding EIR's for major projects like the cannabis
grows and the fish factory (that Is, If you care about your constituents and not just major

corporations)?? I was going to write a letter to the press about this, but I thought I should get your

response first.

That said, I greatly appreciate your efforts on our behalf at the hearing on the appeal. But I hope you will

refect a bit on whether you could be doing more - like putting a motion forth on the need for an EIR.

Thank you for your attention to this concern.

Respectfully,

Lisa Pelletier

Arcata, CA
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From: Donald J Verwayen <donald.verwayen@humboldt.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 7, 2021 11:54 AM
To: COB

Subject: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, 12255, CASE NUMBER; CUP 16-583

RE: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, 12255, CASE NUMBER; CUP 16-583

Dear Humboldt County Supervisors:

Please don't allow this corporate grow near residences in Arcata Bottom. Is it worth a few jobs to inflict fan noise and
stench on far more residents than the number of jobs created? Clearly, there Is no way that fan noise and stench can be

mitigated. If the county really needs more grow-related jobs then permit some mom and pop grows in the hills. This
was the original idea wasn't it, not to allow corporate grows by using loop holes. Please do the right thing for the nearby
residents! Realize, that people who live in other districts are concerned that the Board would allow corporate grows
there too.

Yours truly,

Donald Verwayen



Clerk of the Board of Supervisors/Humboldt County
Cc: Mike Wilson

Steve Madrone ^ ^0
Michelle Bushnell ^
Virginia Bass
Rex Bohn

PROJECT TITLE: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, LLC COMMERCIAL CANNABIS
OUTDOOR LIGHT-DEPRIVATION AND MIXED-LIGHT CULTIVATION PROJECT.

APPLICATION NUMBER; 12255, CASE NUMBER; CUP 16-583

Please find packet containing 8 groups of information on the use of ECOSORB in
Carpinteria/Santa Barbara area at Cannabis Grows.



PROJECT TITLE: ARCATA LAND COMPANY. LLC COMMERCIAL CANNABIS OUTDOOR LIGHT-DEPRIVATION AND
MIXED-LIGHT CULTIVATION PROJECT. APPLICATION NUMBER; 12256, CASE NUMBER; CUP 16-583

July 6, 2021

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I hope you all had a nice holiday. Hoping you had at least a couple of days to relax.

Since the last hearing, we have been super busy gather as much information as we could
about ECOSORB. We reached out to a group called "Concerned Garpinterians" who were a
great help to us. Through cosantabarbara.aDD.box.com we were able to access a wealth of
information from the residents who suffer the consequences of their BOS's decisions. We are
so grateful to you all and the Planning Department for the decisions you've made on our
County's behalf. Things could be a lot worse. Yet, as we know, there's still so much more to
do to make this whole new world of cannabis cultivation work for everybody; we are stili in the
learning stages.

According to Mellnda Burns who is an award-winning environmental reporter and has covered
Santa Barbara since 1985, three of the Santa Barbara's BOS, Steve Lavignino, Gregg Hart and
Das Williams are deep in the pockets of the cannabis industry. Please be aware of this If you
have spoken with them. I hope you had time to speak with the Planning Department.
Commissioner Biough has advocated for carbon filtration systems over Ecosorb, although this
is stiii in experimental stages. Ail the more reason to start at 10,000 sq. ft to actually see what
works and what doesn't.

The information in the following packet is about another issue of ECOSORB that we were not
aware of. The Concerned Garpinterians have shared Information regarding its apparent
dangerous effects on soil. Some plants on the perimeter of greenhouses using ECOSORB
won't grow and one neighbor planted a vegetable garden and NOTHING would grow. That had
not been the case before Ever-Bioom installed their Byers ECOSORB vapor phase system. We
are very much concerned about the cumulative effects of thousands of gallons of this product
pumped into our environment annually. What effects will this have on our air, water, soil,
wildlife and, of course, humans.

As the rest of the state is drying up we should keep the bottoms pristine and beautiful; a
climate refuge. Not turn it into an industrial wasteland. With the proposed 130 foot cell phone
tower proposed on ALC land, it should be very clear to you that Lane does not consider the
environment or his neighbors in his decision making. Lane is first and foremost a
businessman. He's got investments all over the place. Apparently, a mere 10,000 acre foot
grow could make one a millionaire. Is that not enough to keep his supposed "failing" business
afloat? One acre should surely do it. Eight acres grown near so many residents and schools
is outrageous especially with such new technology. Let's remember that many products touted
as "safe" turned out years later to be considered dangerous to the health of humans, wildlife,
or the environment

Please don't allow the Arcata Bottoms to become an industrial wasteland and consider the

consequences of using new technology that does not have the experience to be considered
safe.



Sincerely,

Lee Torrence

David Mohrmann

I have decided to send paper copies of the following information as some are more
comfortable with paper than reading information on the internet. Although it's a lot of paper,
I've tried to organize it for easy reading. I realize how busy you are. Thank you for your time
and effort to keep our county wonderful.

The following packet includes:
1) A Copy of the Santa Barbara Pollution Control District description of how the

product works. https://www.ourair.orQ/wp-CQntent/uplQads/Cannabls-Odor-
Control-Presentation.pdf Cofnnienis writlen on the oonunieiU

2) Screen shot of a video by Byers Scientific. Byers Scientific Sample Vapor
System Smoke Test. It gives an Idea how the VAPOR PHASE SYSTEM will
look coming out of the PVC encircling the perimeter of the green houses at
Sun Valley. 111[ps: /ww .v0utlibe.con watch?_v-sNEBCpQCgZY

3) A letter from Greg Gandrud regarding effects on soil and odor in Carpinteria..
4) A screen shot of Marc Byers from his YouTube video promoting his vapor

phase system and Ecosorb. The foliage on top of the vine behind him is
dead, nttps:' ■■voutu[:)C^c.^m/vvatci l'r'v---anAYL7f r9M

5) Appeal of the G & K Processing Facility. Page 6 explains concerns about
cumulative effects of ECOSORB on soil, air, water, wildlife and human health.

6) Odor Control Best Management Practices from Roadside Blooms Odor
Management Plan. A lot of practical ideas for mitigating odors inside the
greenhouses could be required of ACL.

7) Letter to Humboldt County Planning and Building Department Feb. 26. 2021
from Patty Clary, Executive Director of Californians for Alternatives to Toxics.

8) Letters to the Santa Barbara Board of Supervisors supporting the Appeal of
the Creekside Property, LLC (Formerly Roadside Blooms) 21APL-00000-00005.
Comments regarding odor are highliyiitec! .
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LETTER FROM GREG GANDRUD (Plaintiff of the class action lawsuit)

Sent from my i Phone

> On Jul 2, 2021, at 2;15 PM, Gregory Gandrud
<Greg@Qandrudfinanclal.com> wrote:

>

> Ecosorb has not been tested on humans. Only acute studies on rodents.
Anyone living within 100 feet of Ecosorb is likely to develop respiratory
ailments, headaches, burning/itchy eyes. We were forced to sell and move
away. https://www.independent.cQm/2Q21/03/25/carpinteria-cannabis-
plaintiffs-sell-home-next-to-ever-bloom/
>

> About three years ago, Ever-Bloom tried to create a wall of vines to
screen their greenhouses from the view of neighbors. I don't know what
type of vine was planted but I know it did not grow. My former neighbors
planted a vegetable garden and nothing would grow. This had not been the
case before Ever-Bloom installed their Byers Ecosorb vapor phase system.
>

> About a year ago, Ever-Bloom planted some different trees and those are
growing just fine.
>

> So, the bottom line is that some plants don't like the Ecosorb and others
do just fine. Seems like humans react the same way.

> Gregory Gandrud

> (805) 566-1475
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Pot odors spark lawsuit against
Carpinteria cultivators
The Associated Press

Published10:16a.m. PTFeb. 28,2020 | Updated 10:27 a.m. PTFeb. 28,2020

The odor of marijuana has driven some residents of Carpinteria — just outside Ventura

County — to sue local growers.

The lawsuit filed Thmrsday contends the growers should seal their greenhouses and use

"carbon-based filtration methods," KEYT-TV reported.

It's an issue that many Ventura County residents may be able to relate to. Cultivation of

industrial hemp — the same plant as marijuana but with far less of the chemical THC that

produces a "high" — has raised complaints from neighbors due to the strong sknnMike
odor.

The lawsuit from residents of Carpinteria, in far south Santa Barbara Connty, claims that
so-called vapor-phase systems currently in use to mitigate odors can actually cause eye
irritation and worsen allergies and asthma.

Ventura County news coverage:

Property owners get six-month extension in Ventura River lawsuit

Fire concerns grow as California gets even drier

Recovered from injury, owl released back into the wild

"We've been breathing this brew of chemicals for the last 2V2 years," said plaintiff Greg
Gandrud.

https://www.vcstar.com/story/news/local/2020/02/28/pot-odors-spark-lawsuit-agamst-carpinteria-cultivators/4903931002/ Page 1 of 2



Pot odors spark lawsuit against Carpinteria cultivators 6/^21,,J:31 PM

Carpinteria was at oue time known as a major center of the fresh-cut flower industiy. But

facing fierce competition from imported Latin American flowers, many of the greenhouses

that once produced that crop turned to marijuana after Califoraia legalized recreational

cannabis.

Some of those greenhouses are less than too feet from the windows and backyards of some

of the plaintilfs.

Gandrud said the marijuana odor scares away prospective buyers for his house, which has

been on the market over the past two years.

The lawsuit states that the residents would likely dismiss or settle the action if the

gi'eeuhouses change filti'ation systems and the odor improves.

KEYT reported that a representative of the growers said they had not been sei'ved with the

lawsuit as of Thursday night and did not have a response.

In Ventura County, complaints about hemp odors have led to restrictions on the crop,

including a ban on gro\ring it on unincorporated land v\dthin a half mile of schools and

homes. Ojai officials pennanently prohibited cultivation of hemp within the city in late

August. Moorpark, Fillmore, Camarillo and Thousand Oaks instituted either temporaiy or

permanent bans.

The Star staff contributed to this report

Suppoii; local journalism: Don't miss out on news about quality-of-life issues in

Ventura County and the region. Get unlimited access to coverage like this wdth a digital

subscription to The Star.

https://www.vcstar.eom/story/news/local/2020/02/28/pot-odors-spark-lawsuit-against-carpinteria-cultivators/4903931002/ Page 2 of 2
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Environmentally Sensitive Habitats & Coastal Health Are At Risk
Coastal streams and riparian habitats are threatened by this development

The Project is within the mapped riparian ESH area of Arroyo Paredon,
a coastal stream in a high flood hazard area. Due to the density of this
project and surrounding pipeline projects, there are significant
unforeseen impacts from the accumulation of vapor phase system
compounds in the air, soil and water as they fall to earth.

The Zoning Administrator erred in not adequately considering the ESH,
given the increase in built structures, traffic and worker activity, as
well as additional utilization of vapor phase odor control systems.

Per the project OAP and the legacy approved GDP, we can expect use of
3-6 gallons per day of Ecosorb or comparable vapor technology.

Assuming that other operators in Carpinteria Valley utilize similar daily
volumes of Ecosorb per site, 365 days/year, with ""25 existing grow
operations in Carpinteria Valley (not including the many in the
permitting pipeline), we can expect an order of magnitude of 27,375 to

54,750 gallons (which equates to 862 to 1725 tons) per year of Ecosorb

falling to earth, soil, stream and sea.

This huge quantity of Ecosorb, released continuously over time, will
slowly degrade, meanwhile building up cumulative concentration
levels to as high as 1565% of the original Day 1 dose due to a delayed
degradation timetable.

In addition, cannabis VOC emissions, coupled with NOx (readily present
from the neighboring freeway), can lead to the formation of dangerous
ground-level ozone, a known risk to human health.

;  This equiles Wm'

unprecedented and gfayeiy
irresponsible ad hoc, ■

unscientific experiraent on
the health impacts of

extreme, persistent levels of

Ecosorb inan BH.

I -

We are putting at nsk plant;
animal and human health,
as well as coastal-feeding
stream water quality and

prime agricultural soils.

We are jeopardizing the
ability for residents and

Visitors to enjoy the beach

and coastal zone - clean air

and water being paramount
considerations.



1.5 ODOR CONTROL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Once operational, the project staff will Implement odor control Best Management
Practices (BMPs) as outlined below:

Best Management Practice 1: Designate on onsite Odor Management 5pec/a//sf at the
facility. This employee will be given time, resources, training, and incentives to control
odors as a first priority.

Best Management Practice 2: The onsite OdorManagemenfSpec/al/st should at a
minimum walk the Site two [2] times per day to:

A. Ensure that all means of active odor control (neutralizing vapor or carbon
filtration) are operational and in good working order.

B. Observe onsite personnel to ensure that odor control BMPs are implemented.
BMPs Include keeping doors closed whenever feasible, placing waste in sealed
containers, limiting processing-related activities to the odor controlled building(s),
if BMPs are not consistently implemented, the OdorManagemenfSpec/a//sf shall
report inconsistencies to appropriate management for corrective action.
Maintenance of a daily odor inspection log and check-list shall be made a part
of these BMPs.

C. The Odor Management 5pec/a//sf shall be the point of contact to receive odor
complaints from the regulatory agencies or the community. The specialist shall
request as much detail as possible regarding the complaint, including:

Location (be exact, narrow it down within 100-feet or less if possible)

Time (be exact, to the minute if possible)

Weather conditions (approximate temperature, wind speed, etc.)

iv. Visual observations. Did the complainant see the cannabis
facility/operations from which the odor may have come, or see any
unusual activities in the observed area?

Best Management Practice 3: Build a company culture wherein all personnel
understand the importance of odor control. Train each person in their individual odor
control responsibilities at the facility. Training elements include:

A. Ensure all employees are aware of the Facility Odor Control Plan for the entire
Site and the odor control BMPs that apply to their tasks within the workforce.

B. Incorporate the fundamentals of odor control in the training programs; provide
this instruction in bi-lingual form as needed.

C. Consider incentives with offsetting disciplinary measures based on odor control
implementation and success.

Roadside Blooms- Odor Management Plan www.scsenalneers.com



Best Management Practice 4: Secondary miscellaneous odor management BMPs
should be implemented consistently as follows:

A. Facility doors should be kept closed whenever feasible. The opening of doors
should occur only momentarily for entry and exit, especially in areas of cannabis
processing. The installation of self-closing doors, heavy-duty plastic curtains, or
other safe means of limiting fugitive odors should be considered.

B. Keep all processing activities within the perimeter of its odor control system. Have
contingency methods in place so that variations in weather conditions
(especially hot weather) do not necessitate the relocation of processing outside.

C. Acquire specially designed cannabis dumpsters with sealed lids for handling of
cannabis waste. Keep lids closed.

D. Consider using plastic bags to line plastic totes to contain/seal cannabis
between processing areas as well as during offsite transport. The build-up of
cannabis particulate and oil on inside surfaces of totes is a source of fugitive
odors.

E. Consider providing employees, particularly those that work in cannabis
processing zones, with uniform garments and/or professional laundry services
with encouragement or requirements to change clothes prior to leaving the
facility.

F. Provide properly sealed vehicles for transportation of cannabis outside of
facilities, both smaller golf cart type vehicles inside the project perimeter and
larger export trucks used to transport products offsite for sale.

Best Management Practice 5: Active odor control should start with an examination of
the pertinent structural envelope. With rare exceptions, such as open field
neutralization, most active odor control mechanisms utilize a structure of some kind to
Initially contain and channel odors to a specific location for treatment. Indoor or mixed-
light cultivation utilize buildings or greenhouses to contain cannabis odors and channel
them to either a HVAC system or roof/wail vents. Processing activities should occur
within wood-framed, metal fabricated, or concrete tilt-up structures. Evaluating,
controlling, and/or minimizing the odor releases from these structural envelopes is
paramount to the effectiveness of any active odor control system. Typical examples
include: keeping large rolling greenhouse doors closed whenever feasible,
replacing/repairing any significant glass/polycarbonate sheeting on greenhouse
exteriors, placing neutralization release points close to all roof vents or side wall fans on
greenhouses, sealing leak points on processing buildings with spray in insulation or
equivalent, and keeping all man or vehicle doors on processing buildings closed
whenever feasible. Being mindful of maintaining a proper envelope control of cannabis
odors will significantly improve the efficacy and often reduce the operating costs of ■
active odor control mechanisms.

Roadside Blooms- Odor Management Plan www.scsenalneers.com



Best Management Practice 6: For all active odor control systems, proper design,
operation, and maintenance of these systems is critical to their effectiveness. Therefore,
in relation to the proposed vapor neutralizing and carbon filtration systems the following
parameters should be addressed:

A. The piping or equivalent means of vapor distribution should be installed such
that it maximizes mixing of the neutraiizer with cannabis odors released at all
roof vents, active exhaust fans, and operable doors which are frequently
opened. The piping must be tested for consistent pressure reiease over the
whole length of the system and inspected regularly to ensure pipe joints have
not decoupled.

B. The total linear length of piping, fan/mechanicai sizing for the vapor
generation/biower unit, and volume of neutraiizer released per day should all
be evaluated in comparison to the overall size of the site and its proximity to
receptors.

C. Be aware that periods of downtime in vapor-phase system operation leaves '
portions of the facility with little to no odor mitigation of cannabis odors. Develop
a maintenance plan and checklist to schedule and document maintenance
activities, record replaced parts, and determine frequency of failures of fhe
vapor phase system with a goal of minimizing system downtime to the maximum
extent feasible. If possible, plan maintenance related outages to occur in the
afternoon, during steady wind conditions, such that natural dispersion and
dilution help mitigate the odors which are no longer being neutralized.

D. Do not use carbon filtration systems unless they are designed by a qualified
engineer/specialist and properly maintained. Using a poorly designed or
maintained system is potentially worse than no system at all. Especially if the
output of the system vents to atmosphere.

E. Ensure that the processing structure has a relatively sealed envelope and
institute administrative protocols/training to ensure man and vehicle doors
remain closed whenever feasible to preserve the negative pressure of the
system.

F. Consider the use of structural upgrades such as mud-room style double-entry
doors and the creation of substrucfures to contain drying or other high-intensity
odors in a smaller volume of airspace which needs treatment.

G. Due to the size and intensity of odors in some processing buildings, typical off-
the-shelf carbon canisters may experience odor breakthrough in a far shorter
time than expected. Make sure the project engineer is aware of this and
accommodates accordingly in the design and/or operation.

RoocJsid© Blooms- Odor MQnog©m©nl Pion www.scs6noin©©rs.com
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Patty Clary, Executive Director Callfornians for Atternatlves to Toxics, writes in the
attached letter to the Humboldt Planning Department: "chemicals are enriched several
thousandfold in suspended liquid fog droplets." (Excerpt below)

Since there Is no research or experience of ECOSORB in our foggy bottoms weather
and with our great winds, is there even a remote possibility that Ecosorb could be a
thousandfold worse in our environment? Although the company touts it as safe for
humans and the environment, it has made soil infertile; killed foliage and affected
human health in Garpinteria. This is a very important reason ALAs neecfeto start small
(if start at all) and see how it affects this beautiful prime agricultural soil, water, air,

wildlife and humans.

Excerpt from Patty's letter:
Though the chemicals mentioned above are considered low toxicity, their use has not
been analyzed in weather conditions regularly experienced in the Arcata Bottoms. For
example: Fog,a common weather condition of the area where the cannabis factory will

be constructed if approved.

"Scientists have found that toxic fog, made up of microscopic water droplets containing
unexpectedly high concentrations of pesticides, herbicides and many other chemicals,
forms over at least some parts of the United States.
"The scientists say that the fog may be among the causes of a mysterious decline of
forests in the United States and Europe. They say that the chemical-laden fog, which
was sampled in Beltsvlile, Md., and in California's San Joaquin Valley, could prove to be
more of a health hazard than the air in which the fog forms."

"[https://www.washingtonpost.eom/archive/politics/1987/02/12/toxic-fog-containing-farm-
chemicals-may-be-harmlng-us-forests/48769d42-510f-41aa-b497-dfcfa972b93d/]

"We have discovered that a variety of pesticides and their toxic alteration products are
present In fog, and that they occasionally reach high concentrations relative to reported
rainwater concentrations. In our experiments, we were able to measure the air-water
distribution coefficients of pesticides between the liquid fog and the Interstitial gas
phase. These measurements reveal that some chemicals are enriched several
thousandfold in the suspended liquid fog droplets compared to equilibrium distributions
expected from Henry's Law coefficients for pure aqueous solutions."

[https://www.nature.cam/articles/325602a0]

Deep Seeded is an organic CSAthat feeds over 250 families each year. It Is located
only hundreds of feet from the ACL grow. What Impact could ECOSORB have on his
vegetables and soil? I've been a member for many years and will definitely question
renewing my membership if this product is used. This affects the food supply of 250



families, may permanently damage prime Agricultural soil, and threatens the livelihood
and jobs of how many workers on his farm?

We must learn from the experience of Santa Barbara and not plunge into unknowns that
could have long lasting, dangerous consequences. If you decide to grant this permit,
starting very small, 10.000 sq ft is the only way to go. I encourage you to get a baseline

of the soil before this product is used and test it afterwards.



Califbrnians^
^or Alternatives

toToxics

600 F Street, Ste 3 #911 Arcata, CA

February 26, 2021

Humboldt County Planning and Building Department

3015 H St Eureka, CA 95501

via email to Senior Planner Rodney Yandel!

ryandell@co.humboldt.ca.us

Re: Mitigated Negative Declaration

The Arcats Land Company, LLC Commercial Cannabis Outdoor Light-Deprivation and Mixed-Light
Cultivation Project, Application No. 12255, Case No. CUP16-583

Dear County Planners,

This letter is written on behalf of the membership of Californians for Alternatives to Toxics

(CATs), a public interest organization concerned about activities that harm the environment with

toxic chemicals. Many CATs members live'in the vicinity of or otherwise enjoy the Arcata
Bottoms and its wildlife. The activities that are planned for the construction and operation of a

huge cannabis factory in the Bottoms, on the edge of town in a lowland area where Humboldt

Bay and the Pacific Ocean threaten vast changes to its current hydrology due to the impacts of

climate change and where the environment is still reeling from the legacy of highly toxic

pesticides used at the former Simpson Mill adjacent to the proposed cannabis factory and
where extremely toxic pesticides used for decades in the vicinity by Sun Valley Flower farm,
including many tens of thousands of pounds of methyl bromide and other chemical poisons

used so toxic they have since been banned is of particular concern to our members.

A mitigated negative declaration for the proposed cannabis factory is inadequate to the

requirements of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). It does not evaluate full potential

of impacts, does not include a range of alternatives, and is biased towards a preferred

alternative that is both misleading and oversimplified.

The proposed huge, 30 acre, 9*^ largest In USA, cannabis factory proposed for the Arcata

Bottoms by Sun Valley Flower Farm, acting here as Arcata Land Company, LLC with both under

the ownership of Lane DeVries, Is being analyzed under CEQA as a mitigated negative

declaration, is not up to analyzing the environmental effects of such a huge project. Not only is

the project huge, the underlying document at 1,417 pages is huge and is, in addition, supported



by numerous reports and analysis. Anytime so much Information must be analyzed, a full

Environmental Impact Statement is required. A check list will not suffice. The organization of the

material via the negative declaration is not conducive to public understanding and participation-

in the CEQA process, as important an aspect of the process as any other part. From reading the

local newspaper, the Times-Standard where is was reported that John Ford, County Planning

Director, waxed glowingly of the appropriateness of the project, any critical thinking person

understands the existing bias toward supporting the project and the problems inherent with

such bias: a tendency to let critical analysis be reduced to pro forma approval. This should be

remedied with an Environmental Impact Report that better organizes information so that

analysis of the big project can be complete.

Numerous aspects of environmental impact that arise from such a huge project do not reach

adequate analysis. Some of these are concerned with saltwater intrusion and alteration of the

water table due to climate change-driven sea level rise and its impacts on surface water, a

shallow water table, and the deeper aquifer from which the proposed cannabis factory aims to

draw huge amounts of water (although the amount of water to be drawn is a hidden factor as

the number of plants to be grown is not revealed), the impacts of atmospheric river storm

events on drainage in combination with changes to be expected from rising sea levels, even the

number of cannabis plants that will be grown in the almost 800,000 square feet of hoop house

is Information not provided and thus not adequately analyzed for impact on the environment.

What volume of plastic will be waste each year? Where will it be discarded and what impact will

the unknown level of waste from the proposed factory have on the environment? Where will

100+ cars park? What impact on air pollution and other environmental impacts can be expected

from having this number of cars added to those already bringing commuting workers plus the

existing vehicle impacts of the local community which utilize narrow country roads? What

impact on air pollution? Far more needs to be known about the proposed factory before
mitigations sufficient to the requirements of CEQA can be made adequate. Simply reeling off the

names of various regulations set by various agencies and the promise that these will both be

applied to the workings of the factory and adequate to the specific conditions of the proposed

factory is not enough to satisfy CEQA.

To claim that (from the section on Hazards and Hazardous Materials)

"as part of the proposed cultivation. State of CA approved agricultural chemicals (e.g.,

PureCropl, Regalia, Javelin) would be applied to the cannabis plants to control pests and mold.

Approved chemicals would be applied at agronomic rates according to manufacturer's

specifications. Consistent with CDFA §8307, for all pesticides that are exempt from registration

requirements, cultivation sites must comply with all pesticide laws and regulations enforced by

the Department of Pesticide regulation and with the following pesticide application and storage

protocols

1. Comply with all pesticide label directions;

2. Store chemicals in a secure building or shed to prevent access by wildlife;

3. Contain any chemical leaks and immediately clean up any spills;

4. Apply the minimum amount of product necessary to control the target pest;



5. Prevent offslte drift;

6. Do not apply pesticides when pollinators are present;

7. Do not allow drift to flowering plants attractive to pollinators;

8. Do not spray directly to surface water or allow pesticide product to drift to surface

water. Spray only when wind is blowing away from surface water bodies;

9. Do not apply pesticides when they may reach surface water or groundwater; and

10. Only use properly labeled pesticides. If no label is available consult the

Department of Pesticide Regulation.

ALC has considerable experience managing and using fertilizers, pesticides, and other
products in existing agricultural operations on the Project Site and adjoining parcels,
and has developed detailed Standard Operating Procedures for use and management
Arcata Land Company Initial Study 54 December 2020

of pesticides, injury and illness prevention, and waste management, in addition, ALC
has developed project-specific waste management and pest management plans,
consistent with State of California cultivation licensing requirements. Further, the
Project will comply with the CMMLUO performance standards, and the Best

Practicable Treatment or Control (BPTC) measures of State Water Resources Control

Board (SWRCB) Order WQ 2019-0001-DWQ. The SWRCB program and County
ordinance have "standard conditions" applicable to cannabis operations that address

impacts from the storage and use of hazardous materials which include the following

requirements:

• Any pesticide or herbicide product application be consistent with product labeling
and be managed to ensure that they will not enter or be released Into surface or

groundwater."

In CATs V California Department of Food and Agriculture (re: the Glassy Wing Sharpshooter EIR)
the state Court of Appeals decided that citing to the California Department of Pesticide

Regulation registration process, the label that flows from that and regulations regarding

pesticides does NOT satisfy the requirements of CEQAfor adequate analysis. We will assume
here that the same is true of citing to other regulations. Simply naming the authority and that
the regulation is the mitigation needed to prevent environmental impacts falls far short of the'

analysis necessary for potentially significant impacts to the environment such as those
represented by pesticides.

1. "Comply with all pesticide label directions;" this is not an analysis of the potential

impacts of the pesticide. Among the legitimate concerns about these applications is the

sheer size of the cannabis factory, a million square feet. No effort was made to quantify
the number of cannabis plants that will be grown per hoop house or in total.

When growing a monoculture, pest outbreaks can be severe and overwhelming.[ https://
www.sciencedailv.eom/releases/2016/10/161012134054.htm and William C. Wetzel, Heather
M. Kharouba, Morfa Robinson, Marcel Holyoak, Richard Karban. Variability in plant nutrients
reduces insect herbivore performance. Nature, 2016; DOI: 10.1038/nature201401 Pesticide use

may be required for every one of the 1,000,000 square feet of the growing space or the crop



will be severely reduced or lost. Thus the reaction in the cannabis factory could be an enormous

use of a single pesticide. Even if considered minimally toxic, when used in large quantity there is

potential for unacceptable levels of toxicity.

For example, PureCropl is, according to its website, "Also described as a nano-supramolecular

surfactant, nano-sized emulsions offer many advantages over conventional chemicals in safety,

sustainable results, more rapid and reliable activation and extended long-term effects." This

description sets off alarms for many who have advanced scientific understanding of nano-

supramolecular surfactants as part of the nono-sized movement in agriculture.

"Despite obvious benefits of the power of small materials, there are open questions about how

the nanoparticles used for day-to-day life may affect the environment. One of the crucial issues

that have to be addressed in the near future, before massive fabrication of nanomaterials, is

their toxicity to humans and impact on the environment. There are considerable debates

regarding how the novel properties of nanomaterials could lead to adverse biological effects,

with the potential to cause toxicity. One needs to understand when nanoparticles undergo

biodegradation in the cellular environment, what will the cellular responses be? For example,

biodegraded nanoparticles may accumulate within cells and lead to intracelluiar changes such

as disruption of organelle integrity or gene alternations. Some of the crucial questions are: 1)

Are nanomaterials more toxic than their non-nano counterparts? 2) Will nanoparticles

transform In the environment into more toxic forms? Before nanomaterials are allowed to be

used in daily life activities, it is important for nanotoxicology research to uncover and

understand how nanomaterials influence the environment so that their undesirable properties

can be avoided." [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2844666/]

When used in any quantity in a large monoculture on the edge of town near already established

human populations and market farms, as is the proposed cannabis factory, the potential that

large amounts of this chemical compound could be used in a space of a few days is of concern.

This is just one way the potential for environmental impacts of the cannabis factory is significant

enough to warrant the analysis required by CEQA. Nobody in Arcata wants to be a test animal

for the nanoparticals of PureCropl without at least an idea of what it entails. This is why we

have CEQA, to learn in advance the harms posed by an activity the government is permitting, to

find mitigations, to limit, to change or to can the proposal based on facts revealed in an

adequate analysis. This mitigated negative declaration fails to accomplish that.

Though we support using low toxicity pesticides as an alternative to higher impact pesticides,

there really is no toxic substance that can be considered safe, especially when used near human

and wildlife populations and in quantity.

Regalia, another pesticide mentioned as an example of what will be used at the proposed

cannabis factory, has as its active ingredient extract of Giant Knotweed [Reynoutria

sachalinensis). US EPA has reviewed studies that indicate the plant material may have lower

acute impacts [https://www3.epa.gov/pesticldes/chem_search/reg_actions/registration/

decision_PC-055809_l-Nov-00-pdf] "Acute" impacts refer to effects of chemicals that occur



immediately or soon after exposure. These effects have not been determined for any of the

ingredients of Regalia. Though Giant Knotweed is used as food for many Japanese, its impacts
when inhaled are unknown to us as toxicological assessment was not done for the mitigated

negative declaration. US EPA analysis is In laboratory conditions with laboratory animals, not in
the particular environment of the Arcata Bottoms.

Though the chemicals mentioned above are considered lowtoxicity, their use has not been

analyzed in weather conditions regularly experienced In the Arcata Bottoms. For example: Fog,a
common weather condition of the area where the cannabis factory will be constructed if

approved.

"Scientists have found that toxic fog, made up of microscopic water droplets containing

unexpectedly high concentrations of pesticides, herbicides and many other chemicals, forms .•
over at least some parts of the United States.

"The scientists say that the fog may be among the causes of a mysterious decline of forests in

the United States and Europe. They say that the chemical-iaden fog, which was sampled in

Beitsvllie, Md., and in California's San Joaquin Valley, could prove to be more of a health hazard

than the air in which the fog forms."

"[https://www.washingtonpost.eom/archive/politics/1987/02/12/toxic-fog-containing-farm-
chemicals-may-be-harming-us-forests/48769d42-510f-41aa-b497-dfcfa972b93d/]

"We have discovered that a variety of pesticides and their toxic alteration products are present
in fog, and that they occasionally reach high concentrations relative to reported rainwater

concentrations, in our experiments, we were able to measure the air-water distribution

coefficients of pesticides between the liquid fog and the interstitial gas phase. These

measurements reveal that some chemicals are enriched several thousandfold in the suspended

liquid fog droplets compared to equilibrium distributions expected from Henry's Law
coefficients for pure aqueous solutions." [https://www.nature.eom/articles/325602a0]

These simple examples of the potential for toxicity as a result of pesticide use on one million

square feet of contained monoculture underscore the need for analysis of pesticide use for the

proposed cannabis factory.

We request that the mitigated negative declaration be rejected in favor of either turning down

the project or requiring an Environmental Impact Report to adequately make transparent the

environmental impacts likely to occur as a result of approving the permit.

Sincerely,



Patty Clary

Executive Director

Californians for Alternatives to Toxics

707-834-4833

patty@alt2tox.org



May 22.2021 ^

Dear Commissioners, Upj S ^
I am writing to request that you uphold the appeal and oppose Greekside Property, LLC for the many reasons we have
repeatedly presented to your commission, from the outset. I am reiterating some of them, here:

1. Most of us voted for Prop 64. We attended initial Town Hall meetings and supported Planning & Development's
sensible. 2017 PEIR. However, the Ad Hoc Committee/BOS failed to adopt P&D*s prudent recommendations,
which would have avoided "Significant, Negative Class-I Impacts." As a result, BOS. opened Pandora*s. box,
blatantly embraced pot industry and created a countywide crisis that "We the People" have been subjected to, ever
since! •

Oommi-esicjoefe.

2. There is an overconcentration of cannabis in Carp and other areas. Hundreds of Odor Complaints have been filed.
Many more have gone unreported because of perplexing, tedious process where residents have to prove where odor

' . is emanating from. Nothing has been remedied! In 2018,:.Gdmm1ssioYier^BlbtfgIi advocated for "carbon filtration^
systems." His advice went unheeded and instead, pot proponents introduced the Byer's system, in 2019. Thus far,
this system has proven to be unrelTabFe and ft has not been tested for this specific use. Potential toxins may be
wafting into the air that people are forced to breathe, adding to the skunk smell of weed. When Lisa Plowman first
spoke the words, "Best Available Technology" last year, I thought, 'Oh! Oh! Here we go again. Another loop-hole
law and bogus ploy, where SBC appeases growers and avoids the real issue, resolving the odor problem.
My solution for odor issue:
a. Require that "Best Available Technology" be proven safe and effective fcarbon filters! If odor is discovered

coming from grower's site(s), confiscate all products, immediately and file a 'cease and desist order' for one-
year. I believe that "law" would protect legitimate growers and motivate others to clean up their act, rather
quickly, don't you? 1 think it's an effective way to separate the "legitimate weed" from the "chaff."

b. Require renovated sealed greenhouses.
c. Heed Commissioner Blough's initial recommendation to use "carbon filters." To mv knowledge, this is

currently tlie 'best available technology.'
d. Ban cannabis in SBC and/or regions that P&D initially recommended, in the 2017 PEIR..., which included

Carpinteria.

3". What, if anything, is the County doing to address drought concerns? For years, we observed and docmrrented
Tepusquet growers hauling in tens of thousands of gallons every day (no operable well), for three, provisional
licenses. Growers claimed to be using, "state-of-the-art-technology" and described this technology to me, in detail.
It sounded good. However, this was never proven to be effective because the water tankers kept hauling in the
water. As with most broad-leafed plants, Cannabis requires copious amounts of water and nutrients to flourish and
produce desired results - big, fat, sticky buds. I have been an organic gardener for years and am well-aware of what
plants require and the consequences of underwatering and/or underfeeding various, high-demand
veggies/fruits/landscape plants,

4. Set time limits for growers to complete various stages of tlie permit/licensing process. Some Tepusquet growers
have been operating illegally and/or non-compliantly, since 2014 (seven years!). They have dragged their feet
through the entire cannabis licensing process and have yet to meet CUP requirements and/or respond to their
planner, 'in a timely manner.' They will never feel compelled to meet any requirements because current, County
tactics allow them to continue operating, adnavseum, without consequences (emphasis added).

No other business in this Coxmty, is ailowed to sell products to consumers without first, going through a rigorous licensing
process. No other business has huge, significant, negative Class-I Impacts on residents. No other business requires the
level of oversight, security and/or law enforcement to supervise it. The cannabis industry is costing taxpayers more than
we are benefiting. In the April 2021 budget workshops, SBC Sheriff," Chief Deputy Bonner stated, "...that of the 108
growers. 50 percent claimed no income or did not file at all." Most growers fail to pay their fair share in taxes (extra
emphasis added).

s
Pxespectfully Submitted, --
Renee O'Neill



Villalobos, David

From: ' Valerie Bentz <valeriebentz(5igmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2021 3:14 PM

To: Villalobos, David

Cc: Ibrldley2nddistpc@gmail.com; mlhcael@igsb.com; larryf@laguanafarms.com; Dan
Slough; JParke@aklav\/.net

Subject: Stop increase of Cannabis growing unregulated in south county!!

Categories: Purple Category

Caution: This emaii originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Commissioners:

Please do not approve yet another grower of cannabis in our South County with the lov/ level of oversite and
control that has

become all to common around the Carpinteria area.

As a resident of Carpinteria I have continued to suffer from severe allergies and respiratory issues since and
cannabis production and
the awful Byers chemicals are suffocating residents.

We are getting sick from this and are sick of the county commissioners rubber stamping these efforts.

Sincerely,

n

Valerie Bentz, Ph.D. ^
Resident of Carpinteria J

See more at valeriebentz. com

Transforming Consciousness for a Livable World

Fielding folks access Valerie's Research Center
here: https: / /learning.fielding.edu / course /view.php?id=4731

Valerie Malhotra Bentz, PhD, MSSW
Professor | School of Leadership Studies
Fielding Graduate University
5367 Ogan Rd= | Carpinteria, CA 93013
office 805-395-0709

vbentz@fielding. edu



Viliaiobos, David

Ffoni: anna bradley <annaberit@hotmall.com>
Sent; Monday, May 24,2021 620 PM
To: Villalobos, David; Dan Blough; Michael Cooney; Larry FerinI; John Parke; Laura Bridley;

sbcob; Nelson, Bob; Hartmann, Joan; Hart, Gregg; Lavagnino, Steve; Williams, Das;
Heaton, Brittany; Frapwell, Jeff

Subject: Pubic Comment re Creekside Property, LLC, May 26

5
Categories: Purple Category

Caution::This;jaman;oiri^inSted from
dick links br open attachments Unless cdmSnFls safe?-

Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your consideration. It is my hope that you do not permit any further cannabis projects until the
current odor and safety issues have been resolved in Carpinteria. iVIy family iives in the La Mirada area above
Foothill. I cannot drive to or from my house without experiencing cannabis odor overtake my car on any day -
specifically in the corridor between 3561 and 3615 Foothill. The Byers system is not working. Though I live
steep up the hill, mjn^^ly continues to experience cannabis odor problems daily in our home and on our
property. It could be 2am. It could be 9:30 pm. It could be, and most regularly Is, around 8;30-10am. It could
be anytime. This is our experience. It is real. We have to choose either to close windows (whatever the
temperature is outside) orto leave our property entirely if the odor is too strong. I've even been advised to
replace or upgrade windows, buy industrial air scrubbers and even more, and at whose expense? I continue to
do as we have been asked, log complaints and be patient and be vocal.

Please spend some time in the residents' shoes. Come take a drive down our lanes and park in a driveway at
the base of Foothill and experience the odor. Please calculate that experience into your decisions.

I voted for prop 64. I am not against oannabis. \ am not against job creation, i am justagainst what a mess this
has become. It doesn't need to be this way. Why expand further cannabis grows thru permitting before
correcting what already exists? If we continue this way, 1 think It is Just more honest to say, the County really
does not care about the odor and unknown health risks to its residents. It cares more about expanding the
cannabis operations.

Thank You Again,
Anna Bradley

La Mirada



Vllldlobos, David

^j?bk\

From: Elkurdi, Dara

Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 5:40 PM

To: Villalobos, David

Subject: FW: Opposition to Creekside

Categories: Purple Category

I received public comment on Creekside, below.

From: George Zwerdling <geehzee@grnail.com>

Sent: Saturday, May 22, 20217:11 AM

To: Elkurdi, Dara <delkurdi@co.santa-barbara.ca.us>

Subject: Opposition to Creekside

Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Ms Delkurdi...Please note and convey to the Commission my opposition to Creekside. There is an enormous
amount of work required to control odor before developments of this size are approved.
The County has moved much too far and too fast to approve marijuana related businesses and has failed to take
into account the very real downside of so doing. We live in an unusually wonderful place and should do all
possible to keep it that way
Thank you
George Zwerdling
Carpinteria



VillSiuboS, DsViCi

From: Anna Carrillo <annacarp@cox.net>
Sent; Monday, May 24, 2021 11:33 AM
To: Villalobos, David; Michael Cooney; Laura BridleyPQ larryf@lagunafarms.com; Dan

Blough; JParke@aklaw.net
Subject: 21APL-00000-00005, Appeal of Creekside Property LLC (forrnerly Roadside Blooms)

Categories: Purple Category

do not

click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe

To: Planning Commission
From: Anna Carrilib 5 :
May 24, 2021 7 !

Please support the appeal of this project on behalf of the Santa Barbara CpaUtoijfor Responsible Cannabis for
the following reasons: ;

1. One of the conditions in all the GAPs is that there will be quarterly inspections during the first year of
operation. When I tried to foUow-up on the inspections done at the only fUlly permitted project (as of Aug.
2019) at 3561 Foothill Rd. in this "Nidever rectangle" I was told that these inspections have NOT OCCURRED
YET BECAUSE OF THE INABILITY TO IDENTIFY THE SOURCE OF THE ODORS AND THIS WOULD

NOT OCCUR UNTIL ALL THE OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN PERMITTED. There are currently 4
cultivation sites (3 growing with state provisional licenses) and this project would be a 5th NEW
OPERATION. There are an additional 3 not even cultivating in the pipeline. How can new operations be
permitted when the only 1 permitted operation since 2019 that is currently having significant odor issues has not
even had their required quarterly inspections completed yet?

2. See accompanying picture of all the parcels currently growing and this new one. (3504 Westerley is not
cultivating though an application under another name is in the pipeline).

3. When the wind blows off the ocean toward the the hillside of the La Mirada EDRN, the stench settles down
into'the homes bfdire^^^ into the residences. Residents here can not enjoy having their windows open or being
outside.

4. This project is not satisfactory if there are only Byers vapor phase pipes placed inches below the open vents
around the perimeter of the 3 greenhouses hoping to catch all the cannabis odors drifting down. This site either
needs to have sealed greenhouses or carbon scrubbers required. The odor must not leave the greenhouses to
blow into the residences directly up the hill.

5. As the building right next to Via Real will be used for processing, solar equipment should be required to be
on the rooftop.

6. There have been no long term studies on the effects of the use ofEcosorb 100/107 24/7 on the health of the
community. > r. ■:



7. If this appeal is denied, there needs to be added to the project description the use of Best Available
Technology when better technology becomes available.

8. As far as Fm aware the odor problems at the only permitted operation at 3561 Foothill is still causing issues
for the annual Business License renewal which is still under review.

9. As this project will be using water from tlie Carpinteria Valley Water District, I think it is important to know
how much water will this operation use?



Villalobos, David

From: merrily peebles <merpeebles@gmall.com>
Sent: . Monday, May 24, 2021 3:14 PM

To: - ■ Vlilalobos, David; Dan Blough; Michael Cooney; Larry Ferini; John Parke; Laura Bridley;
sbcob; Nelson, Bob; Hartmann, Joan; Hart, Gregg; Lavagnino, Steve; Williams, Das;

;  v. " Heaton, Brittany; Frapwell, Jeff
Subject: Pubic Comment re Creekslde Property, LLC, May 26

Categories: \ " Purple Category . „

s^/z/
GaUtidn::=ffns]^alJ("-ongiiiated?frojn^^
click Ilnlks/'pV->6p.ien ■'tfttachrhentP 'uhiess>:yBu;i:venty';tiieysjP^

D&sr CQirirnissionsrSj

How many times must one ask for consideration for our quality of life in Carpinteria? The footprint of cannabis
is seemingly uncontrolled in Carpinteria and the odor issue is still present. Creekside LLC at 3684 Via Real is
the next example. This is the 5th cultivation site within sight of La Mirada and Santa Claus/Padaro. The
existing four have not demonstrated odor control and when complaints are filed the Plarming Dept. says there is
nothing that can be done until all four have business licenses. Can you believe that? First it was wait until
the ETOwer sets a business license, blow one "rower has a business license and we are told:

"Since there are three other unpermitted cannabis operations adjacent to
G&K, the Professional Engineer/Industrial Hygienist has no method to
determine where any cannabis odors originated. Holding the only permitted
cannabis operation accountable for any cannabis odors that are present in
the vicinity would be not supportable since there are other adjacent grows
and there is not a method to trace an odor to a precise source. The,
Department is currently exploring other methods to determine effectiveness
of the odor control systems. Full implementation of the condition will be
possible when all four projects are permitted.

Seriously, when do you think all four projects will be permitted? Now you are contemplating adding another
project into the mix? Creekside needs to be put on hold until the County finishes "exploring other methods to
determine effectiveness of the odor control systems" or told they must use carbon filters for all buildings and
greenhouses.

At the Autumn Brand permit meeting a staff member said "if I stand at the property line and don't smell
anything I know there is no problem" Well I drive by property lines all along Foothill and Via Real and smell
cannabis. Is that not a problem? I also smell it at my home when the wind is right.

I have a big concern about the Byers Vapor system. There will be lOO's of miles of these pipes in Carpinteria
Valley. The EPA has never approved this vapor for the way it is used to mask cannabis in residential area. We
don't know long term effects.. Yet the cannabis industry is allowed to grow and process their product without
first, going through a licensing process that guaranties no odor or harmful air quality by-product. .We have
pointed out many times, the air in Carpainteria is held in the valley due to its geographical position. No other
business has huge, significant, negative Class-I Impacts on residents like carmabis.



Please pay attention to Commissioner Bloiigh when he said the best technology is carbon filters. We all know
this, including the growers. Why not implement this now? Is it because the grows are too large to set up
correct systems with the current infrastructure? We see the new cannabis business model with large
corporations entering Carpinteria. The compliance system isn't working so the mles need to be changed. Will
the County ever be able to figure out where the smell is coming from? The green houses are shoulder to
shoulder next to each other. Put in carbon filters for growing and clean up the air, then you can feel confident
when you permit Ccinnabis.

Please uphold the appeal. Do not add another 161,838 square feet of greenhouses and another processing
warehouse of 4,061 square feet until you have a way to insure good air quality.

Thank you very much,
Merrily Peebles
La Mirada



Villalobos, David

From: Carrie Miles <CarrleM@fastmail.com>

Sent: Monday, May 24, 2021 2:53 PM

To: Villalobos, David; larryf@lagunafarms.com; michael@igsb.com
Cc: Hans and Lisa Betzholtz; starrtrainer@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Case 21APL-00000-00005 17EIR-00000-00003 3
Attachments: letter from Meadows re cannabis.docx

Categories: Purple Category

Caution
clickilinksjonjop^hlSSachrHientstunfey^^^ ■

I aiii writing regarding the following casei

21APL-00000-00005 17EIR-00000-00003
Appeal of Creekside Property LLC (formerly Roadside Blooms)
Mixed-Light Cannabis Cultivation Carpinteria

Kathryn Lehr, Supervising Planner (805) 568-3560
Dara Elkurdi, Planner (805) 568-2082. delkurdi@co.santa-barbara.ca.us
Hearing on the request of Marc Chytilo on behalf of the Santa Barbara Coalition for Responsible Cannabis
(SBCRC), Appellant, to consider Case No. 21APL-00000-00005, an appeal of the approval of a Coastal
Development Permit (Case No. 19CDP-00000-00062) by the Director of The Planning and Development
Department (herein after Director), which approved 161,838 square feet of three existing, permitted
greenhouses and processing within an existing 4,061 square foot warehouse.

As a resident of Carpinteria whose home is often inundated with cannabis odor, I strongly
object to any new marijuana growing or processing facilities, or legitimizing of existing
unpermitted facilities, anywhere, until effective odor-containment systems are in place.

At a minimum, such facilities must be required to use the best-available odor-
containment system. The Dyer's system does not meet this criterion and presents a health
risk of its own.

While the odor is my primary concern, I am also worried about the amount of water and
electricity these operations will required, especially with a drought likely.

I am attaching a letter on behalf of our community, The Meadov/.

Thank you for your attention. '

Carrie Miles, PhD



To Whom It May Concern:

We are residents of Linden Meadow in Carpinteria, a community of forty homes
immediately adjacent to the greenhouses located at 4701 Foothill and 1495 Sterling
Road, Carpinteria. For the last few years, we have been regularly subjected to the
heavy, skunky odors of cannabis growing in the greenhouses surrounding our area.
The smell can be overwhelming - day or night. We often cannot open our windows
because of the odor, and frankly, even closing the windows does not help on some
odoriferous occasions. This is a public nuisance that severely impacts our neighborhood
as weli as other surrounding areas. We strongly request that all relevant agencies do
everything possible to ameliorate this situation.

We are also concerned about the health effects of the Byers odor amelioration
system currently in use. It has certainly not eliminated the problem, as we still smell the
odor. Some of our residents suffer allergic reactions or migraine headaches due to the
vapors produced by the Byers system. Elected representatives and regulatory agencies
should endeavor to protect the health and safety of all our citizens.

We object to increased cannabis production especially as it is taking place
literally a few hundred feet from our homes unless a proven effective odor elimination
system is installed and in use in all cannabis farms in the Carpinteria area. It makes no
sense to allow additional cannabis production in our area until an effective odor
containment system is in place in all existing and future greenhouses.

To reiterate, the residents of Linden Meadow are strongly opposed to more
cannabis production here or in the Carpinteria valley until the growers put effective odor
containment systems in place. Please keep our beautiful little City of Carpinteria a
healthy, pleasant, and odorTree place to live.

Our hope is that the city council, other agencies involved, and our county
supervisors will be responsive to our objections as they are a major concern to our
community.

Sincerely,

3

Linden Meadow Homeowners

5ki



Villaiobos, David

Ffomj jst5ssinos@sol.corn
Sent: Monday, May 24,2021 2:00 AM ' - \
To: Vlllalobos, David; Ibridley2nddlstpc@grnail.com; mlhcael@igsb.com;

larryf@laguanafarms.com; Dan Blough; JParke@aklaw.net
Subject: Appeal of Creekslde Property LLC (formerly Roadside Blooms) Mixed-Light Cannabjs

Cultivation Carpinteria (Please read into the record)

Categories: .Purple Category ^

r/^G/zj
caution: This rtot
dick ijhks or bjaeh attatWnriiehts'uniess'VPu veri^^

To the Santia Barbara County Planning Commissioners:

I am writing to you to request that you repeal the Coastal Development Permit issued for
new cannabis cultivation and processing at 3684 Via Real in Carpinteria. I am a long time
resident of Carpinteria and have been alarmed by the proliferation of new cannabis
cultivation and processing sites in my neighborhood as well as those near me. This new
cannabis cultivation and processing site at 3684 Via Real will be the fifth cultivation site
located in or near residential neighborhopds.

The skunk like odors are particularly concerning due to the fact that there haye been no
long term studies done on the effects of the Ecosorb being put into the air. Please don't
allow new cannabis sites to be permitted until there is a way to determine where the skunk
like odors are coming from and what.effects Ecosorb has on our environment and our
health.

Also, during this time of drought, I am wondering where this new cannabis cultivation site
will obtain their water and electricity (with Southern Calif. Edison's planned rolling brown
outs due to the upcoming fire season).

Another concern I have is the increase in big rig truck traffic using two lane roads to travel
to and from these sites. Recently, I was almost hit by a big rig truck backing Into 4610
Foothill Road to load up with cannabis products. The driver of the big rig truck did not
signal and stopped immediately in front of me and started to back up. 1 was sure the big
rig truck was going to hit me as the driver continued to back up towards my car despite my
continuous horn honking. The big rig blocked both lanes of Foothill Rd., near a blind
curve, backing into the cannabis processing site. Fortunately, nobody was
hurt. Unfortunately, this situation is an accident waiting to happen.

Please do not allow the over concentration of cannabis cultivation and processing sites in
residential neighborhoods. Please repeal the Coastal Development permit issued for new
cannabis cultivation and processing at 3684 Via Real in Carpinteria.
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Villalobos, David

From: Gregory Gandrud <Greg@gandrudfinancial.com>
Seat: Suruiay, May-23, .2J321 9:31 -AM

To: Villalobos, David; Lbrldley2nddistpc@gmail.com; mihcael@igsb.com;
larryf@laguanafarms.com; Dan Blough; JParke@aklaw.net ; -r-

Cc: Concerned Carpinterians
Subject: Case No. 21APL-00000-00005 Appeal of Creekside Property , , ̂

Categories: Purple Category

Caution: this email-pVlglri from a source pUtsld^^^
click links or open atfachm^nte unless you vesrifyithe^^^

Honorable Commissioners:

urity of Santa Barbara. pp.iipt
hd know the content is

I have lived in Carpinteria for over 32 years. We are being overwhelmed by the cannabis industry and our air
quality, health,-and quality of-life is suffering.,

The Byers Vapor Phase system does not workAvell for controlling odors when it is used outside the perimeter of
the building. The chemicals are respiratory irritants that cause health issues for neighbors and for nursery
workers.

I used to live adjacent to the Ever-Bloom 15-acre cannabis grow but we were forced to sell my home of 24
years and move away because my spouse could not breadi because of the cannabis operation with the Byers
system. We have had to retain an attorney and have had to sue in order to recover for the damages to my
spouse's health and to my property.

Please require cannabis operations to be airtight and/or to use carbon scrubbers.

Thank you for your consideration.
n

Gregory Gandrud
Carpinteria
805-566-1475 xll4

www.GandrudFinancial.com

(805) 566-1475



Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jill Stassinos

1760 Ocean Oaks Rd.

Carpinteria



Cannabis Odor Control Solutions

CAPCOA SPRING

MEMBERSHIP MEETING

Santa Barbara County

/Ur Pollution Control District

Our Mission; To protecl the people and the environment
of Santa Barbara County from the effects of air pollution.

Aeron Arlin Genet

Director / ARCO

May 15, 2018

€

M

Sartta Barbara Countiy
Air Pollution Control District



Cannabis in Santa Barbara County

Santa Barbara County currently has the most
temporary cannabis cultivation licenses in
Californiai2

52 cannabis cultivators in Carpinteria alone^

M • Odor generated from cannabis cultivation is
r  significant nuisance issue for residents f

V -

1  https //vwwv independent conVnews/20l6/mar/01/santa-bar&a(a-cannab<$-sro«ver&-hoU-most-temporary/
Santa Barbara County 2. Final Efwifonmental Impact Report (BR) tor ttieCannabs Land Use Ordinance and Licensing Projiram-Santa Barbara County

3. httPS/ftwAvinclependent com/nev.^Qta/rnarCa'5anta-bafbaf3-councv-set&-eannabi5-orow-caiyAir Pollution Control District



Odors From Cultivation

Odors produced during cannabis flowering stage

¥
•  For large-scale operations, significant portion of plant^

will be flowering at any given time

Cannabinoids, Terpenes, Sesquiterpenes

1 r

Santa Barbara County

Air Pollution Control District

;VTlc-^ •

'di ll
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Odor Neutralizers

¥

Process works like this: chemical reaction occurs betwee

the odors and compounds in the neutralizer to scrub the
smell

Neutralizer is converted into a vapor that gets dispersed
- Odors "surf' the airstream

- Odors & neutralizer more likeiy to meet if in the airstream togethe

One example shown here: Ecosorb CNB 100 odor neutralizer

ECOS«.RB

Sartta Bar^bara County

Air Pollution Control District



Vapor-Phase Odor Control Technology

Vapors go through PVC piping around perimeter ofA
greenhouse

PVC piping contains holes for release of odor
neutrallzer

^ Size and number of holes unique to each installation
^ but designed to minimize pressure drop

ri.'

Sartta Barbara County
Air Pollution Control District



Odor Control System Process Flow

Holding Tank
(Ecosorb CNB 100)

IE

mHigh pressure, I
volume blow'

bw

I
A!

1  ;

-ii.fS . -

1 r

Evaporation Tank
(confidential)

Santa Barbara County
Air Pollution Control District



Odor Control System Process Flow Cont,
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Santa Barbara County
Air Pollution Control District



Odor Control System Process Flow Cont.

1.

jerpenesC/D
q:
oA
Q

O

O
2:

m

\ f Watch smoke test httDs://voutu.be/sNEBCDQCQZY

Santa Sar^bara Count.

Atr Pollution Control District

SVL M-^O/Cit.3
V[O^0 3w



Considerations

Ecosorb CNB 100 example:
Throughput 3.5 gallons per day ̂
A pine/citrus scent from overproduction of neutralizer vapor ̂
Approximate capital cost $38,000 - $53,000, including installation

Annual operating cost (based on typical large-scale greenhouse operations) is
$45,000 - $50,000 per year

Santa Bart>ara County
Air Pollution Control District



Ever-Bloom Test Case

•  15-acre greenhouse located near
sensitive receptors

• 650,000 sq. ft cannabis growing
operation, previously grew flowers

•  Installed a Byers-Scientific &
Manufacturing vapor-phase odor \
control system in November 2017

1 f

Carpmtena
HIah School

'ml

Ever-Bloom

Greenhouse

Residential

VIm «w

Santa Bar!t>ara County

Air Pollution Control District

10



Ever-Bloom Test Case Cont.

• Ever-Bloom invited District staff to inspect odor-control system
in February 2018

• District staff toured the greenhouse and odor-control system

A* Odor-control system was operating during the visit and^
f  appeared to be working as advertised

• Pungent odors from inside the greenhouse could not be
detected directly outside the greenhouse or at the property line

\ f .

Santa Barbara County

Air Pollution Control District
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other Applications

• System currently installed at 14 cannabis operations in Carpinteria

• System can be used to control odors from:

- Solid Waste (landfills, waste transfer stations, compost, pulp & paper)
- Wastewater Treatment

- Commercial (food waste, trash compactors, food processing)
- Agricultural (dairy, poultry and hog farming)

• Also operational at Miramar Landfill in San Diego as well as composting and
landfill operations throughout the US

N

r *-■

Sartta Bar!fc>ara County
Air Pollution Control District
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Ecosorb CNB 100 Data Sheet

, 6;^rs Scientific & Manufacturing' •

ECOSORB- CNB 100

TECHNiCAL DATA SHEET
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2801 T STREET

SACRAMENTO, OA 95816

Tanduse TEL 916.382.4377
NATURAL RESOURCES 916.382.4380

WWW.HTHJIAW.COM

*  HARRISON

TEMBLADOR

HUNGERFORD

& JOHNSON

June 30,2021

Hon. Virginia Bass, Chair

and Members of the Board of Supervisors

Humboldt County

825 Street, Eureka, CA 95501

[VIA EMAIL TO COB@CO.HUMBOLDTCA.US]

RE: Arcata Land Company, LLC Project (PLN-12255-CUP)

Issues on Appeal

Dear Chair Bass and Supervisors:

I and my firm represent applicant Arcata Land Company, LLC ("ALCj")- As you are aware, on June 22
the Board of Supervisors heard an appeal of the Planning Commission's approval of a use permit

authorizing ALC to cultivate eight acres of cannabis adjacent to the Sun Valley Floral Farms flower

facility in Arcata (the "Project"). The Board closed public comment, deliberated, and then continued the

hearing to July 13 for additional deliberation and a decision.

Two issues of concern arose during the June 22 hearing:

•  The first issue relates to comments by one Supervisor asserting that the Board should evaluate the

Project based on how the Project site "should" be zoned following the County's 2017 General

Plan update, as opposed to its actual zoning, and that cultivation limits applicable to the

hypothetical zoning should be applied rather than the rules applicable to the Project site's actual

zoning.

•  The second issue relates to whether the Board must reopen public comment on July 13 to address

information regarding the odor control system that ALC voluntarily agreed to implement at the

June 22 hearing.

This letter addresses both issues in turn below.

///

///

///

///



Board of Supervisors
Humboldt County
Arcata Land Company Project (PLN-I2255-CUP) Issues on Appeal
June 30, 2021

1. The Board Must Evaluate The Project Under Its Current MH-Q Zoning, Not Hypothetical

Zoning.

The Project site is designated Agricultural Exclusive (AE) under the County General Plan, and is zoned

Heavy Industrial with a Qualified Combining Zone (MH-Q).

Some comments at the June 22 hearing were directed at the fact that the MH-Q zoning is not "consistent"

with the AE General Plan designation.' This is accurate. The Project site General Plan designation was
changed to AE from Industrial General (IG) In 2017 when the Board adopted the General Plan update.
MH zoning is consistent with the IG designation. The Project site has not been rezoned to a zone

classification that is consistent with the site's new (as of October 2017) AE designation.

ALC submitted its application for the Project in December 2016, prior to the Board's redesignation of the
Project site to AE in October 2017. At that time, the Project site was designated IG under the General

Plan then in effect, and zoned MH-Q, as is still the case. Thus, when ALC submitted its application, the

Project site zoning was consistent with the underlying General Plan designation, and the County Planning

Department property accepted ALC's application for review.

Notwithstanding these facts, one Supervisor suggested that the Project should be evaluated as if the

Project site were hypothetically zoned consistent with the current General Plan designation, apparently in

the belief that the Project site's current zoning is no longer valid.

There is no statute or "case law, however, supporting the assertion that the current MH-0 zoning became

invalid when the General Plan was updated in 2017. or that the Project must be evaluated pursuant to

hypothetical zoning rather than the zoning actually in effect. To the contrary, the California Supreme

Court has expressly held that "a local zoning ordinance may temporarily differ from the general plan

following a general plan amendment." {City of Morgan Hill v. Bushey (2018) 5 Cal. 5th 1068, 1079-

1080 {^'Morgan Hiir) [emphasis in original].). In that case, the Court concluded that Goyernment Code

Section 65860(c) allows a zoning classification to remain In effect and valid for a "reasonable time"

following a general plan amendment that rendered the zoning classification inconsistent with the amended

general plan. ^

As noted, the Project site's zoning became inconsistent with the General Plan following its update in

2017. Thus, consistent with Government Code Section 65860(c) and the Supreme Court's decision in

Morgan Hill, the Project site's MH-Q zoning is the correct and valid zoning classification under which

the Board must evaluate the Project. Evaluating the Project based on hypothetical zoning, as one

Supervisor suggested, would violate state law and Supreme Court decisional law.

' State law (Gov. Code § 65860) requires zoning to be "consistent" with the General Plan. The current County
General Plan states that only four zoning classifications, Design Floodway (DF), Flood Plain (FP), Agriculture
Exclusive (AE) and Timberland Production (TPZ) are allowed in areas designated AE by the General Plan. Because
the General Plan does not allow MH zoning in AE-designated areas, the current zoning is not consistent with the
current General Plan.
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Board of Supervisors
Humboldt County
Arcata Land Company Project (PLN-12255-CUP) Issues on Appeal
June 30, 2021

2. The Board Is Not Required To Reopen Public Comment In Response To The Applicant's

Proposed Odor Control System.

The Board heard all comments and closed public comment on the ALC appeal at the June 22 hearing.

However, at least one Supervisor questioned whether the Board must reopen the continued hearing to

public comment in light of asserted "new information" concerning ALC's voluntarily-accepted odor
control system. Specifically, ALC indicated at the June 22 hearing that it would be willing to implement

the Byers Scientific odor control system, which utilizes a material called Ecosorb to bind and neutralize

cannabis odors.

The Brown Act (Gov. Code § 54950 et seq.) does not require a local decision-making body to reopen a

hearing to public comment at a continued hearing unless the proposed action has materially changed or

significant new information has come to light since public comment was closed on the matter. (See,

generally, Gov. Code § 54954.3.)

The Applicant's willingness to utilize the Bvers Scientific Ecosorb odor control system neither constitutes

a material change to the Project nor significant new information that would require the Board to reopen

the continued hearing to public comment.

In fact, use of Ecosorb as an alternative odor control system has been included as part of the Project since

its inception, and has been discussed in both the Project Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration

("IS/MND") and in staff reports for the Project. For example;

•  IS/MND: 'in the event that carbon filtration is inadequate, odor neutralizers such as Ecosorb,
which is a water-based product that contains a proprietary blend of natural plant oils and bio-

based surfactants that effectively absorb to odor molecules, neutralizing their smell, may be

utilized." (Page 5.)

• March 18 Planning Commission Staff Report: "Odors from the cultivation process will be

controlled using fans that direct airflow through the hoop structures to a carbon filtration unit. In

the event that carbon filtration is inadequate, odor neutralizers such as Ecosorb, which is a water-

based product that contains a proprietary blend of natural plant oils and bio-based surfactants that

effectively absorb to odor molecules, neutralizing their smell, may be utilized. Recommended

conditions of approval will require odor to be managed and corrected within 10 days of any

complaints that are verified by the Planning Department to be valid (On-going Condition of
Approval #3)." (Pages 4 and 17 [Finding No. 5].)

•  April 22 Planning Commission Staff Report: "Comments regarding impacts to air quality (odor).

Odors from the cultivation process will be controlled using fans that direct airflow through the

greenhouses to a carbon filtration unit. In the event that carbon filtration is inadequate, odor
neutralizers such as Ecosorb, which is a water-based product that contains a proprietary blend of

natural plant oils and bio-based surfactants that effectively adsorb to odor molecules, neutralizing
their smell, may be utilized. In addition, the approved building plans will address odor
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Board of Supervisors
Hiimboidt County
Arcata Land Company Project (PLN-12255-CUP) Issues on Appeal
June 30, 2021

management by incorporating a ventilation/air filtration system that limits potential adverse odor

emission impacts to employees and/or properties located in the vicinity. The system will be

designed, signed, and stamped by a mechanical engineer for review and approval by the Building
Official. There will be a description of the odor control system and procedures for ongoing

maintenance of the system. The plan will designate a staff member to receive, document, and

follow-up on odor complaints. The plan will include procedures to document and respond to any

odor complaints that include: a contact name and phone number to report odor complaints, the

source or cause of any odor complaints, and actions taken to mitigate the odors. Complaint

records will be maintained for a minimum of five years from the date the complaint is received

and be provided to the County or NCUAQMD upon request." (Page 8.)

•  June 22 Board of Supervisors Staff Report: ''With regard to odor, the IS/MND states that if

carbon filtration is inadequate in neutralizing odors, products such as Ecosorb may be utilized.

Appellants are highly concerned about the proposed use ofEcosorb, or similar products, with no

information on ingredients, application protocols, or performance standards provided, and with

no monitoring. Odor can be transient in nature, depending on changes in wind direction. Given

the proximity of homes and neighborhoods that are downwind of this Project, and the conflicting

impacts ofodor between the IS/MND and the FEIR, an EIR should be requiredfor this Project.

Staff Response: The FEIR acknowledges that unenclosed commercial cannabis cultivation is a

source of odors that would likely be detectable by off-site sensitive receptors. At the same time

the CCLUO identifies that enclosed cultivation is adequate mitigation to protect sensitive

receptors in community plan areas. The project proposes cultivation to take place within enclosed

greenhouses with odor control. The significant and unavoidable odor impact identified in the

FEIR was specifically regarding unenclosed cultivation and is therefore not applicable to this

project.

Odors from the cultivation process will be controlled using fans that direct airflow through the

greenhouses to a carbon filtration unit. In the event that carbon filtration is inadequate, odor

neutralizers such as Ecosorb, a water-based product that contains a proprietary blend of natural

plant oils and bio-based surfactants that effectively adsorb to odor molecules, neutralizing their
smell, may be utilized.

For the life of the project, the project shall not result in a continued discernable odor of cannabis

at the property lines of adjoining existing residential uses. Should the Planning and Building
Department receive complaints regarding odor, the Planning and Building Department will
inspect and evaluate the cause of the perceived odor. If it is determined by staff that the project is
causing the odor, staff will work with the applicant/operator to resolve and return the project to
compliance in a timely manner. Resolution may entail additional maintenance and/or
replacement of the air filtration system. At a minimum, the applicant/operator shall present a plan
to the Planning and Building Department within 10 days of initial County contact to address the

odor.
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Board of Supervisors
Humboldt County
Arcata Land Company Project (PLN-I2255-CUP) Issues on Appeal
June 30, 2021

Lastly, the enclosed greenhouses will include carbon filtration intended to control odor, and

which will also ensure that in the event odor neutralizers such as Ecosorb or used, any airborne

particulates will be trapped in carbon filters before air is circulated to outside of the greenhouses.

It should be noted that the closest residence to the Project would be at 780 feet. All other

residences would be at least 1,250 feet away." (Page 8.)

The clear evidence in the record shows that not only was Ecosorb repeatedly mentioned in project

documents, including County staff reports, but that the Appellants specifically acknowledged and

commented on this particular odor control measure. The public has had a full and complete opportunity

to comment on ALC's proposed use of this material to control odor. Discussion of this material at the

June 22 hearing was neither a material change to the Project nor significant new information.

For the foregoing reasons, it would be inappropriate to reopen the continued hearing to public comment to

address the proposed Ecosorb-based odor control system for the Project.

* ♦ ♦

Very truly yours,
HARRISON, TEMBLADOR, HUNGERFORD & JOHNSON

By
Bradley Johnson

cc: John Ford, Planning Director
Lane DeVries, Arcata Land Company, LLC
Jordan Main, Compass Land Group
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From: Wilson, Mike

Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:58 AM

To: Ford, John

Cc: Hayes, Kathy

Subject: FW: Sun Valley Appeal

For the public record.

Mike

Mike Wilson P.E.

Humboldt County Supervisor, District 3

707.476.2393

From: Mike Wilson P.E.

Sent: Friday, June 25, 20214:20 PM

To: Wilson, Mike <Mike.Wilson@co.humboldt.ca.us>

Subject: FW: Sun Valley Appeal

From: Michael Dehorlty <miideh(S)gmail.com>

Date; Monday, June 21, 2021 at 8:24 PM
To: Mike Wilson

Subject: Sun Valley Appeal

Mike -

Please vote to uphold Planning's decision and allow Sun Valley to

proceed. 8 acres is not a "mega-grow", nor would the original 23

acres proposed. Opponents have been very active on social media. I

have considered their arguments and they do not hold water. A tempest
in a teapot and a lot of nimbyism.

Please allow Sun Valley to proceed with their plans of using agricultural

land for agricultural purposes. This will be good for people needing jobs

and good for Humboldt County and its tax base.

Thank you,

Michael Dehorlty
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From: Kerry McNally <kerrym42@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, June 18. 2021 7:58 AM
To: COB; Planning Clerk

Subject; Record #PLN-2Q21-17198, Appeal of Arcata Land Company, LLC Record # PLN-12255-
CUP

Record #PLN-2021-17198, Appeal of Arcata Land Company, LLC Record # PLN-12255-CUP

Kerry McNally
1744 Simas Court

Arcata, Calif. 95521
kerrvm2@Qmail.com

707-499-3799

June 16, 2021

Humboldt County Board of Supervisors
525 Fifth St.

Eureka, Calif. 95501

Dear Humboldt County Board of Supervisors,

As a long-time homeovi/ner who would like to remain in my house and neighborhood, I am requesting that the
proposed 8+-acre Arcata Land Company project be denied, as this project is entirely too close to neighboring
homes and schools and with potential impacts to health and safety of the community. Although the site is
zoned for industrial use, this particular use brings with it a unique set of problems that justify additional
scrutiny.

The applicant's proposal is lacking important quantifiable details, such as:
•  A Traffic Study quantifying impacts to Foster Avenue and 27th Street
•  A Noise Study for the fans operating in the planned greenhouses
•  An Odor Study that might allay concerns for those neighbors with pre-existing conditions
•  A Groundwater Impacts to neighboring wells
•  Quantifiable Light Pollution Data
•  Security Requirements.

We put trust in your decision making. Without sufficient data, the approval of this project is risking negative
impacts to these Humboldt County residents.

Sincerely,

Kerry McNally



Lippre, Suzanne

From: bell-hans@suddenlink.net

Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 3:59 PM
To: COB

Cc: Yandeil, Rodney; Planning Clerk; Bohn, Rex; Bushnell, Michelle; Wilson, Mike; Bass,
Virginia; Madrone; Steve

Subject: Arcata Land Company/Cannabis Project #12255

As I'm writing this email to all of you, I'm sitting in my backyard listening to all of the different birds and sounds of
nature, the distant sound of the ocean and'the sweet smell of the countryside and fresh air! I ponder what my evenings
will be like when I'm directly downwind of Sun Valleys planned mega Industrial cannabis grow. Will 1 be able to sit
outside because of the stench of cannabis or will I be forced back Inside? Or will the sound of hundreds of industrial

fans/dehumidifiers/ and heaters drown out any sounds of nature?!

You have been given all of the science and facts as to why this project should be denied or at least tthat an EIR needs to
be done. This project requires an EIR when a Fair Argument under CEQA finds that a project "may" cause one or more
potentially significant impacts might occur.'The opposition to this project has proven Numerous impacts that Will be
Significant II

The last few months since I first heard about this proposed project -by a Neighbor- Not the Planning Dept, has been full
of grave disappointments .The disgraceful behavior and falsehoods of our elected and appointed officials at the
Planning Dept including Director John Ford has been egregious I Mr Ford Knows better when he said there are no
major differences between an ISDMND and an EIR, but chose at the April 22 meeting to tell this mistruth. That
department has been throwing road blocks in the way of the community from voicing their opposition to this mega
grow once we found out what they were up to!! Trying to quietly push through 23 acres was outrageous - 8 is just as
bad! The latest ploy was mailing of the public notice of the BOS meeting date/ etc all except the zoom Information,
from ARKANSAS without a postmark- taking 5 days to arrive at my mailbox 4:15 on Friday June Il.The deadline for
comments was Monday June 14! with a deadline of NOON- giving people exactly 31/2 hours to do. This is Unacceptable
!!

We are certainly at the crossroads as a community-Do we want to preserve our precious resources and unique
landscapes or let jALC sell down the road to the highest bidder such as Marlboro and Philip Morris-squeezing out our
small growers ? Do we protect the health and well being of our families and community ?

We should heed the warnings of our fellow Californians in Santa Barbara or to the north in Oregon. Mega Grows do
NOT belong next to neighborhoods and communities as their people suffer from increase In health problems and
unable to be outdoors due to the unbearable odor and noise . Not to mention the loss of beautiful landscapes so
unique to those areas.

You five people have one of the most important decisions to make for us, your constituents. Please listen to our deeply
felt opposition to this project. You can't go back once this all starts.

The future of our planet and the children/grandchildren that will inhabit this beautiful place we call home-depends on
you!

Thank you

Peggy Bell-Hans

2859 Wyatt Lane
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From: Sallie Grover <sal!ieg15@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday. June 18. 2021 4:34 PM
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Arcata Land Company cannabis permit response

Greetings Board and Commission members.

Please reconsider the permit for cannabis production at the proposed site.

Pesticide use close to residential and school districts is hazardous to community health. The Arcata community has
expressed concern over pesticide use by Sun Valley for decades. Other types of pollution (Ike light, noise and fossil fuel
have also been brought up.

How has Sun Valley stewarded it's agricultural soils? The majority of it's ~30 acres is graveled or paved. Will this bottoms
soil ever be farmable again? The best direction for the company would be to adjust floral production to the difficult
market conditions and remediate the soil on the existing site. Remediation of the proposed ALC site and sustainable
farming on that site would also be a better outcorne for the community.

The kind of jobs that are desirable In the community are jobs that are free from exposure to and application of
pesticides.

Please consider these concerns in the permitting process. Thanks for reading through this note,

Sallie Grover

Arcata resident

Sent from my IPhone



Lippre, Suzanne

From: star Siegfried <star@humboldt1.com>

Sent: Saturday, June 19, 2021 1:01 PM
To: GOB

Cc: Yandell, Rodney; Planning Clerk; Bohn, Rex; Bushnell, Michelle; Wilson, Mike; Bass,
Virginia; smadrone@co.humbodlt.ca.us

Subject: Arcata Bottoms Cannabis operation

Dear Board of Supervisors,

I have been a Humboldt County resident for 44 years. I left Los Angeles to get away from big business, land over use and
pollution.

The proposed plan to develop our virgin farm lands {the Arcata bottoms) for another big agricultural development is
wrong and ill conceived. The impact on the people and land will be huge. Why not use all the old run down buildings and
even the mall in Eureka and repurpose these properties to grow cannabis?

Don't approve this, it's not ok for the people, the land, the birds, our water, the power grid and the visual aesthetics or
our fine land.

Star

Star Siegfried RN, BA, IBCLC

Board Certified Lactation Consultant

https://www.facebook.com/starlactation/

https://www.inkpeople.org/dreammaker-data/mother2mother

Breastfeeding is not a one woman job: it requires government leadership and support from families, communities,
workplaces and the health care system to really make it worki

Confidentiality Warning: the intended recipient and many contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not
the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the Information Included in this message and
any attachments is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us by reply e-mail and
immediately and permanently delete this message and any attachments. The sender does not accept any responsibility
for any loss, disruption or damage to your data or computer system that may occur while using data contained in,
or transmitted with, this e-mail. The sender does not accept any responsibility for any loss, disruption or damage to your
data or computer system that may occur while using data contained in, or transmitted with, this e-mail. I do not have or

use HIPPA compliant email technology, but I am careful about keeping files private within my own password
protected computer. Thank you.



Lippre, Suzanne

From: bojan Ingle <bojan.in9le@gmall.corri>
Sent: Saturday, June 19, 2021 2:42 PM
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Arcata Bottoms Canbabis

Industrial cannabls should not be considered ag use!

Bojan Ingle

Arcata
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From: Bonnie MacRaith <bmacralth@renlnet.com>

Sent: Saturday, June 19. 2021 9:15 PM
To: Planning Clerk

Subject: comment on cannabis permit

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Please take into consideration the neighbors near proposed Arcata Land Co./Sun Valley cannabis farm. They paid good
money for their homes, pay taxes and deserve great considerationi Why cause someone grief!? Please re-think this,
please don't Ignore the citizensl Please don't allow 8 acres of cannabis in a small town!
Thank You,

Bonnie MacRaith

Arcata, CA



Lippre, Suzanne

From: Glenn Siegfried <glenns@humboldt1.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 20, 2021 12:09 PM
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: Comments re: 8 acre cannabis farm in Arcata Bottoms

Dear Humboldt County BOS<

As a resident in the Arcata area I am strongly oppose to the proposed 8 ,acre cannabis farm planned for development in
the Arcata Bottoms. This type of commercial development should not be allowed to be situated in such close proximity
to a residential area due to the increased traffic, noise, odor, and other disturbances. I also have concerns about the

environmental impact due to run off from fertilizers and pesticides, if used. Tremendous amounts of water will be used
as we face current and future drought conditions. This is not acceptable. I would encourage this cannabis farm to find a
more suitable location that is not near residential areas. Please vote NO to approve this permit.

Thanks,

Glenn Siegfried

Arcata, CA
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From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Bonnie Shand <bespoet@sonic.net>
Sunday, June 20, 2021 12:22 PM

Planning Clerk
Arcata Land Company cannabis permit

Board of Supervisors,

Please vote down this cannabis permit as allowing an 8 acre grow in a residential area of Arcata means you are ignoring
the feelings of the people who live here vs the desire of a business to make money. All the negative effects of the grow
on the neighborhood have been stated many times so I do not need to repeat them. It is your responsibility to take
seriously the quality of life issues that are at risk here so do not permit Arcata Land Company to have Its way in this
situation.

Sincerely,
Bonnie Shand
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THE FIGHT AGAINST

INDUSTRIAL WEED
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BACKYARD
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Dismiss Sign Up

Wedding boom is on as vendors
scramble to keep up
By Associated Press June 9.2021 1 3:04pm l

Anna Price Olson, associate editorial director for Brides magazine,
said many vendors in the wedding industry are small businesses.

"They're trying to meet the demand of new clients and clients who
have postponed," she said. "In order to do so, in many cases, they're
having to charge more. They're having to hire additional resources,
bring staff members back. Also the cost of goods is increasing. There
are only so many linens, only so many rentals and only so many
flowers that were planted this past season."

Per Steve Dionne, Executive Director of Cal Flowers, the industry is
getting ready to boom.



The Project ensures no local
accountability after permit approval

Marlboro maker Philip Morris is
eyeing the pot market, CEO says
By wai Feue< Apni28.2021 ' 9153fn '

•1 >
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Community appreciates the contributions Sun Valley has made to many local
groups, and that Mr. Devries is a long time community member, providing jobs.
There is no guarantee that Lane DeVries, the newly formed Arcata Land
Company, and Headwaters will continue to be the operators, especially with
potential Federal legalization of cannabis.



The Project ensures no protection of the
community

T  iSwitiBartarai ■

|ll(l6| ^Ilu6Ilt Strauss' Home Town
Carpinteria Activists Battle over
How to Stop the Cannabis Stink
One Group Negotiates, the Other Threatens State-Level Appeal

Residents of La Mirada Drive above Foothill have complained that the smell of cannabis Is making them sick Here's their view of the

greenhouse industry, including G&K Farms, at the western end of the Carpinteria Valley looking toward Nidever Road Many of the
greenhouses in the valley were formerly in cut flowers and and are now in cannabis. i

»««



Active agricultural land being lost
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2003 2004 2012 2019

1. Lumber Mill rehabbed over 20 years ago and site used in active ag -
cannot claim credit for rehabilitation as part of current project.

2. Industrial mega grow is not needed to support cannabis studies at
Humboldt, which is poised to become the state's 3'''^ Polytechnic
Institute.

3. With the potential for record flower sales as people make up for all the
events missed over pandemic. Sun Valley should not need this grow to
maintain a healthy business, and continue to provide local jobs.



Biological Mitigations
Do Not Necessarily
Protect Wildlife
•  Mitigation measures do not account for work

stoppages of over two weeks in length, which
would require a new clearance survey.

•  The mitigation measures buffer zones do not

account for the needs of the different species that

may be found during surveys.

•  Consultation with California Department of Fish and

Wildlife has not occurred since 2017, prior to many
of the designs and studies. Discussions with CDFW

indicated they are tired of the County not listening

to regulatory input, and have thus given up

commenting, as evidenced during the March 18'^
Board meeting when John Ford deferred to a

consultant's study over the CDFW's request.
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It is a fallacy that this project will result in
grows being taken out of the hills.

• While many have stated that this project represents forward
progress in getting grows out of the hiiis

• The County is stiil approving permits in the hiiis, such as the
recently approved 7-acre McCann Ranch Project.

• This project is an industrial operation that should be constructed
on existing impervious area in an efficient ciimate-controiied
warehouse

• The project is not an agricultural operation, utilizing the prime
farmland at the site.



An 8-Acre Project Size is not a Compromise

• The reduction in size from 23 acres to 8 acres is not an

acceptable reduction in size and does not represent listening to
the community.

• 23 acres would have been 75% of the permit capacity in the
Eureka Plain Watershed.

• A 1-Acre project has the ability to generate millions of dollars in
revenue. Why is 8 acres needed?



Humboldt County Planning Department
is not Encouraging Public Input

Team Was Prepared!

County did not provide the location of meeting in public notice
the community has to look it up on the internet after Friday afternoon!

Stumble on date public comments due resulted in confusion on submitting timely
comments.
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March 18 Notice Mailing
Arrived in 1 day LOCAL MAILING
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April 22 Notice Mailing Arrived in
1 day LOCAL MAILING
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June 22 Notice Mailing
Arrived In 5 days MAILED

I  FROM ARKANSAW



HUMBOLDT REGIONAL

Climate Action
Plan>7r
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SB 32 Statewide Targets

1990 levels by 2020

40% below 1990 levels by 2030

80% below 1990 levels by 2050



The Operations Plan
is Incomplete

Lacks detail

Project description has
changed Four times since
the IS/MND was completed

A brand new technology was
introduced just today

Data is needed to prove the
project will meet noise, odor,
and light standards

Per Thomas Mulder, Where's
the Operations agreement
between Headwaters and

Arcata Land Company.
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Minimum Conditions to Protect the

Community

1. Maximum of 1 Acre of Cultivation, Phased with
the First Phase 10,000 sq ft

2. Net Zero Energy Use, with All Electric Systems
with 100% Renewable Energy

3. Require Modern Efficient Greenhouse, with
Maximum Noise and Odor Control

4. No New Ground Disturbance with Replacement
of Flower Greenhouses with Cannabis

Greenhouses

5. Connect to Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
District to Supply all Irrigation and Potable Water



Minimum Conditions to Protect the

Community

6. Conduct a Cumulative Traffic Impacts Study to Account for All
Proposed nearby Grows and the Creekside Annex

7. Fund the City of Arcata to Extend the Foster Ave Bike Lanes
to a Quarter Mile Past the Project Entrance

8. No Traffic on 27th Street

9. Require applicant to submit quarterly compliance Reports
that address the following areas:

Noise

Odor

. Lights

iv. Other

V. Water use/ metering and calibration of equipment



May 4. 2021

From:

James M. Cotton, et al.

1971 27'^ Street

Arcata. OA 95512

iimcotton47@QmaH.com

r-,"

Repeat of our
appeal

The Planning Commission adopted a Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") for the
Project despite substantial evidence in the administrative record supporting a fair
argument that the Project may have significant environmental impacts. Because
commenters have presented a fair argument concerning the Project's multiple
potentially significant Impacts. CEQA mandates an EIR for the Project to analyze the full
scope of impacts prior to approval.

For all these reasons, and as explained below and in prior comments on the IS/MND
submitted to the Humboldt County Planning Department,^ Appellants urge the Board to
reverse the Planning Commission's decision to approve the Project and either deny the
application or order the preparation of an EIR.



I Arcata Bottoms
I Liprnm Slough Santa Barbara

Industrial Cannabis Grow
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Your Choice?
!,7\ What will be your legacy on the

Arcata Bottom?
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Conditional Use Permit for the 8-Acre Industrial

Cannabis Operation in the Arcata Bottom
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Registered Nurse, BSN (35 years) ^



Community
Request

Use your
Discretionary
Authority
to Deny
PLN-12255-CUP
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There is a fair

Argument under
CEQA that an

EIR is needed

Holder Law Group h^erecolaw.com

317WBSh<niton S(r««t, *177

OBkland. CA 94607

(510)3M-37S9

f>sofl#holilerKDlaw.eoni

April 30,2021

Via Email AwoU3. Mail

Humboldt County Board of Supervisors

Email: Virginia Bass, vbass<@>co.huniboldt.ca.us
Steve Madrone. smadrone@ca.humt>oldt.ca.us

Mike Vi/ilson. mike.wilson(g>co.humboldtca.us
Michelle Bushnell, mbushneli@co.humbotdt.ca. us
Rex Bohn, rbohn<®co.humboldl.ca.us

Attn: Qerk of the Board, cob(»co.humboldt.ca.us
825 5th Street, Room 111

Eureka, CA9S501

Ra' Pattern of Inaccurate CharactedtaHons of CEQA's Standards and Requirement

John Ford. Director

Humboldt County Plannineand
Building Department

3015 H Street

Eureka, California 95501

Email; Jfoni@co.humbDtdtC8.us

With respect to the first point above, the Directof did notacknowiedge that, pursuant
to the mandatorv language of the CEQA statute and CEQA Guidelines, an MND is anly allowed
when the initial Study demonstrates with substantial evidence that, after incorporating
mitigation measures, a proposed project will "clearly* not cause "any significant effect on the
environment."^ In contrast, an EIR is required when there is a fair argument, oasea on

substantial evidence, that a project "may" cause one or more potentially significant impacts.^
In other words, when an MND is prepared, the burden is on the lead agency (here the County)
to demonstrate with supporting evidence and transparent analysis that, with incorporated
mitigation measures and project design changes, there is no possibility that the proposed
project may cause significant impacts. If commenters present any substantial evidence
supporting a fair argument that the project may cause significant impacts, then an EIR is
required - even if there is also substantial evidence that the project may not cause significant



Biological Mitigations
Do Not Necessarily
Protect Wildlife

Biological Study missed at least 14 bird

species commonly seen in the area

The Northern Harrier a California Species

of special concern was not identified in

the Biological Study

There is no Mitigation Requirement for
Re-Survey of the Site after Work
Stoppages of more than 2 weeks

There is substantial evidence in the

record, presented by Expert Biologist, Jim

Cotton, which Supports a Fair Argument
that that the Project May Have a

Significant Effect on the Environment

m

,i\'.— »■ .

storm and Flood waters linger in Arcatafl
Other areas of Humboldt County -

Photo credit Times- Standard



The Operations
Plan is

Incomplete
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lew of Project Site from Ennes Park | Arcata Land Company Current Light Pollution
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Project Status
Total Cultivation

Acres

Pending/Appealed Cultivation 16.7

Approved 3.8

Sierra Pacific Site 8.0

Total 28.5

Eureka Plain Basin Limit 31.0

Unallocated Cultivation Acres 2.5
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Eureka Plain is Running Out of
Permit Cultivation Acres



Large
Operations
Squeeze out
the Small

Growers

RESOLUTION NO. 18-43

A RESOLUTION OF THE

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
OF THE COUNTY OF

HUMBOLDT

ESTABLISHING A LIMIT
(CAP) ON THE NUMBER OF

PERMITS AND ACRES

WHICH MAY BE

APPROVED FOR

COMMERCIAL CANNABIS

CULTIVATION WITHIN

UNINCORPORATED AREAS

OF THE COUNTY OF

HUMBOLDT.

I
I

Cap Distribution

Watershed Permits Acres

Cape Mendocino 650 223

Eureka Plain 89 31

Lower Eel 336 116

Lower Klamath 161 56

Lower Trinity 169 58

Mad River 334 115

Middle Main Eel 360 125

Redwood Creek 141 49

South Fork Eel 730 251

South Fork Trinity 86 29

Trinidad 19 6

Van Duzen 425 146

TOTAL 3,500 1,205



THE FIGHT AGAINST

INDUSTRIAL WEED

BEGINS IN MY

BACKYARD



The Project Site is
Within the City of
Arcata's Greenbelt

There is Significant
Community Support
for Protecting the
Existing Agriculture,
Grazing, and Nature
within the Arcata

Bottom

Hi-

«6

s

WESTERN GREENBELT PLAN
City of Arcata
2018
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Outdated Zoning
Should not

Drive the Future

The Heavy Industrial or MH Zone is Intended to
apply to areas devoted to normal operations of
industries subject only to regulations as are
needed to control congestion and protect
surrounding areas.

Planning Layers

Zoning

n
"O-Zones"

The Agriculture Exclusive or AE Zone is intended to
be applied in fertile areas in vtfhich agriculture Is and

should be the desirable predominant use and in which
the protection of this use from encroachment from

incompatible uses is essential to the general welfare.
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2000

IThe Project
increases the
pollution burden on a
disadvantaged
neighborhood.

Within less than a mile of the Project site
• 450 Sensitive Receptors
• 45.4% Poverty Rate



Project has Extreme Energy Needs to
Overcome the Poor Climate for Growing
Cannabis in the Bottoms

J
...the cold, wet, and foggy Arcata Bottom
poorly suited to cannabis flower productio

Additionally, the proposed project site in the cold, wet, and foggy Arcata bottoms, which is poorly suited to cannabis flower

production, provides no conceivable benefits for the reputation or quality of the Humboldt brand, and only threatens to

increase misinformation that Humboldt County has become dominated by industrial-size farms post-legalization.



Project has No Mitigations Incorporated in the ISMND or
Project Conditions to Ensure No Significant Impacts in the
Energy or Greenhouse Gas Categories

VI. ENERGY.

Would the project:

Potentisnv
SipiAant

impan

Less Than

Si|nifiant
witif

Mitigation

Incorpomed

Less Than

Significant
Impact

a. Result in potentially significant environmental

impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary

consumption of energy resources, during project
construction or operation?

b. Conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan for
renewable energy or energy efficiency?

□  □

□  □

□

□

r 1 *

VIII. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS.

Would the project:

Poteffnay
Sviifiamt

ImpKt

UssDw)

Sifnaicant
with

MMgaOon
Incorporeted

Less Than
Sifrancam

impao

Plo
Impao

a. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly
or indirectly, that may have a significant impact on
the environment?

□ □ □

v-.f
b. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation

adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions □ □ IS □



Active agricultural land being lost
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• 7 Acres of Active Ag lost at this site
since 2003

• Soil sealing: The destruction or covering
of soils by completely or partly
impermeable artificial material, such as
sand/gravel, asphalt, and concrete.

• Soil Sealing is the most intense form of
land take and is essentially an
irreversible process (Prokop et a!., 2011).



Impacts of other water users in the basin
not evaluated C
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No well tests

done to

prove yield
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IS/MND Appendix D
Well Completion Report

state of California

Well Complelion Report
Form DWR 188 Submitted 4/6/2019

WCR2019-004628

VVater Level and Yield of Completed Well
Depth to flfst water
Depth to Static
Water Level

21 (Feet below sctffaoe)

Estimated Yield*

feel Length

(Feet)

400 (GFM)
Date Measured

Test Type BaBing
6 (Hours) Total Drawdown 10 (feel)

*May not be repreaortativG of a well's lortg term yield.

No water quality testing
of proposecd well water



"I do not believe

that the well has a

hydraulic
connection to...

any larger shallow
homogeneous

aquifer.
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IS/MND Appendix E

Hydrologic Connectivity Letter

WFT T. DRILLING

mtUkoad Drive. McKlnleyvile.CA 95519. State Iinraeff902702

August 19. 2020

RudoV VIsser

Arcata Land Company LLC
3318 Foster Avenue

Arcata, OA 95521

Subject: Agriculture Irrigation Well; APN 506-231-011

Dear Mr. Visser

Rich Well DriRing completed pump testing and obtained a permit for an existing
agricuilure irrigatton wel on APN 506-231-011 in March 2019. The well is completed to
a d^th of approxlmateV 1 SO feet and screened approximately 100' below surface in a
state designated groundwater basin (Mad River Valley-Mad River Lowland: 1-006.01).
There are no nearby streams or surfece waters. Based on site-specific circumstances,
i do not believe that the well has a hydraulic connection to any surface water or any
larger shaltow homogeneous aquifer.

Sincerei

Stuart Dickey

Rich Wei Driiing and Pump Service Company



IS/MND Text

Impacts to
Groundwater

Not

Evaluated

2.4 Wat«rSourc« and Irrigation Plan

Wat9T Sourcw

Water for irrigation will be supplied by an existing permitted (m-site groundwater well (County

Permit Number 18/19-0783). The well is located east of the Project area on an adjoinir^g parcel
under common owr\ership (APN 505-151-012) (see Sheet 1, Site Plan, and Figure 3, Existing

Conditions Site Map). The weli is completed to a depth of approximateiy ISO feet and has an

estimated yield of 400 gallons per minute according to the Weli Completion Report (See

Appendix 0. County Well Permit). As documented by the well driller (Rich Well Drilling), the well

is screened approximately 100' below surface in a state designated groundwater basin (Mad
River Valley • Mad River Lowland; 1-008.01), and has no hydraulic connection to any surface
water or larger shallow homogeneous aquifer (see Appendix E. Hydrologic Connectivity Letter).
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XIX. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS.

Would the project:

Less Than
S^grtifkanr

Impact

b- Have sufficient water supplies available to serve
the project and reasonably foreseeable future
development during normal, dry, and multiple dry
years?

la



Project has No Mitigations Incorporated in the iSMND or
Project Conditions to Ensure No Significant Impacts in the
to Hydrology

X. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY.

Would the project:

Less Than

PotemiBltv Significant Less Than

Significant with Signifiant

impact Mitigation Impact
(ncwporated

No

Impact

a. Violate any water quality standards or waste

discharge requirements or otherwise substantially

degrade surface or groundwater quality?

b. Substantially decrease groundwater supplies or

interfere substantially with groundwater recharge

such that the project may impede sustainable

groundwater management of the basin?

c. Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
the site or area. Including through the alteration of

the course of a stream or river or through the

addition of impervious surfaces in a manner which

would result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or

off-site?

□  □

□  □

□  □

□

□

□



Project does not ensure the safety
of pedestrians and bikers on the
proposed access route.
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The Project ensures no local
accountability after permit approval

„ar.boro owner AUri3mve.tsSr8b««
cannabis company Cronos

Marlboro maker Philip Morris is
eyeing the pot market, CEO says
By Will Feuer April 28.2021 I 9:15ani i

Add quote from Natlyne's Letter

1
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Humboldt County Planning Department
is not Encouraging Public Input

County did not provide the location of meeting in public notice

the community has to look it up on the internet after Friday afternoon!

COUNTY Of HUyiOOf
KfwCA

COUNTY OF HUMBOIDT
XirSH$rT«e' Knwa Ca

500C

March 18 Notice Mailing
Arrived in 1 day

TOiAWw.j SQOO 51^
April 22 Notice Mailing
Arrived in 1 day
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June 22 Notice Mailing
Arrived in 5 days
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Community
Request

Use your
Discretionary

Authority
to Deny
PLN-12255-CUP
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inimum Conditions to Protect the

Community

1. Maximum of 1 Acre of Cultivation, Phased with
the First Phase 10,000 sq ft

2. Net Zero Energy Use, with All Electric Systems
with 100% Renewable Energy

3. Require Modern Efficient Greenhouse, with
Maximum Noise and Odor Control

4. No New Ground Disturbance with Replacement
of Flower Greenhouses with Cannabis

Greenhouses

5. Connect to Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
District to Supply all Irrigation and Potable Water



Project has extreme energy needs that
should be 100% offset with renewables

t week, we provided a preliminary consultation to Lane DeVries. owner of Arcata Land Company and

Valley Floral Farms, on potential clean energy upgrades for both the proposed cannabis operations

his ongoing flower growing operat'ons at Sun Valley The Arcata Land Company has tremendous

potential for solar energy

production on the

existing buildings. At this

preliminary stage, we

estimate that a

photovoltaic array on just

one of the rooftops could

produce 2.1 Megawatts

of electricity annually.

Not only could Arcata

Land Company supply all

energy for their

operations, incorporating

storage and a microgrid,

the project could feedn
cKeeve



Minimum Conditions to Protect the

Community

6. Conduct a Cumulative Traffic Impacts Study to Account for All
Proposed nearby Grows and the Creekside Annex

7. Fund the City of Arcata to Extend the Foster Ave Bike Lanes
to a Quarter Mile Past the Project Entrance

8. No Traffic on 27th Street

9. Require applicant to submit quarterly compliance Reports
that address the following areas:

i. Noise

ii. Odor

ill. Lights

iv. Other

V. Water Use/ metering and calibration of equipment
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Your Choice?
What will be your legacy on the
Arcata Bottom?
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Supplemental Information for
the Appeal of PLN-12255-CUP
Conditional Use Permit for the 8-Acre Industrial Cannabis

Operation in the Arcata Bottom
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TAB 1

July 8, 2021 Additional Supporting Material Letter from Team 27*^
• Attachment A Recent Comment Letters from Santa Barbara County

• Attachment B May 17, 2021 Santa Barbara Independent New Article
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• Supplemental Resumes for Experts Rebecca Crow, FE and Jim
Cottom, Wildlife Biologist
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• Presentation by the Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District on
Odor Control

•  image of Marc Byers at a cannabis site
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TAB 4

• Copy of Appeal Presentation on June 22 Board Meeting

• Copy of Rebuttal Presentation from June 22 Board Meeting
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July 8. 2021

Ms. Michelle Bushnell, Supervisor
Humboldt County
825 5th Street, Room 111
Eureka, OA 95501

RE: Additional Supporting Information for the Appeal of the Planning Commission decision to
approve Arcata Land Co. (ALC) CUP 12255

Dear Supervisor Bushnell,

As Appellants, we want to thank you for the concern you expressed for the health and well-

being of the Arcata Bottom residents during the last supervisors meeting and for requesting

additional information regarding odor control before making a decision on the future of our

neighborhood as It relates to the proposed cannabis cultivation for Arcata Land Company.

There are so many unknowns. The proposed odor management technology Is new and even in

earlier iterations it has not been used in climate conditions like the Arcata Bottom. Will it

effectively deal with odor? Will it eliminate problems with noise? There is no data to know. As

you so well-acknowledged at the meeting on 6/22, consideration of the human and social costs

need to be considered as does the potential that the project may not go as well as the

Applicants wants. Ensuring this is good for the neighborhoods in the Arcata Bottom and good for

Humboldt County is vital. Phasing in, starting at one acre or less, would allow real-time data

collection for this new, unproven technology and would allow for changes to be made if

problems arise. The phased in approach with a 2-acre cap (per the general Plan designation),

while not our first choice, is one we could live with,

We, the Appellants, would also welcome the opportunity to work with the Applicant through the

initial phase of the project. We want to try to join together to take care of our community and

neighborhood. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the Applicant for a year to find

solutions to any problems.
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Santa Barbara Reference Issues

We thought it might be helpful for you to read four quotes from an interview with Melinda Burns
on 7/2/21. Burns is an award-winning environmental reporter who has covered Santa Barbara
since 1985. "People on the ground are left to fend for themselves, in the face of life-altering
changes to their health, safety and economic well-being, inflicted by the politically-wired pot
industry", Burns said in the interview with Newsmakers. In this interview, she talks about how
the controversial and much-criticized Santa Barbara cannabis ordinance has disrupted life for
thousands of locals and is a huge and ongoing news story that is hiding in plain sight.

Time markers from the interview in minutes and seconds are indicated by the {) at the start of
each quote from the interview. The four quotes are:

• Quote 1 (11:55)- "[it's a] system that emits a kind of a thin mist...of vapor into the air that
neutralizes the cannabis smell and instead you smelt something like supposedly citrus or
pine. Many people say it smells like a laundromat...some people say it irritates their lungs
worse than the cannabis."

• Quote 2 (12:38)-"The newest technology that has come in starting late last year are the
carbon filters or scrubbers that are placed inside the greenhouses...that technology is
being tested, I think, right now in some of the greenhouses."

• Quote 3 (25:50)-"Will the carbon filters work? We don't know."

• Quote 4 (26:50)-"lt's like we're having to invent controls on the industry as we go and we
already know that the people, yes, the quality of their lives is being affected."

The link to the full 35-minute interview is here: https://www.newsmakerswithir.com/post/Dress-

clips-people-on-the-ground-left-to-fend-for-themselves-under-sb-s-Dro-industfv-pot-
law?fbclid=lwAR0WvQ1vZva8kQw0LGzbmwsUamJiBZYRP-QWuNUYshV6oMBceRrK9CimonE
Proposed Phasing and Odor Technology

At the conclusion of the June 22 Humboldt County BOS meeting, it was apparent that the BOS
IS not going to deny the CUP but is considering a phased approach with an acreage cap on the
cultivation. While 1-2 acres are not something the Appellants fully embrace, the phasing
approach, with a cap of 2 acres maximum (per the General Plan designation for the two parcels)
as proposed by Supervisors Wilson and Madrone would be acceptable to the Appellants
providing it protects the health, safety, and well-being of our community. This process would
allow for modification of the various systems should problems be encountered and it would also
serve to help improve relationships between the Applicant and Appellants.

After the research of Ecosorb (see below), it is important to start the phasing system with
a non-chemical approach to odor management. From the literature reviewed, the use of
carbon scrubbers inside the greenhouses may be the best technology for odor management
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and should be tried prior to using Ecosorb or any other chemicals. Should this fail, then other
options could be explored together,

Issues with Ecosorb CNB 100 Testing for Cannabis

The odor control methods being used in Santa Barbara County were investigated and it was
revealed that while the Byers Vapor Phasing system may be useful in the elimination of odors
from solid waste facilities, it remains unproven in safely eliminating odors from cannabis

greenhouses emissions. The only case study using Ecosorb CNB 100 for cannabis (the
proposed odor control product for the Arcata Land Company cannabis grow) that was found
online was from the Ecosorb web site which was for a 4,000 sq. ft. facility that also utilized

internal recirculated air with carbon scrubbers and UV technology.
(https://ecQsorbindustrial.com/resources/case-studies/cannabis-enterpriseO Because the

proposed ALC 8 acres grow is 80 times larger than this case studv. the results may not

be comparable due to the increased canopy size. This study does, however, lend some

credence to the use of internal carbon scrubber technology.

Ecosorb Loss of Effectiveness In Windy Environments

Perhaps the biggest unknown in using the Byers system is its effectiveness in a windy
environment such as the Arcata Bottom. This system depends on the liquid Ecosorb CNB 100

that is vaporized and dispersed around the greenhouses via external piping. According to The
Ecosorb Engineering Manual,
(https://mall.QOOQle.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&jk=8632b61907&attid=0.1&permmsqid=msq-a:r-

6945066724686598691&th=17a723ba2413b93a&view=att&disp=inline&realattld=17a71eef355c

018d23a1): the efficiency/effectiveness of Ecosorb in controlling odors can be changed by

manipulating the following variables:

1. Increasing the concentration of Ecosorb® [CONG] (dosage rate)
2. Decreasing the size of the atomized droplet [SIZE]

3. Increasing the contact between malodor and droplet [TIME]

4. Increasing the velocity of droplets and therefore impact velocity [VEL]

5. Changing the polarity of the droplet [POL] (we usually have little control here)

The amount of time that Ecosorb will be in contact with the air exhausted from the greenhouses

is a function of the wind speed. The average mean wind speed in the Arcata Bottom, which is

somewhat comparable to the data collected at our airport, varies throughout the year ranging

from 6.9 to 9.2 mph (and sustained winds are often In excess of 20 mph In the Bottom,

with gusts often exceeding 25-30 mph) (https://weatherspark.eom/v/145167/Averaqe-
Weather-at-Arcata-Eureka-Airport-California-United-States-Year-Round. At these wind speeds,

Ecosorb will have little time to mix with the odors so the dosage rate of Ecosorb might have to

be increased in order to achieve the desired effect.
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Ecosorb Potential for Negative Health and Environmental Effects

OMI, the manufacturers of Ecosorb. had CPF Associates (an LLC that provides consulting and
project management services in environmental science and public health) conduct an
assessment of Ecosorb. On January 8, 2020 CPF Associates sent a memo to OMI discussing
their assessment, "Screening Health Assessment of Odor Control at Cannabis Greenhouses."
The potential for health concerns related to Ecosorb was evaluated by comparing the calculated
air concentrations to the health criteria. If the calculated air concentration for a compound or
odor control product is lower than the corresponding inhalation health criterion, adverse public
health effects would not be expected to occur under the assumed odor control application
scenario. If an air concentration exceeds its criterion, this does not mean that adverse effects
would occur among the general public because of the conservative assumptions included in
both the derivation of the criterion and the calculation of air concentrations. Rather, it indicates
that further investigation may be warranted, using more refined and realistic
assumptions, to help determine whether or not levels in air may present a potential
public health concern.

Additionally, the memorandum states that "ECOSORB GNB 107. which is the newest iteration of
the product:

12.2 Persistence and degradability Bio degradability in water: 'no data available.'
12.3. Bio accumulative potential: 'Not established.'
12.4. Mobility in soil: The product is predicted to haye high mobility in soil. Soluble In water."

The above information, coupled with the fact that there has also been no analysis of the
surfactant used with this product, suggests that questions regarding impact on the environment
remain unresolved and this product should not be used in this application until further studies
can be undertaken.

The most troubling aspect of the odor control systems for the Appellants is the unknown health
risk of using a product such as Ecosorb. There were many letters submitted to the Santa
Barbara Board of Supervisors regarding the effects of Ecosorb on neighbors living near grows
(these letters are included as Attachment A to this letter). To date, there are no long-term
studies on the health impacts on humans. There is some evidence, per the letter from Greg
Gandrud, dated May 23, 2021 in Attachment A, that Ecosorb also inhibits some forms of plant
growth. Attachment B is a May 17. 2021 Article for the Santa Barbara Independent describing
the continuous odor complaints with the use of Ecosorb and discussions of alternate
technologies.
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Summary of Ecosorb Issues

Given the suspected health implications and the unknown effectiveness of Ecosorb combined

with the uncertainty of new technologies such as scrubbers on our environment, the phasing-ln

of the ALC cannabis cultivation Is the most logical approach in providing protection for our

residents and neighborhoods. Again, starting small with phasing allows opportunities for dealing

with issues that arise in a timely manner thereby reducing tensions between the Applicant and

Appellants.

Off-Site Fan Noise Monitoring and Controls

One thing we would like to be considered: associated with the sealed greenhouses and odor

control equipment are interior fans for the scrubbing process as well as exhaust fans. We are

concerned about the amount of noise that will be generated and given this concern, have

initiated baseline monitoring of noise levels at the property line with an approved decimeter. If

the grow is allowed, should decibel reading surpass 60 decibels, we will notify the County

Planning Department/code enforcement division of the violation. The IS/MND did not have a

maximum limit to the time that the applicant had to correct a violation. The County should add a

maximum time to correct any violation after which penalties would be assessed.

Odor Management

In addition to the phasing in process and a cap of 2 acres, we respectfully request a detailed

Odor Management Plan be submitted by the Applicant. Attachment 3 includes an example of an

Odor Control Plan from Santa Barbara titled "SANTA BARBARA COUNTY PLANNING

COMMISSION Staff Report for the Appeal of Creek Property LLC. Mixed-Light Cannabis

Cultivation Hearing Date: May 26, 2021 Staff Report Date: May 19, 2021 Odor Abatement Plan"

which may be a useful template for the applicant to follow.

In the long run, doing a phased~in approach saves time and money for all parties (the County,

the Applicant, and the Appellants). Capping the grow at two acres, per the General Plan

designation, is an opportunity most growers in Humboldt would be thrilled to have.

We'd like to extend our thanks once again, to the Supervisors for their consideration and

concern for the health and well-being of our neighborhood.

Sincerely,

James Cotton and other Appellants
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ATTACHMENT A

RECENT COMMENT LETTERS FROM

SANTA BARBARA

Additional Supporting Information for the Appeal of the Planning Commission decision
to approve Arcata Land Co. (ALC) CUP 12255



May 22, 2021

[}car Commissioners,

I am writing to request that you uphoW the appeal and oppose Crccksidc Proper^-, LLC for the many reasons we have
repeatedly presented to your commission, from the outset. I am reiterating some of them, here:

!. Most of us voted for Prop 64. We attended initial Town I [all meetings and supported Piannlng & Devetopment's
sensible. 2Q17PEIR. However, the Ad Hoc Commlttee.'BOS failed to adopt P&tVs prudent recammcndaliDiis,
which would have avoided "Significant, Negative Glass-1 Impacts." As a result, BOS opened Pandora's box,
blatantly crnbraccd pat industry and created a countywide crisis that "We the People" have been subjected lo, ever
.since!

2. There is an overconccntfation of cannabis in Carp and other areas. Hundreds of Odor Complaints have been filed.
Many marc have gone unreported because of pctplcxing, tedious process where residents have la prove where odor
is emanating from. Notliing has been remedied! In 2018, Commissioner Blough advocated for^cajbon filtration
systems." His advice went unheeded and instead, pot proponents introduced the Bycr's system, in 2019. Thus far,
this s>'stcm has proven to be unrcliahle and it has not been tested fur this specific use. Potential toxins may be
wafting into the sir that people arc forced to breathe, adding to the skunk smell of weed. Wlten Lisa Plowman first
spoke the words. "Best-Available Technology" last year, I thought, 'Oh! Oh! Here wc go again. Anotlier loop'holc"
Iciw and bugua ploy, where SBC appeases growxtrs and avoids the real issue, resolving the odor problem.
My solution far cxlor issue:
a. Require that "Best Availabte Technology" be ptoven safe and effective (carbon flltcrsT If ndor Is discovered

coming from grower's silc(ji), confiscate all products, immediately and file a 'cease and desist order* for ana-
year. I believe that "law" would protect legitimate growers and motivate others 10 clean up (heir act, rather
quickly, don't ycu? 1 think it's an effective way to .separate the"legiiimale weed" from the "chaff."

b. Require innovated sealed greenhouses.

c. Heed Commissioner Bloueli's Initinl rccommcndaiion lo use '^carfann filters." To mv knowledge, (his is
currently the ̂ besl available leduiolo^.'

d. Ban cannabis in 5DC and/or regions that P&D mitially recommended, in the 2017 PfilR..., which included
Carpinlcria.

3. What, if anything, is the County doing to address drought concents? For years, wc observed and documented
Tcpusquct growers hauling in tens of thousands of gallons everyday (no operable well), for three, prDvisionul
licenses. Growers ciaijned lo be: using, "staic-of-ihc-ari-iechnology" and described this technology to mc, in detail.
It sounded good. I lowever, this was never proven lo he effective because the water tankers kept battling in the
water. As with most broaJ-lualBil plants, Camiabis requires copious amounts of water and nutrients lo flourish and
produce tfcslrcd results - big, fat, sticky buds. I have been an organic gardener for years and am well-aware of what
plants require and the con,scqucnce5 of undcnvstering and/or underfeeding various, high-dcmsnd
vcggies/fitiit&'landscape plants.

4. Set lime limits for growers to complete various stages of (he pcrmibliccnsing prxjccss. Some Tcpusquct growers
have been operating illttgally and/or iion-compliaiitly, since 2014 (seven years!). They have dragged their feet
through the entire cannabis licensing process and have yet lo meet CUP requirements and'or respond lo their
planner,' In a timely manner.' They will never feel compelled to meet any requirements because cuirtni. County
tactics allow them to continue operating, ad navseum, without consequences (emphasis added).

No oilier busiticss iu this County, is allowed to sell products to cnnsumers without first, going through a rigorous Mccnsinji;
proce^js. No other business has huge, significant, negative Class-l Impacts on residents. No oilier business requires the
level of oversight, security atld/or law enforcement to supervise it. The cannabi.s industry is costing la.xpaycrs inoro than
wc are hencfiling. In the April 2021 budget workshops, SBC ShcrifT. Chief Deputy Bonner stuted, '•...thatorihe lOS
growers. 50 percent chirmed no income or did not file ai all." Most growers fail to pay their fair share in taxes (c.xlra
emphasis added). ^

Respectfully Submitted,
Renec O'Neill .
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Villalobos. David

To:

Cc

Gregory Gandrud <Greg@gandrudnnancial,com>
Sent: Sunday. May 23, 2021 9.31 AM

Villalobos, David; LbridIey2nddistpc@gmail.corn; mihcael@igsb.com,
larryf@laguanafarms,com; Dan Blough; JParke@akiaw net
Concerned Carpinterians

Subject: Case No. 21APL-00000-00005 Appeal of Creekslde Property

Categories: Purple Category

Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Honorable Commissioners;

I have lived in Carpinteria for over 32 years. We are being overwhelmed by the cannabis industry and our air
quality, health, and quality of life is surfcrlng.

The Byers Vapor Phase system docs not work well for controlling odors when it is used outside the perimeter of
the building. The chemicals arc respiratory irritants liial cause health issues for neighbors and for nursery
workers.

I used to live adjacent to the Ever-Bloom I5-acrc cannabis grow but we were forced to sell my home or24
years and move away because my spouse could not breath because of the cannabis operation with the Bycrs
system. We have had to retain an attorney and have had to sue in order to recover for the damages to my
spouse'.s health and to my properly.

Please require cannabis operations to be airtight and/or to use carbon scrubbers.

Thank you for your consideration,

Gregory Gandrud
Carpinteria i .
805-566-1475x114 V?Jt\



Villalobos, David

From: jsiassinos^aol.com
Sent Monday. May 24,2021 2:00 AM
To: Vilia'^obos, David; ibrid!€y2nddistpc@gTnaiLcopri; mihcael@ig5"o com,

larryfi^laguanafarms.conx Dan Bloogh; iPorte@aklaw.net
Subject Appeal of Creekside Prope-ty LLC (fofmeriy Soadside B'ooms) Mixed-Light Cannabis

Cultivatfon Carpintena (Please read Into the record)

Categories: Purple Category ^

■^kk]
Caution: This omall originated from a source outside of the Countv of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content fs safe.

To the Santa Barbara County Planning Commissioners:

I am writing to you to request that you repeal the Coastal Development Permit issued for
new cannabis cultivation and processing at 3664 Via Real in Carpinteria. ] am a long time
resident of Carpinteria and have been alarmed by the proliferation of new cannabis
cultivation and processing sites in my neighborhood as well as those near me. This new
cannabis cultivation and processing site at 3684 Via Real will be the fifth cultivation site
located in or near residential neighborhoods.

The skunk like odors are particularly concerning due to the fact that there have been no
long term studies done on the effects of the Ecosorb being put Into the air. Please don't
allow new cannabis sites to be permitted until there is a way to determine where the skunk
like odors are coming from and what effects Ecosorb has on our environment and our
health.

Also, during this lime of drought, I am wondering where this new cannabis cultivalion site
will obtain their water and electricity (with Southern Catrf. Edison's planned rolling brown
outs due to the upcoming fire season).

Another concern I have is the increase In big rig truck traffic using two lane roads to travel
to and from these sites. Recently, I was almost hit by a big rig truck backing into 4610
Foothill Road to load up with cannabis products. The driver of the big rig truck did not
signal and stopped immediately In front of me and started lo back up. I was sure the big
rig truck was going to hit me as the driver continued lo back up towards my car despite my
continuous horn honking. The big rig blocked both lanes of Foothill Rd., near a blind
curve, backing into the cannabis processing site. Fortunately, nobody was
hurt. Unfortunately, this situation is an accident waiting to happen.

Please do not allow the over concentration of cannabis cultivalion and processing sites in
residential neighborhoods. Please repeal the Coastal Development permit issued for new
cannabis cultivation and processing at 3684 Via Real in Carpinteria.



Viitalobos. David

Anna CarriHo <annacarp^coxi.net>
Sent; Monday, May 24, 2021 1133 AM

Viilalobos, David; Mchael Cooney: Laura BridlcyPC; Jarry-f^'lagunafarmscom: Dan
Blaugh; JRarkc^iklaw.nel

Subject: 21APL-OOOOC-OI}Ot>5, Appeal of Cteekaide P/operty LLC (formerly Roadside BloomsJ

Cotegorles; Purple Calegofy

Caution; This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

To; Plajming Commission
From; Anna Carrillo ^
May 24,2021

iMease support the appeal of this project on behalf of Uic Sania Barb^'^Coaltlioii for Responsible Cannabis for
the following reasons:

1. One of the conditions in all the OAPs is that there will l)e quarterly inspections during Ihe fir^i year of
operation. When I tried to follow-up on the inspections done at die only fully permitted project (as of Aug.
2019} at 3561 FooihilJ Rd. in this "Nidever rectangle" I was lold that these ijwpections have NOT OCCURRED
YET BECAUSE OF THF INABILITY TO IDIiNTIFY THE SOURCE OF Tlin ODORS AND THIS WOUf.D
NOT OCCUR UNTIL ALL THE OPERATIONS HAVE BL'HiV PERMITTED. TIictc are currently 4
cultivation sites (3 growing willi state provisional licenses) and this project would be a Sih NEW
OPERATION. There are an additional 3 not even cultivating in the pipeline. I low cati new operations be
pcnnittcd when the only I pcTmittcd operation since 2019 tlmt is currently having significant tijor Issues has not
even had tfieir required quarterly inspections compldcd yd?

2. See accompanying picture of all the parcels currently growing and this new one. (3504 Westcricy is not
cultivating tliough an application under another name is in the pipeline).

3. When the wind blows off the ocean toward the the hillside of the l.n Mirada EDRN, the stench scUlcs down
into the homes or directly into the residences. Residents here can not enjoy having their windows open or being
outside.

4. 'Jhis project is not satisfactory if there are only Bycrs vapor phase pipes placed inches below Ihe open vents
around tlic perimeter of the 3 greenhouses hoping to catch all the cannahis odors drifting dowi. This site either
reeds to have sealed gfccnhouscs or carbon scrubbers required The odor must no! leave Ilie greenhouses to
blow into the rcsidcnce.s directly up the hill.

5. As the building right next to Via Real will be used for processing, solar eguinmcnt should be required to be
on the rooftop.

6. 'Ilicrehavc been no long term studies on die effects of the use of Eeosorb lOO.'lO? 24/7 on the health of the
communilv.



7. If this appeal is denied, there needs to be added to the project description the use of Best Available
Technology when better technology becomes available.

8. As far as Tm aware the odor problems at the only permitted operation at 3561 Foothill is still causing issues
for the annual Business License renewal which is still under review.

9. As this project will be using water from the Carpinteria Valley Water District, I think it is important to know
how much water will this operation use?



Villalobos, Dav?d

m<rrri(y pceble^ <mefpeeblcs@grrt5(t.cotr.>
S®"*' Monday. May 2<. 2031 3 M PM

Villalobos, Dawd; Dan Blough; Michael Cooney; Larry f erinv John ParVe, Laura Sndley,
sbcobj Nelson. Bob; Hanmenn, Joan; Hart. Gregg. L&vagnino. Steve; Wlilams, Das;
Heaton, Bnttany, Frap;vg!l. Jeff

Subject' Pubic Comment re Creekside Property, LLC, May 26

Categories: Purple Category S

Caution; This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear C'omtnissioners,

How many times m«sf one ask for consideration for our qimlity ofllfc in Carpinteria? Tile foolprini of camiabis
is sccmingiy uncontiollcd in Caipinlcria and the odor issue is still present. Crccksidc LLC at 3684 Via Real is
the next sample. "Iliis is ilic StJi cultivation site witliln sight of La Mirada and Santa Clau&T'adiiro. "Hic
existing four have not demonstrated odor control and when complaints arc filed the rianning Dept. says (here is
nothing that can be done until all four have business licenses, Can you believe ihat'^ First it u'a.s v-ail until
the grower gels a husiness license. Now one grower has a business license and wc are told:

"Since there arc three other unpcrmitfcd cannabis operations adjacent to
C&K, the Prftfc.ssional Engineer/Industrial Hygicnist has no method to
determine where any cannabis odors originated. Holding the only permitted
cannabis operation accountable for any cannabis odors that arc present in
ihe vicinity would be not supporfablc since there arc oflicr adjacent grows
and there is not a method to trace an odor to a nrcefse source. The
Dcpaiimcnt is currently exploring other methods to determine effectiveness
of the odor control sysrcms. Full iniplcmcntation of fhc condition will be
possible when all four projects are permitlud.

Seriously, when do you think all lour projects will be permitted? Now you are eoiilemplatiiig adding atioilier
project iiiio the mix? Creekside need.s to l>a put on hold until the County fmislics "exploring other melhods to
determine effectiveness of the odor control syskrns" or told they timst use carbon fiitcis for all buildings and
grceniiouscs.

At the Autumn Rrand permit meeting a staff member said "tf 1 stand at the property line and ilon't smell
nn>ahing I know there is no problem" Well I drive by property lines all along Foothill and Via Real and sractj
cannabis. Is that not a problem? I also smell it at tny home when (he wind is right.

I have a big concern about the Bycrs Vupttr system, "niccc will be 1 OO's of miles of these pipes in Corpinleria
Valley. The EPA has never approved this vapor for tli= way it i.s used to mask cannabis in residential area. Wc
don t know long term ctTecis. Yet the cannabis indusliy is allowed to grow and process their product without
first, going through a licensing process that guaranties no odor or hamrfui air quality by-product. We have
pointed out many times, the air in Carpainlcria Is held in the valley due to its geographical position. N'o other
business has huge, significant, negative Class-) Impacts on residents like cammbix.



Vfllalobos, David

From: anna bradiey carir\abedt@hol'n3il.com>
Sent; Monday. May 24, 2021 6:20 PM
To: ViMalobos. David; Dan BloLgh. Michael Cooneii la/ry fenni; John Psrke; Laura Srid'ey:

sbcab; NeJsgn, Bob; Hsrtmann, joan; Hart, Gregg: Uvagnlno. 5(eve; Williams^. Das:
Healon. Brittany; Frapwell, )eff

Subject Pgbic Comrn^nt re CreeVsIde Property. LLC. May 26

3
Categories; Purple Category

Caution: This email originated from a source outside of the County of Santa Barbara. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you verify the sender and know the content fs safe.

Dear Commissioners,

Thank you for your consideration. It Is my hope that you do not permit any further cannabis projects until the
current odor and safety issues have been resolved In Carplnteria. My family lives in the la MIrada area above
Foothill. I cannot drive to or from my house without experiencing cannabis odor overtake my car on any day-
specifically In the corridor between 3561 and 3615 Foothill. The Byers system is not working. Though I live
steep up the hill, my family continues to experience cannabis odor problems daily In our home and on our
property. It could he 2am. It could be 9:30 pm. it could be, and most regularly is, around 8:30-10am. It could
be anytime. This Is our experience. It is real. We have to choose either to close Viiindows jwhalevcr the
temperature is outside) or to leave our property entirely if the odor is too strong. I've even been advised to
replace or upgrade windows, buy industrial air scrubbers and even more, and at whose expense? I continue to
do as wc have been asked, log complaints and be patient and be vocal.

Please spend sometime in the residents' shoes. Come take a drive down our lanes and park In a driveway at
the base of Foothill and experience the odor. Please calculate that experience into your decisions.

I voted for prop 64. I am not against cannabis. \ am not against job creation. I am just against what a mass this
has become. It doesn't need to be this way. Why expand further cannabis grows thru permitting before
correcting what already exists? If we continue this way, I think it is Just more honest to say, the County really
does not care about the odor and unknov^n health risks to its residents. It cares more about expanding the
cannabis operations.

Thank Vou Again,

Anna Bradley

La MIrada



To Whom It May Concern;

We are residents of Linden Meadow in Carpinteria, a community of forty homes
immediately adjacent to the greenhouses located at 4701 Foothill and 1495 Sterling
Road, Carpinteria. For the last few years, we have been regularly subjected to the
heavy, skunky odors of cannabis growing in the greenhouses surrounding our area.
The smell can be ovenvhelming - day or night. We often cannot open our windows
because of the odor, and frankly, even closing the windows does not help on some
odoriferous occasions. This is a public nuisance that severely impacts our neighborhood
as well as other surrounding areas. We strongly request that all relevant agencies do
everything possible to ameliorate this situation.

We are also concerned about the health effects of the Byers odor amelioration
system currently in use. It has certainly not eliminated the problem, as we still smell the
odor. Some of our residents suffer allergic reactions or migraine headaches due to the
vapors produced by the Byers system. Elected representatives and regulatory agencies
should endeavor to protect the health and safety of all our citizens.

We object to increased cannabis production especially as it is taking place
literally a few hundred feet from our homes unless a proven effective odor elimination
system is installed and in use in all cannabis farms in the Carpinteria area. It makes no
sense to allow additional cannabis production in our area until an effective odor
containment system Is in place in all existing and future greenhouses.

To reiterate, the residents of Linden Meadow are strongly opposed to more
cannabis production here or in the Carpinteria valley until the growers put effective odor
containment systems in place. Please keep our beautiful little City of Carpinteria a
healthy, pleasant, and odor-free place to live.

Our hope Is that the city council, other agencies involved, and our county
supervisors will be responsive to our objections as they are a major concern to our
community.

Sincerely,

?
Linden Meadow Homeowners
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SANTA BARBARA INDEPENDENT ODOR
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Hardly any commercial enterprise escaped the past year unscathed, but the
cannabis Industry, which celebrated a banner year in 2020, was not one of
them. Marijuana sales surpassed a record-shattering 318.3 billion, and five
U.S. states passed leoislatlon to legalize recreational cannabis use. propelling
the burgeoning industry to unprecedented levels.

As the number of prospective cannabis growers looking to venture into the
lucrative business has surged across the country, neighborhoods and
communities in Santa Barbara County that are situated near these farms and
greenhouses are faced with an unwanted byproduct; the pungent odor of
marijuana cultivation.



Anna Carrillo, also a member of the group, echoed these concerns.

"Many residents complain of burning, Itchy eyes, asthma, and other health
issues from this new Ingredient," Carrillo said. "When the high school was In
session, many people complained of headaches and nausea. Classrooms
had to be aired out every morning."

Despite these protests, Byers insisted that his company's technoiogy posed
no health or environmental risks to the seaside town's inhabitants.

"Studies have been done, ad nauseum quite frankly, for both short-term
exposure and long-term exposure," he said. "There is no danger here
whatsoever."

Thu Jul 08,2021 I 21:17pm

https://www.lndependent.eom/2021/03/17/ls-byers-sclentlfic-the-solutlon-to-carplnterlas-odor-lssues
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SAMPLE ODOR CONTROL PLAN

Additional Supporting Information for the Appeal of the Planning Commission decision
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Odor Abatement Plan

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION Staff Report for
the Appeal of Creek Property LLC. Mixed-Light Cannabis Cultivation
Hearing Date: May 26, 2021 Staff Report Date: May 19, 2021

Odor Abatement Plan. The applicant for cultivation, nursery,
manufacturing (volatile and non-volatile), processing, microbusiness,
and/or distribution permits, shall (1) prepare and submit to the Department
for review and approval, and (2) implement, an Odor Abatement Plan. No
odor abatement plan shall be required on lots zoned AG-II, unless a
Conditional Use Permit is required. The Odor Abatement Plan must prevent
odors from being experienced within residential zones, as determined by
the Director. The Odor^Abatement Plan shall be implemented prior to the
Issuance of final building and/or grading inspection and/or throughout
operation of the project, as applicable. The Odor Abatement Plan must
include the following: a. A floor plan, specifying locations of odor-emitting
activity(ies) and emissions, b. A description of the specific odor-emitting
activity(ies) that will occun c. A description of the phases (e.g., frequency
and length of each phase) of odor emitting activity(ies) d. A description of
all equipment and methods to be used for reducing odors. A Professional
Engineer or a Certified Industrial Hygienist must review and certify that the
equipment and methods to be used for reducing odors are consistent with
accepted and available industry-specific best control technologies and
methods designed to mitigate odor. Approved odor control systems subject
to certification as required in Subsection d above, may include, but are not
lirhited to: 1) Activated carbon filtration systems. 2) Vapor-phase systems.
Vapor-phase systems must comply with the following: a) The resulting
odors must be odor neutralizing, not odor-masking, b) The technology must
not be utilized in excessive amounts to produce a differing scent (such as
pine or citrus), c) Use of these systems must have supporting
documentation which Exposure Guideline Levels or similar public health
threshold, 3) Other odor control systems or project siting practices that
demonstrate effectiveness in controlling odors, f. Designation of an
individual (local contact) who is responsible for responding to odor
complaints as follows: Creek Property LLC. - Mixed-Light Cannabis
Cultivation Appeal Case Nos. 21APL-OOOOO-O0OO5 and 19eDP^00000-
00062 Hearing Date: May 26, 2021 Page 25 1) The local contact shall be



Appeal Case Nos. 21APL-00000-00005 and 19CDP-00000-00062 Hearing
Date: May 26, 2021 Page 26 As demonstrated in the Odor Abatement Plan
(Sheet A0.23 of Attachment D and Attachment G) for the Proposed Project,
the Project is consistent with Article II development standards. The Odor
Abatement Plan (OAP) is certified by a Certified Industrial Hygienist,
includes floor plans specifying the location of odor emitting activities and
emissions, and provides a description of the specific odor emitting activities
and the operational phases, in which, odor emitting activities would occur.
The primary odor emitting activities that will occur onsite include mature
plant cultivation and processing (drying, trimming, and storage). The OAP
also includes specific descriptions of all proposed equipment and methods
to be used for reducing odor. The Project will include installation of the
Byers vapor phase System, consisting of a holding tank containing an odor
neutralizing agent, a high-flow, low-pressure blower to distribute the odor
neutralizing agent through a PVC pipeline system hung around the
perimeter of the greenhouses, and a real-time computer monitoring system.
The existing warehouse will include a carbon adsorption-based system
consisting of two carbon scrubbers within processing areas of the building,
as well as HVAC exhaust ducts positioned on the exterior of the building.
The OAP contains additional required information including specifying the
locations.of odor-emitting activities and emissions and a description of the
specific odor emitting activities that will occur. A floor plan, showing the
location of the odor abatement control system, perimeter distribution piping,
and carbon scrubbers is shown on Sheet A0.23 of the site plans and aligns'
with the narrative in the written OAP. Pursuant to Condition 13 (see
Attachment B), the operator must maintain the Project site in compliance
with the Odor Abatement Plan throughout the life of the Project.
Furthermore, Condition 15 (Attachment B) requires the Applicant to inform
P&D compliance monitoring staff prior to making any changes to the
product/substance used within the approved vapor phase control system



1.5 ODOR CONTROL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Once operational, the project staff will implement odor control Best Management
Practices (BMPs) as outlined below:

Best Management Practice 1: Designate an onslte OdorManagemenf Spec/aZ/sf at the
facility. This employee will be given time, resources, training, and incentives to control
odors as a first priority.

Best Management Practice 2: The onsite Odor Management Speciaiisf should at a
minimum walk the Site two (2) times per day to:

A. Ensure that all means of active odor control (neutralizing vapor or carbon
filtration) are operational and In good working order.

B. Observe onsite personnel to ensure that odor control BMPs are implemented.
BMPs Include keeping doors closed whenever feasible, placing waste in sealed
containers, limiting processing-related activities to the odor controlled bullding(s),
If BMPs are not consistently implemented, the OdorManagemenfSpecfa//sf shall
report inconsistencies to appropriate management for corrective action.
Maintenance of a daily odor inspection log and check-list shall be made a part
of these BMPs.

C. The OdorManagemenfSpec/a/isf shall be the point of contact to receive odor
complaints from the regulatory agencies or the community. The specialist shall
request as much detail as possible regarding the complaint. Including:

Location (be exact, narrow it down within 100-feet or less if possible)

Time (be exact, to the minute if possible)

Weather conditions (approximate temperature, wind speed, etc'.)

iv. Visual observations. Did the complainant see the cannabis
facility/operations from which the odor may have come, or see any
unusual activities in the observed area?

Best Management Practice 3: Build a company culture wherein all personnel
understand the importance of odor control. Train each person in their individual odor
control responsibilities at the facility. Training elements include:

A. Ensure all employees are aware of the Facility Odor Controi Plan for the entire
Site and the odor control BMPs that apply to their tasks within the workforce.

B. Incorporate the fundamentals of odor control in the training programs; provide
this instruction in bi-llngual form as needed.

C. Consider incentives with offsetting disciplinary measures based on odor control
Implementation and success.

Roadside Blooms- Odor Management Plan www.scsenaineers.oom



I®®' Practice 4: Secondaiy miscellaneous odor management BMPsshould be implemented consistently as follows:

A. Facility doors should be kept closed whenever feasible. The opening of doors
should occur only momentarily for entry and exit, especially in areas of cannabis
processing. The installation of self-closing doors, heavy-duty plastic curtains or
other safe means of limiting fugitive odors should be considered.

B. Keep all processirig activities within the perimeter of its odor control system. Have
contingency methods in place so that variations in v/eather conditions
(especially hot weather) do not necessitate the relocation of processing outside.

C. Acquire specially designed cannabis dumpsters with sealed lids for handling of
cannabis waste. Keep lids closed,

D. Consider using plastic bags to line plastic totes to contain/seal cannabis
between processing areas as well as during offsite transport. The build-up of

odors'^ particulate and oil on inside surfaces of totes is a source of fugitive
E. Consider providing employees, particularly those that work in cannabis

processing zones, with uniform garments and/or professional laundry services

fadlity'^'^°"'^°^^'^^"' requirements to change clothes prior to leaving the
properly sealed vehicles for transportation of cannabis outside of

facilities, both smaller golf cart type vehicles inside the project perimeter and
larger export trucks used to transport products offsite for sale.

Best Managennent Practice 5: Active odor control should start with an examination of
the pertinent structural envelope. With rare exceptions, such as open field
neutralization, most active odor control mechanisms utilize a structure of some kind to
initially contain and channel odors to a specific location for treatment. Indoor or mixed-

uti ize buildings or greenhouses to contain cannabis odors and channel
them to eithy a hVAC system or roof/wall vents. Processing activities should occur
within wood-frarried, metal fabricated, or concrete tilt-up structures. Evaluating
controlling and/or minimizing the odor releases from these structural envelopelis
paramount to the effectiveness of any active odor control system. Typical examples
include, keeping large rolling greenhouse doors closed whenever feasible
replacing/repairing any significant glass/polycarbonate sheeting on greenhouse
exteriors, placing neutralization release points close to all roof vents or side wall fans on
greenhouses, sealing leak points on processing buildings with sp.^ay in insulation or
equivalent and keeping ail man or vehicle doors on processing buildings closed

a proper envelope control of cannabisodors WIN significantly improve the efficacy and often reduce the operating costs of
active odor control mechanisms. oiiny costs or

Roadside Blooms- Odor Managemenl Plan
www.scsenQinRftr«; r-nm



Best Management Practice 6: For all active odor control systems, proper design,
operation, and maintenance of these systems is critical to their effectiveness. Therefore,
in relation to the proposed vapor neutralizing and carbon filtration systems the following
parameters should be addressed:

A. The piping or equivalent means of vapor distribution should be installed such
that it maximizes mixing of the neutralizer with cannabis odors released at all
roof vents, active exhaust fans, and operable doors which are frequentiy
opened. The piping must be tested for consistent pressure release over the
whole length of the system and inspected regularly to ensure pipe joints have
not decoupled.

B. The total linear length of piping, fan/mechanical sizing for the vapor
generation/blower unit, and volume of neutralizer released per day should all
be evaluated in comparison to the overall size of the site and its proximity to
receptors.

C. Be aware that periods of downtime in vapor-phase system operation leaves
portions of the facility with little to no odor mitigation of cannabis odors. Develop
a maintenance plan and checklist to schedule and document maintenance
activities, record replaced parts, and determine frequency of failures of the
vapor phase system with a goal of minimizing system downtime to the maximum
extent feasibie. If possible, plan maintenance related outages to occurin the
afternoon, during steady wind conditions, such that natural dispersion and
dilution help mitigate the odors which are no longer being neutralized.

D. Do not use carbon filtration systems unless they are designed by a qualified
engineer/specialist and properly maintained. Using a poorly designed or
maintained system is potentially worse than no system at all. Especially if the
output of the system vents to atmosphere.

E. Ensure that the processing structure has a relatively sealed envelope and
institute administrative protocols/training to ensure man and vehicle doors
remain closed whenever feasible to preserve the negative pressure of the
system.

F. Consider the use of structural upgrades such as mud-room style double-entry
doors and the creation of substructures to contain drying or other high-intensity
odors in a smaller volume of air space which needs treatment.

G. Due to the size and intensity of odors in some processing buildings, typical off-
the-shelf carbon canisters may experience odor breakthrough In a far shorter
time than expected. Moke sure the project engineer Is aware of this and
accommodates accordingly in the design and/or operation.

Roadside Blooms- Odor Managemenl Plan www.scsenoinfifir's r.nm



Executive Director Californians for Atternatives to Toxics writes in the
Department: "chemicals are Shed severalthousandfold in suspended liquid fog droplets." (Excerpt below)

Since there is no research or experience of ECOSORB in our foggy bottoms weather
and With our great winds, is there even a remote possibility that Ecosorb could be a
thousandfold worse in our environment? Although the company touts it as safe for
humans and the environment, it has made soil infertile; killed foliage and affected
df^^ert fpnH h ® important reason AL^ neec^to start small(  start at all) and see how it affects this beautiful prime agricultural soil, water air
wildlife and humans. ' '

Excerpt from Patty's letter:
Though the chemicals mentioned above are considered low toxicity their use has not
been analyzed in weather conditions regularly experienced in theArcata Bottoms For
example. Fog,a common weather condition of the area where the cannabis factory will
be constructed If approved.

Scientists tiave found that toxic fog, made up of microscopic water droplets contalnlnq
fnrmTr T Pestlcides, herbicides and many other chemicalsforms over at least some parts of the United States.
The scientists say that the fog may be among the causes of a mysterious decline of

forests in the United States and Europe. They say that the chemical-laden fog which
was sampled in Beltsville, Md., and In California's San Joaquin Valley, could prove to be
more of a health hazard than the air In which the fog forms."

^^s//wwv¥.washinglonpost.conVarchive/poliiics/1987/02/12/ioxic-ioa-containino-farin-
chemicaiS-rnay-oe-narmi,ng-us-forests/48769d42-.510f-4laa-iyi97-G!Cfk'72b&3a7f
We have discovered that a variety of pesticides and their toxic alteration products are
present in fog, and that they occasionally reach high concentrations relative to reported
rainwater concentrations. In our experiments, we were abie to measure the air-water
distribution coefficients of pesticides between the liquid fog and the interstitial gas
phase. These measurements reveal that some chemicals are enriched several

exoeS fmm Compared to equilibrium distributionsexpected from Henry s Law coefficients for pure aqueous solutions."

Tripo'//w\vw naiure coni/srt cies/32560>c0"

Lf 250 famiiies each year, it is locatedonly hundreds of feet from the ACL grow. What Impact could ECOSORB have on his

I'fnpv n ® member for many years and will definitely questionrenewing my membership if this product is used. This affects the food supply of 250



May 4. 2021

From:

James M. Cotton, et al.

1971 27^^ Street

Arcata, OA 95512

iimcotton47@Qmail.com

VIA EMAIL AND HAND DELIVERY

John Ford, Director

Humboldt County Planning and

Building Department

3025 H Street

Eureka, California 95501

Email iford@co.humboldt.ca.us

Humboldt County Board of Supervisors

Attn: Clerk of the Board

825 5^^ Street, room 111

Eureka, C 95501

Email: cob@co.humboldt.ca.us

Re: Notice of Appeal of Planning Commission Approval of Arcata Land
Company, LLC Conditional Use Permit (PLN-12255-CUP)

Dear Director Ford and Honorable Members of the Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors:

James Cotton, Kim Puckett, Paula Proctor, Michael Proctor, Joan Edwards, Lee

Torrence, Rebecca Crow, Carol McFarland, Don Nielsen, Terrence McNally, Kerry

McNally, Tamara Spivey, Mona Mazzotti, Abraham Moshekh, Duane E Smith, Pamela J
Smith, Victor Howard, Lydia Butyrin, Lisa Pelletier, Kathryn Melia, Julie Hochfeld, Nancy
Blinn, Warren Blinn, Peggy Bell-Hans, Todd Casebolt, Deni Devine, Jose Mendoca,
Leonor Mendoca (collectively, Appellants), appeal the April 22, 2021 Planning

Commission decision to approve the Arcata Land Company, LLC Conditional Use
Permit (the "Project")"' for the failure to comply with the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA)2. Appellants filed this Appeal within the statutory time period and have paid



County of Humboldt, Board of Supervisors & Planning Director May 4, 2021
Re: Notice of Appeal of Planning Commission Decision to Approve
CUPsfor Arcata Land Company, LLC Commercial Cannabis Project

the appeal fee and. therefore, request a hearing before the Board of Supervisors
("Board") on the issues presented and, after such hearing, ask for an order reversing
the decision of the Planning Commission and either denying the application or finding
that an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") is required for the Project.^

The Planning Commission adopted a Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") for the
Project despite substantial evidence in the administrative record supporting a fair
argument that the Project may have significant environmental impacts. Because
commenters have presented a fair argument concerning the Project's multiple
potentially significant impacts. CEQA mandates an EIR for the Project to analyze the full
scope of impacts prior to approval.

Under CEQA. an accurate, finite, stable project description is the cornerstone of an
adequate environmental impact review document, including an MND. In fact, courts
have held that an MND "is Inappropriate where the agency has failed either to provide
an accurate project description or gather information and undertake an adequate
environmental analysis.'"^

For all these reasons.-and as explained below and in prior comments on the IS/MND
submitted to the Humboldt County Planning Department,^ Appellants urge the Board to
reverse the Planning Commission's decision to approve the Project and either deny the
application or order the preparation of an EIR.

1 .The IS/MND makes false or misleading statements, lacks analysis, and has
omitted data as is evident by the numerous cogent comments in the
administrative record on the following categories: Aesthetics. Agricultural and
Forestry Resources, Air Quality. Biological Resources, Energy. Greenhouse Gas
Emissions, Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Hydrology and Water Quality,
Land Use and Planning, Noise. Transportation, and Utilities and Service
Systems"'^.^'"'''

2. The intensive reliance on well water for this Project is a grave concern of
experts that reviewed the IS/MND and of the Appellants. Rather than present the
qualified substantiation and documentation for the position that the well is not
hydrologically connected to surface waters, the IS/MND relies upon conclusory
letters from a well drilling company, with no proof of qualifications or the methods
employed to make this complex determination, and without consideration of the
effects of sea level rise of groundwater resources.

3. The Biological Assessment, in the IS/MND, when reviewed-by an expert was
considered to be incomplete and inadequate which was evident by: the omission
of a bat survey, the lack of sampling protocols, and insufficient literature review
and numerous oversights.®



County of Humboldt, Board of Supervisors & Planning Director May A, 2021
Re: Notice of Appeal of Planning Commission Decision to Approve
CUPs for Arcata Land Company, LLC Commercial Cannabis Project

4. The project description is uncertain. The staff report, April 22, 2021, failed to
include an Operations Plan because the applicant had not submitted an updated
version.® Without an updated Operations Plan, the length of the cultivation period
along with the number of growing cycles and number of plants is unknown, and
thus water usage, energy usage, staffing, and other impacts cannot be calculated
accurately. The Planning Commissioners voted to approve this Project without
knowing the details of the Operation.

5. Decision makers should seek counsel from an attorney and not Director Ford
regarding the differences between MNDs and EIRs. During the Planning
Commission meeting, 4/22/21, Director Ford said an "EIR does the same
analysis that a Mitigated Negative Declaration just undertook." ̂  This statement is
inaccurate"''' and may have biased the Commissioners decision.

6. The enormous energy cost of this Project is an artifact of its size and location.
The Project would be the largest permitted cannabis project in Humboldt County^
that Is in such close proximity to homes and neighborhoods. Due to being sited
within 2.5 miles of the ocean and less than two miles from Humboldt Bay in a

cool, foggy, and windy environment, the projected mixed-light portion of the
energy requirement is calculated at a conservative 6,750 MWh,"'^ enough to
power at least 614 average homes in the Pacific Northwest.

7. The proposed access for the Project will be Foster Avenue. The IS/MND does
not account for the cumulative impact of traffic from the cannabis manufacturing,
processing and distribution site that is adjoining this Project nor does it Include an
analysis of the additional traffic from another adjacent parcel, WE Produce
cannabis application, or the proposed Creekside Annexation for senior housing
and care facility on Foster Ave. In order to understand these impacts, an EIR
needs to be completed.

8. Air Quality, Odor, Noise, and Light Pollution are perhaps the most apparent
impacts that neighbors in the Westwood subdivision are concerned about.®-"''' The
IS/MND states these impacts are "less than significant" which is in direct conflict
with the major conclusions of the County's own FEIR which states under 5.1 that
the impact on air quality and odor would be "cumulative considerable, significant
and unavoidable."'®

With regard to odor, the IS/MND states that if carbon filtration is inadequate in
neutralizing odors, products such as Ecosorb may be utilized. Appellants are
highly concerned about the proposed use of Ecosorb, or similar products, with no
information on ingredients, application protocols, or performance standards
provided, and with no monitoring.''' Odor can be transient in nature,
depending on changes in wind direction. Given the proximity of homes and
neighborhoods that are downwind of this Project, and the conflicting impacts
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CUPs for Arcata Land Company, LLC Commercial Cannabis Project

of odor between the IS/MND and the FEIR,^^ an EIR should be required for
this Project.^^

With regard to noise, the Appellants are very concerned about the noise the
project will create from mechanical systems, including fans, in the greenhouses
and the time limit given to the Project to correct a noise violation. Currently, the
Project has no maximum time limit to correct a noise violation, and no
mitigations to reduce noise impacts.^'*

Additionally, there is a discrepancy between the FEIR and the staff report
regarding the allowable noise limits at the property boundary, 3 vs 60 decibels
respectively. Again, these types of discrepancies need to be resolved through an
EIR.

Appellants have demonstrated that the Project will have detrimental effects
on the health, safety, and well-being of the residents of the area with regard
to odors, noise pollution, light pollution and other significant environmental
impacts as discussed.

To better understand the consequences, to inform decision makers of these
impacts, and develop appropriate mitigations an EIR needs to be prepared. In
addition to this, an EIR allows for exploration of alternatives, something an
IS/MND does not.

Conclusion: The Board should not approve the Project with this IS/MND and
should either deny the Project or require an EIR.

Sincerely,

Jim Cotton, et al.

If you have any question regarding this appeal, please contact me via email;
iimcotton47@qmail.com or phone: 707.498.2514

Endnotes:



County of Humboldt, Board of Supervisors & Planning Director May 4, 2021

Re: Notice of Appeal of Planning Commission Decision to Approve

CUPs for Arcata Land Company, LLC Commercial Cannabis Project

1 Application Number 12255, Assessor's Parcel Numbers (APN): 506-231-021 and
505-151-011 (one separate legal parcel), and 505-151-012

2 Public Resources Code ("PRC") §§ 2100, et seq.; see also CEQA Guidelines, 14
CC §§15000, et seq.

3 See Humboldt County Code ("HCC") § 312-13.1, 13.2. Please let this letter serve as
the requisite notice of appeal of the above referenced decision pursuant to HCC, § 312-
13.1. Enclosed herewith is a check in the amount of $1,636 representing the balance of
the applicable appeal fees in this matter (see Exhibit A completed Fees and Charges
Worksheet and Exhibit B completed Planning Application Form). Accordingly,
Appellants respectfully request that an appeal hearing be granted in accordance with
the appeal procedures outlined in HCC, § 312-13 and that the Planning Department
begin processing this appeal pursuant to HCC, § 312-13.4. Likewise. Appellants
request a copy of the transcript of the hearing for review in preparation for the appeal.

Note: Appellants request notice of the Planning Commission decision to approve this

Proiect. pursuant to Humboldt County Section 312-6.7. which notice has not

been provided. Appellants have not received any notice consisting of the written

findings of the Planning Commission and the conditions of approval. The failure

to provide the required notice has preiudiced Appellants in prosecuting this

appeal as there are no written findings or conditions of approval from which

Appellants can base further issues on appeal.

^ See City of Redlands v. County of San of Bernardino (2002) 96 Cal. App. 4th 398,
406, citing Sundstrom, supra, 202 Cal. App.3d at p. 311.

^  Please note: Petitioners' and other public comments on the January 2020 IS/MND
as well as their comments on supplemental information provided in staff reports to the

Planning Commission for hearings on March 18. April 1. and April 22. 2021.

respectively, are hereby incorporated by reference. Rather than attach duplicate copies

of these materials. CEQA requires, and the Appellants request, that the entire

Administrative Record (formally called Record of Proceedinqsl concerning this Proiect

be furnished to the decision makers, the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors, before

the requested hearing.

^ email from Rodney Yandell to Jim Cotton, April 23,2021, 10:50 AM

^ email from John Ford to Jim Cotton, April 12, 2021 4:06 PM



County of Humboldt, Board of Supervisors & Planning Director May 4, 2021
Re: Notice of Appeal of Planning Commission Decision to Approve

CUPs for Arcata Land Company, LLC Commercial Cannabis Project

® Planning Commission meeting 3/18/21, agenda, PLN-12255-CUP. Attachment 5a.
pages127-132 & pages 103-128.

Attachment 5b Public comments: page 97, Jim Cotton comments, March 10,2021;
Rebecca Crow comments March 10, 2021 pages 103-128 and others.

https://humboldt.leqistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=25787&GUID=C79B4BC4-

E3F3-4AE2-BA90-5618ED18BCB5

® Video of Planning Commissioners meeting, April 22, 2021, time marker 2:08:38 - 2:10

http://humboldt.qranicus.com/MediaPlaver.php7view id=5&clip id=1489

https://www.nwcouncil.org/sites/default/files/finaI_comparisonofresidentialuse_rates_

bills_2016-12_1.pdf

" See Exhibit C, this document.

Planning Commission meeting ,4/22/21, agenda, G, Arcata Land Company,

Attachments, PLN-12255-CUP Staff Report, page 69, Operations Manual addendum.
https://humboldt.leqistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=25787&GUID=C79B4BC4-

E3F3-4AE2-BA90-5618ED18BCB5

https://humboldtqov.orq/DocumentCenter/View/62689/Humboldt-Countv-Cannabis-

Proqram-Final-EIR-60mb-PDF

Planning Commission meeting ,4/22/21, agenda, G, Arcata Land Company,
Attachments, PLN-12255-CUP Staff Report, page 14-15.

https://humboldt.leqistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=25787&GLIID=C79B4BC4-

E3F3-4AE2-BA90-5618ED18BCB5

Planning Commission meeting ,3/18/21, agenda, PLN-12255-CUP, attachment 5a,
Public comments, page 116: comments by Californians for Alternatives Toxics,
February 26,2021.

https://humboldt.leqistar.com/DepartmentDetail.aspx?ID=25787&GUID=C79B4BC4-

E3F3-4AE2-BA90-5618ED18BCB5
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County of HumboicH

Planning and Builtiing Deportment

3015 H Street Eureko OA ?5501

FEES AND CHARGES WORKSHEET

PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATION FEES

EFFECTIVE MARCH 29, 2021

iPERMIT REVIEW • FULL COST RECOVERY Deposit Amount j
Agricultural Preserve Contract, Amendment, Cancellation Public Hearing $ i,5oaoo

Agricultural Preserve Succesor Contract Public Hearing $ 35aoo

CEQA Study Achi<ri Cott

Coastal Devebpment Permit Admlnistrotive $ i,5oaoo

Coastal Devebpment Permit Public Heoring S 4,500.00

Condition 8. MItigatbn Monitoring $ 750.00

Conditional Use Perrrvt $ 4,500.00

Determination of Status & Certificate of Compliance $ 825.00

Emergency Permit $ 575.00

Environmental Impact Report (EIR) Preparation Actual Cost

Extenston or Modificafion $ 875.00

General Plan Amendment or Zone Reclassificotion Public Hearing $ 2,850.00

CIS & Map Data Request 5 150.00

information Request $ isaoo

Joint Timber Manogement Ptan Review Public Hearing S 3oaoo

Lot Line Adjustment Public Hearing $ 1,850.00

Lot Line Adjustment Administrative $ i.ooaoo

Minor Desriation 5 500.00

Notice of Merger $ 500.00

Permit Provided by Contacted Services (Consultant} Confract Rate * 20%

Pbnned Unit Development Public Hearing $ i,5oaoo

Preliminary Review Adminlskative $ soaoo

Pubiic Rood Name Change Public Hearing $ 85a00

Specbl Permit Administrative $ 1.400.00

^ecial Permit Pubiic Hearing 5 3,25a00

Subdivision (Final Map - FMS or Parcel Map - RMS) Public Hearing $ 2,000.00

Surface Mining Permit / Rectamatbn Ptan Permit including renewal Public Hearing S 2,ooaoo

Variance S i,5oaoo

Zoning Clearance Certificate 5 2,7Sa00

PERMIT REVIEW - FIXED FEES Fees Amount

Administrative Enforcement Agreement S 250.00

Appeal to Board of Supervisors / Ptanning Commission Public Hearing $ 1.000.00 $1,000

Appllcarion Assistonce (2-hour minimum; oppBes to project} $ 291.00

Bum Down Letter $ 130.00



Cannabis Permit Transfer/Change S 150.00

Development/Us© Started Without Permit
Double

Permit Fee

General Plon Conformance Review $ 250.00

General Plan Petition S 800.00

Inland Design Review 5 475.00

Col Rre "nmberiand Exemption Administrative $ 125.00

Hdrne'Occu^tron PermltrSubsfdntlal Conformance Review, Umber Harvest Plan,
Background Check, Business License Renewal Cottage Industry, Building AppRcation
Referral

5 100.00 >

Legal Document Review S 120.00

Notices/Referrals (per porcel per year) $ 5.00

Re-applicotion Fee (to renew an expired peimitw+ien the extension Is filed within 90 days of
expiration end the project end codes ore unchanged)

50% of original
permit fee

Zone Boundary Interpretation S 460.00

OTHER FEES 81 CHARGES Fee/Deposit Amount

Addressing: Assignments (max $400 for 5 or more) s 80.00

Change of Address 5 60.00

Verification of Address 5 30.00

PubllcNoflcing Actual Cost

State Responsibility Area (SRA) Map Check Fee 5 25.00

Wide Format Map Printing (Black & White) per square toot $ 1.00

Wide Format Mop Printing (Color) persquore foot $ 1.50

Notary Certificate $ 15.00

Notice Sign 5 10.00

Tentative Map Street Nome Review 5 90.00

Technotogy Fee: Administrative Review Permit

Technology Fee: Conditional Use Permit

$ 45.00

9 450.00

Technology Fee: Special Permit 5 325.00

Technology Fee: Coastal Development Permit S 450.00

Technology Fee: Subdivision $ 200.00

Technology Fee: Other Public Hearing Project 10% X Permit Cost $100.00

General Plan User Fees: Residential Development $ 24aG0

Commercial Development 5 35aoo

Industrial Development $ 650,00

Post application review of road abandonment $ 310.00

Post application review of performance contract S 310.00



North West Information Center 75.00

PLANNING DIVISION AMOUNT 1,100.00

OTHER DEPARTMENT REVIEW FEES Fee/Deposit Amount

Lot Line Adjustment (per parcel) or Merger [per request] 5 75.00

New Subdivision Processing (per tot) 5 100.00

Parkland Appraisal (for Subdivisions) [additional charge over l hour is $77/hour) S 132.50

BUILDING DIVISION

Review Fee [per Inspect/on) deposit $ 100.00

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DIVISION

Extensions [.5 hr rrinlmum] $ 149.00

Final Mop Inspection / Land Use Permits for Commercial Development S 298.00

Project Review [additional cl^orge over) hris$149/hr]

Subdivisions w/community sewer, residential use permits, and some lot line adjustments $ 149.00

Project Appeal $ 596.00

Subdivision / Lot Line Adjustment with on-site sewage disposal per parcel X 5 447.00

COUNTY COUNSEL fdepos/t/is/ed based on per hourj

Administrative Review Process

Administrative Coastal Development Permit / Public Hearing Extension depos/f $ 134.00

Certificate of CompBance / Determination of Status deposit $ 134.00

information Request deposit $ 134.00

Public Hearing Review Process

Major Subdivision Review / Projects requiring two pubBc hearing depodt $ 1,206.00

Minor Subdivision Review / Projects requiring one public hearing deposit 5 603.00

Zoning Administrator Hearing deposit 5 134.00

Post Application Review

Appeal to Board of Supervisors deposit S 536.00

PUBLIC WORKS LAND USE

Base Project Review Fees (/i/ghesf bose fee used tor projects wittt multiple components]

Agricultural Preserve Contract 5 195.00

Certificate of Compliance S 195.00

, Coastal Development Permit S 351.00

Conditional Use Permit 5 351.00

Determination of status 5 195.00

General Plan Amendment / Petition $ 195.00

Lot Line Adjustment $ 195.00

Notice of Merger S 195.00

Parcel Map Waiver Application [actual costs] deposit 5 300.00

$536.00



Prefirrfinary Review (actual costs 1st two hrs free] minimum + 45% overhead

Special Permit

Subdivision - Minor (4 lots or less)

Subdivision - Major (PUD/FMS 5 parcels or more) fcctual costs 45% overheodj

Variance

Zone Reclosslfication

Zoning Clearance Certificate
Other Project Fees//n oddi/ion to base project rev/ewfeesj

Appeal or Rehearing + 45% overhead
Extensions - Subdivision

Extensions - oil others

Legal Description Review fperparce/J

Revised Map / Revised Project Description / ModiRcation [other than tentative map]

Revised Tentative Subdivision Map / Revised Project Desaiption / Modification

deposit

deposit

deposit

deposit

deposit

AMOUNT COLLECTED FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS

Planning Division Fees [from previous page]

TOTAL PAYABLE TO HUMBOLDT COUNH PLANNING DIVISION

250.00

351.00

1,690.00

1,500.00

195.00

195.00

351.00

250.00

67.00

67.(»

292.00

251.00

419.00

536.00

1,100.00

1,636.00

This worksheet includes fees charged by the Planning Division and other reviewing agencies. Some application types are Fixed Fee while others are
subject tof Oil Cost Recovery. The deposit estimates listed ore used for typical applications. Actual costs and processing time may be more or less
than the estimate depending on the completeness of the application packet and identification, post-application submittal, of technical or
environmental Issues by reviewing agencies.

Fees Payable to Others
Archeological Review: Payable to Bear River Bond THPO Department
Archeological Review: Payable to Blue Lake Ranctien'a THPO
Archeological Review: Payable to Wlyot Tribe Cultural Deportment

30.00

30.00

3aoo

- Applicant is responsible for paying 100% of the actual Planning Division permit costs.
- if processing costs exceed 80% of ihe deposit an additional deposit will be required to continue application processing.
- Fees for other County of Humboldt Departments ore collected at the time of application submittal.
~ Double fees ore assessed for all projects started without required permits.
~ Additional charges may be required for administratively approved projects if o public hearing is requested.

Applicant Sii ature Date. 4 iWo..
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PLANNiNQ APPLtCATtON FORM

Humboldt County Planning Department
Current Planning Divisicxi 3015 H Street Eureka, OA 95501-4484

Phone (707) 445-7641 Fax (707) 268-3792

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Applicant/Agent compile Sections i, II and HI below.

it IS recomm^ed that the Appricant/Agent schedtie an Application Assistan^^ mee£r^ the Assigned

3.

Planner. Meeting with thte Assigned Piani^er will answer questions regarding application submittai requirement
arxl help avoid processing delays. A small fee is required for this meeting.

AppiicanVAgent needs to sidxnit sU items marked on the reverse side of this form.

SECTION I

APPLICANT (Project wB be processed tsider Bustiwss name, ff
applcabie.}

Business Name:

Contact Person: Jim cotton

Mailing Address: 197127tti street
City, St. Zip; Areata OA 95521

Telephone: (707)498-2514

Email; Jimcotton47Q9maB.com

Alt. Tel: (707) 622-8382

OWNERfS) OF RECORD flf different from apoBcanO

Owrter'S Name: Arcata Land Company. LLC

MaiSng Address: 331B Foster Ave

AGENT (Communications from DQurfrnent will be cSrected to agent)

Business Name:.

Contact Person:.
Moling Address:,

City, St. Zip:

Telephone;

Email:

AK.Tel:

City, St, Zip: Areata

Telephone:

OA 95^1

Alt. Tel:

Owner's Name: ̂
Maifing Address:

City, St. Zip:

Telephone: -Alt. Tel:

LOCATION OF PROJECT

Site Address: 331B Foster Avb

Community Area; Arcate

Assessor's Parcel No(8).: 506-231-021

Parcel Size (ecrea or eq. fu);

Is the proposed building or structure designed to be used for des^nlng, producing, laiaxtilng, makitaintng, or storing
nuclear weapons or the components of nudear weapons? □ YES QNO

SECTION 11

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Descrfte the propped prefect (attach additiortal sheets as rwcessary):

Per Rodney Yande!!, we are using this form to file our appeal regaixJing the Planning Commission's
decision to approve Arcata Land Company LLC application #12255. Attached please find our
Appeal Letter of 6 pages; Exhibit A Schedule of fees: 5 pages: Exhibit B (this Planning application
form p>er Mr. Vandell's Instructions) 3 pages: and Exhibit C (Holder Law Group letter) 8 pages. This
is a total of 22 pages.

SECTION m

OWNER'S AUTHORIZATION & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I hereby authorize the Courrty of Humbddt to process this application for a development permit and fi.ffther auttiorize the
County of Humboldt and employees of the Califbmla Department of Fish and Wildfife to enter upm Vne property
described above as reas^aNy necessary to evaluate the project. I also acknowledge that processing of applications

not complete or qq nd uyitaln truthfd and accurate Information will be ddayed and may result in denial or
of approvals.rev

SLlfi

Applicant Signature

l> not the owner of reconl: 1 authorize the applicar4/agent to file this application for a develc^tmenl
me in all matters concerning the applicafion.

Owier of Record Signature

Owner of Record Sgnatiae

Date

Date

Page 1 ot2 reviun20?P



This side completed bv Planning Staff

Checklist Complied by: Date:

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THIS APPUCATIQN

Item Received

n Filing Fee of $ U

D Fee Schedule (see attached, please return
completed fee s<^edule with application) □

□ Plot Plan 12 copies (folded if > 8V5" x 14") □
□ Tentative Map 12 folded copies (Minor Subd) n
□ Tentative Map 18 folded copies (Major Subd) □

^ote: Additiona] plot plans/inaps may be require^
n Tentative Map/Plot Plan Checklist (complete &

return with application) □
□ Floor Plan □

□ Division of Environmental Health Questionnaire □
□ On-site sewage testing (If applicable) Q
n On-site vrater Information (if applicable) □
□ Solar design infomnalion □
D Chain ofTitle Q
□ Grant Deed

□ Current □ Creation □
□ Preliminary Tllte Report ftwo copies, prepared

within the last six months piior to application) □

Hem .Received

□ Architectural Elevations □
□ Design Re^wew Committee Approval □
□ CEQA Initial Study □
n Exception Request Justification □
P Joint Timber Management Plan □
□ Lot Size Modification Request Justification □
□ Military Training Route (see County GIS) □
□ Parking Plan Q
□ Plan of Operation □
□ Preliminary Hydraulic & Drainage Plan □
□ R1 / R2 Report (Geologic/Soils Report, 3 copies

vinth original signatures) □

O Reclamation Plan, including engineered cost
estimate for completing reclamation □

□ Accessory Dwelling Unit Fact Sheet □
O Variance Request Justification □
□ Vested Right Documentation/Evidence Q
P Other

□
O other

n

□ Other.
:□

FOR INTERNAL USE

□ Ag. Preserve Contract
P Certificate of Compliance

□ Coastal Development Permit
□ Administrative
□ Planning Commission

□ Design Re\rfew
P Inland

□ Coastal

P Determination of Legal Status

□ Determination of Substantial
Conformance

□ Extension of

P Fire Safe Exception Request

O General Plan Amendment

□ General Plan Petition

□ Information Request

P Modification to
□ Lot Line Adjustment
□ Preliminary Project Revnew

n Special Permit
O Administrative
□ Planning Commission

H.C.C. §

P Subdivision
□ Parcel Map
□ Final Map

n Exception to the Subdivision
Requirements

□ Reclamation Plan
□ Surfece Mining Permit
□ Surface Mining Vested Right

Detennlnation

□ Timber Han/est Plan Information
Request

□ Use Permit
H.C.C. §

□ Variance
H.C.C. §

□ Zone Reclassificatlon
P other

□ Ottier

Annlloafion Received Bv: Date: RecelDt Number:
General Plan Designation:
Plan Document
Land Use Density:
Zone Designation:
Coastal Jurisdiction Appeal Status: O /^pealable D NotAppeatable
Preliminary CEQA Status:
Q Environmental Review Required
n Categorically Exempt From Environmental Re\rfftw: Class Section

O Statutory Exemption: Class Section

Q Not a Project
n Other

Page 2 of 2 revJutie 2019
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Holder Law Group

317 Washington Street, #177

Oakland, CA 94607

holderecolaw.com
f — _ -O-B

(510) 338-3759

]ason@holderecolaw.com

John Ford, Director

Humboldt County Planning and
Building Department

3015 H Street

Eureka, California 95501

Email: jford@co.humboldt.ca.us

April 30, 2021

Via Email and U .5. Mail

Humboldt County Board of Supervisors

Email: Virginia Bass, vbass@co.humboldt.ca.us
Steve Madrone, smadrone(5)co.humboldt.ca.us

Mike Wilson, mlke.wllson@co.humboldt.ca.us
Michelle Bushnell, mbushnell(5)co.humboldt.ca.us

Rex Bohn, rbohn@co.humboldt.ca.us

Attn: Clerk of the Board, cob@co.humboldt.ca.us
825 5th Street, Room 111

Eureka, CA 95501

Re: Pattern of Inaccurate Characterizations of CEQA's Standards and Requirements

Dear Honorable Members of the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors and Director Ford:

On behalf of Northcoast Environmental Center ("NEC") and Citizens for a Sustainable
Humboldt ("CSH"), we respectfully submit the following general comments with the Intention of
fostering improved adherence to and compliance with established standards and mandatory
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA").^ Over the course of several
recent Planning Commission and Board of Supervisor meetings, where proposed large
development projects have been considered for approval, NEC and CSH members have observed
repeated inaccurate characterizations of CEQA's standards and requirements. The Inaccurate
characterizations — advanced by planning staff, project applicants' counsel, and, occasionally,
even by Commissioners and Supervisors - have tended to:

•  downplay the important procedural and substantive differences between an
Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") and a Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND");

*  Public Resources Code ("PRC") §§ 21000, et seq.; CEQA Guidelines, 14 CCR §§ 15000, et seq. The 2021 CEQA
statute and CEQA Guidelines are available to download at: httos://www.califaep.org/statute and guidelines.php.
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•  portray the "feir argument" test under CEQA. which establishes the low threshold for
requiring an EIR, as a higher burden of proof for project challengers than it actually is
under the statute and controlling caselaw;

•  advance a double standard, where County planning staff and project applicants are
permitted to present absolute conclusions dismissing the potential for significant
environmental Impacts that are nothing more than unsubstantiated opinion while at the
same time staff and applicant's criticize substantiated comments from the public, other
agencies, and County planners concerning potentially significant Impacts that may be
caused by proposed projects as lacking sufficient evidentiary and expert support; and

•  imply that County decision-makers have discretion to decide to prepare an MND instead
of an EIR based on practical considerations, such as whether more in-depth
environmental impact analysis would change the outcome, rather than on the required
factual and legal basis.

The above inaccurate characterizations appear to be based on several fundamental
misunderstandings of the CEQA statute and CEQA Guidelines and their application to
discretionary project approvals. NEC and CSH submit the following general comments with the
hope of improving understanding of CEQA's standards and requirements as they apply to
important land use decisions with substantial environmental implications. NEC and CSH seek to
inform decision-makers and the public about CEQA's substantive and procedural requirements
in order to foster improved public participation and heip ensure decisions with major long-term
implications for the environment are based on an accurate understanding of these important
legal concepts.

At the most recent Planning Commission meeting on Thursday, April 22,2021, in
response to a question from Commissioner Noah Levy concerning the criteria the Planning
Department uses when determining whether an WIND rather than an EIR should be prepared.
Planning Director John Ford made several Inaccurate statements concerning CEQA s
requirements for ElRs and MNDs.^ For example. Director Ford falsely claimed that the two
types of documents "do very much the sarne thing," provide essentially the "same analysis,
and the level of study is "very similar."^ The primary distinguishing feature between the two
documents, according to the Director, is that, with an EIR, the identified potentially significant
impacts do not all have to be mitigated to less-than-significant levels - for impacts that are not
fully mitigated, the lead agency can make "findings of overriding considerations" and approve
the project anyway. In addition to falsely equating an WIND and an EIR, the Planning Director
did not mention that, even with an EIR, all feasible mitigation measures must be adopted

2  See video of Planning Commission meeting for April 22,2021, hearing re Arcata Land Company, LLC,
.CGndItionalOseP.ermit.(PLN:12255:CyP).^t hour mark 2:03 to 2:10, available at;
hnn-/yhumboldt.er3nicus.com/IVled[aP[5ver.pho?vlew ld=5&clip id-1489.

3  See id. at approximately 2:07,2:09,2:10 marks of the video.
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before a lead agency can adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations. Also, by omitting
any mention of the "fair argument" standard - CEQA's "low threshold requirement for
preparing an EIR/'^the Planning Director side-stepped the Commissioner's direct question on
the criteria used by staff to determine whether an EIR should be prepared. We address the
implications of each of these problematic issues below.

The explanation provided by the Director in response to Commissioner Levy's question
is unresponsive, inaccurate, and potentially misleading in several respects. For example, the
Director's statements (1) do not address the Commissioner's question of what criteria the
Planning Department uses to determine whether an EIR, as opposed to an MND, is required
(see video at 2:03 mark) and (2) inaccurately characterize the substantive requirements for
both types of CEQA documents as equivalent, when they most assuredly are not.

With respect to the first point above, the Director did not acknowledge that, pursuant
to the mandatory language of the CEQA statute and CEQA Guidelines, an MND Is only allowed
when the initial Study demonstrates with substantial evidence that, after incorporating
mitigation measures, a proposed project will "clearly" not cause "any significant effect on the
environment."^ In contrast, an EIR is required when there is a fair argument, based on
substantial evidence, that a project "may" cause one or more potentially significant impacts.®
In other words, when an MND is prepared, the burden Is on the lead agency (here the County)
to demonstrate with supporting evidence and transparent analysis that, with Incorporated
mitigation measures and project design changes, there Is no possibility that the proposed
project may cause significant Impacts. If commenters present any substantial evidence
supporting a fair argument that the project may cause significant Impacts, then an EIR is
required — even if there is also substantial evidence that the project may not cause significant

See Sierra Club v. California Dept. of Forestry & Fire Protection (2007) 150 Cal. App. 4th 370,380, quoting No
OH, Inc. V. City of Los Angeles {197A) 13 Cal.3d 68, 84 and citing Su/7dstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.
App. 3d 295, 309-310.

s  See PRC, §§ 210S4.5,21080(c); see CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15070 and 15369.5; see also Exhibit A: Excerpts from
Remy et a!.. Guide to the Cal. Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (11th ed. 2007), pp. 249-256,262-263,312-313,
329.

*Note: While the Guide to CEQA has not been republlshed since 2007, this painstakingly thorough treatise on
the substantive and procedural requirements of CEQA remains an authoritative reference resource, repeatedly
cited by appellate courts, concerning California's most Important environmental statute. (See, e.g., RlverWatch v.
Olivenhain Municipal WaterDist (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1186,1201,1207,1211. quoting Guide to CEQA; see also
SaveTarav. City ofWest Hollywood {2008) A5 Cal.4th 116,139, same; see also California clean Energy Committee
V. City ofSan Jose (2013) 220 Cal. App.4th 1325,1336, fn. 3, same.) The thoughtful explanations in the Guide to
CEQA concerning CEQA's general structure and requirements remain relevant and informative. However, all
citations to the statute and to caseiaw In this treatise should be double-checked to ensure accurate and up-tO-date
Information.

®  See id. at p. 329; see also, e.g.. Communities For A Better Environment v. South Coast Air Quality Management
Dist. (2010)48 Ca[.4th 310, 319-320, citing No Oil, supra, 13 Cal.Sd at p. 75 and Brentwood Assn. for No Drilling,
Inc. V. City of Los Angeles (1982) 134 Ca!.App.3d 491, 504-505.
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impacts. An agenc/s decision not to require an ElRcan be upheld only when there is no
credible evidence to the contrary.^ According to the Guide to CEQA. "credible expert testimony
that a project may have a significant Impact, even if contradicted, is generally dispositive and
under such circumstances an EIR must be prepared. [Citation.] Indeed, an EIR is required
precisely in order to resolve the dispute among experts."^

The Director's conspicuous omission of any reference to the "fair argument" standard is
potentially misleading to both the decision-makers and to the public because it ignores
altogetherthe central threshold question placed directly at issue in Commissioner Levy's
question. Unfortunately, the pattern of mischaracterizing CEQA's standards and requirements
goes deeper and further back. Several weeks ago, a project applicant's attorney went further
by actually misrepresenting the "fair argument" standard when defending the Planning
Commission's approval of a large commercial cannabis project in remote McCann.® During that
meeting, counsel for the applicant quoted non-controlling dicta in an outlying appellate court
decision as support for his argument that, under the "fair argument" test, project challengers
must present substantial evidence showing that a project "will" have a significant impact on the
environment.^^ As the undersigned pointed out at the time and again after the hearing, this,
characterization of the applicable standard is inconsistent with, the language of the CEQA
statute, the CEQA Guidelines, and controlling caselaw." The applicant's characterization of the
standard would Improperly shift the burden to project opponents to analyze a proposed
project's impacts. No one from the County - not planning staff or county counsel - corrected
this blatant mischaracterization of a central legal principle.^^ On the contrary, planning staff s

^ sierra Club v. County of Sonoma (1992) 6 Cal.App.4th, 1307,1318.

®  See Exh. A-Guide to CEQA. p. 262.

9  See video of Board of Supervisors meeting on March 9,2021, concerning the Roiling Meadow Ranch appeal,
hour^mark: 4:59; available at: htt.n://humboldt.pranicu5.cam/MediaP!aver.php?view id=5&ciip id-1479,
accessed April 27,2021.

See id at approximately S-.OO hour mark; stating "Under the fair argument standard, an environmental Impact
report is required If there is substantial evidence that a project will have a significant effect on the environment,
even If there is also substantial evidence to the contrary", emphasis in the original, quoting Friends ofthe Sierra
R R V Tooiumne Park & Recreation Dist (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 643, 661 (holding transfer or land to tribe not a
"project" under CEQA], citing CEQA Suidelines, § 15064(f)(1) [guideline provision using the word may ).
" 5ee Public Resources Code, §§ 21064.5,21080(c)(l)-(2), 21080(d), 21082.2; see o/so CEQA Guidelines, §1
l5G02(f), I5002(k), 15063, l50S4{b)(l), 15064(f), 15064(g); see also, e.g., Sundstrom v.County ofMendoano
(1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296,310 ("The test is whether 'It can be fairly argued on the basis of substantial evidence
that the project mav have significant environmental Impact"], emphasis added, quoting No Oil, Inc. v.Oty oftos
Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.Sd 68, 75. The undersigned sent a letter to counsel for the applicant, the Planning Director,
and County Counsel the day after the appeal hearing, requesting correction of this mischaracterization.

During the appeal hearing. Director Ford did address the "feir argument" test but only insofar as to claim that
the substantial ev'ldende cited by appellants and other commenters. Including concerning the projects
potential to cause significant impacts, was not sufficiently substantial to meet the fair argumenr test. id. a
hour mark: 5:08 -5:09.
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internally inconsistent characterizations of (1) the expert opinion and agency comments
supporting project challenger's arguments in support of an EIR as insufficient and (2)
unsupported conclusions by planning staff and unqualified third parties (e.g., a well driller) as
sufficient reveal a blatant double-standard that is inconsistent with CEQA's definition of
"substantial evidence." These instances where the "fair argument" standard has been
disregarded, misrepresented, and/or misapplied have the potential to mislead the public and
undermine sound decision making.

With respect to the second point, contrary to the Planning Dlrectoris characterization of
the MNDs and EIRs providing the "same analysis," CEQA imposes heightened substantive
requirements for an EIR that do not apply to an MND. These requirements, specific to an EIR,
tend to result in a much more robust analysis of environmental Impacts and a more
comprehensive consideration of the ways those impacts can be reduced through mitigation or
avoided through alternatives and project design changes.

For example, the CEQA statute and CEQA Guidelines provide that an EIR must provide
an analysis of project alternatives that can avoid or reduce a project's potentially significant
impacts." An IVIND need not address alternatives to a proposed project. As a consequence,
decision makers have no opportunity to consider a project alternative for approval, rather than
the project as proposed by the applicant. MND's constrain the opportunities for Impact
minimization and avoidance.

As an illustration, if an EIR had been prepared for the Rolling Meadow Ranch project, as
opposed to the adopted MND, an analysis of a reasonable range of feasible project alternatives
would have been required. County decision-makers could have considered this range of project
alternatives for approval — such feasible alternatives could have included (as suggested by
Supervisor Madrone on March 9^) a fully sun-grown, in the ground, cannabis cultivation project
alternative with improved road access for fire safety and Increased rainwater catchment and
seasonal groundwater pumping forbearance - an alternative that, In connection with natural
cycles, Is seasonally closed during the winter when the McCann Bridge on the Eel River is
submerged.

Further, under Public Resources Code, section 21081, when an EIR has been prepared,
the lead agency is required to make specific findings of fact that are not required when an MND
is the operative CEQA document." This is the area where the Board has some discretion and
limited latitude to find that overriding considerations make a project worth approving, despite
its unavoidable significant impacts. But in order to make this finding, the board must first do all

" PRC sections 21002.1(a}, 21061, and 21153, and CEQA Guidelines, sections 15082,15083.15121,15124,15126,
15126.6; see also Exh. A-Guide to CEQA. pp. 413,494-495.

"See PRC. § 21081; CEQA Guidelines, § 15093; see o/so Exh. A - Gujde to CEQ^ p. 411.
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it feasibly can to mitigate and avoid the significant impact.^ The Planning Director's recent
explanation of "findings of significant impacts" suggested that, when proceeding with an EIR,
the lead agency may have less of a responsibility to fully mitigate impacts than when adopting
an MND, and this is simply not the case. With either document, the lead agency has a
mandatory duty to adopt feasible mitigation measures for every identified significant
environmental impact.

Preparing an EIR is an iterative multi-step process, where the lead agency (or an
applicant's consultant with staff direction) conducts preliminary review or prepares an initial
study to determine the potential for significant environmental impacts, conducts scoping in
consultation with responsible and trustee agencies, and prepares a draft EIR covering a number
of mandatory issues.^^ Public and responsible agencies are provided an opportunity to
comment on the draft EIR, and, pursuant to Public Resources Code, section 21091(d)(2), the
lead agency is required to respond to public and agency comments and revise the analysis, if
necessary, in a final EIR.^^ In contrast, the lead agency is not required to respond to public and
agency comments on an MND. The practical result of this requirement, \where the lead agency
Is required to answer- in real time -for its Draft EIR analysis, is that the Final EIR is typically
both more thorough in Its initial evaluation of potentially significant environmental impacts
and, through a process of disclosure, comments, responses, and revisions. Is better grounded In
factual and scientific information.

NEC and CSH acknowledge that, for smaller projects located in already developed areas,
an MND may be sufficient to provide the appropriate level of impact analysis. With these
projects it is more likely that the Initial Study can determine, after completion of a thorough
Investigation In an Initial Study, that "clearly" the project will not cause any significant
environmental impacts. However, for larger projects and projects proposed for undeveloped
"greenfield" sites in remote areas of the County, an EIR may be necessary to fully analyze the
project's potentially significant impacts and identify feasible mitigation measures and
alternatives that can minimize and avoid impacts. This Is especially true for projects that have
garnered significant public controversy over dearly legitimate factually-grounded concerns. No
matter which CEQA document is prepared for individual projects, it is incumbent on County

" see King & Gardiner Farms, LLC v. County of Kern (2020)45 Cal.App.5th 814.852 ['"Even when a projects
benefits outweigh its unmitigated effects, agencies are still required to implement all mitigation
those measures are truly infeasible.' [Citation] Stated another way, 'iftheCounty were to approve ̂
did not Include a feasible mitigation measure, such approval would amount to an abuse of discretion }, quoting
Sierra Club v. County of Fresno (2018) 6 Cal.sth 502,525-526.

See CEQA Guidelines, §§ 150SO, 150S3,15064,15080-15097 [EiR Process], 15120-15132 [EIR Contents); see
also Exh. A-Guide to C^. pp. 329,413.

See PRC, §§ 21091(d)(2), 21092.5; CEQA Guidelines, § 15088,15088.5(f); see also Exh. A-Guide to CEQA. p.17

371-374, 411.
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decision makers to ensure that the appropriate level of analysis is performed, based on sound
investigation of the facts and faithful application of the correct legal standards.

NEC and CSH appreciate the opportunity to provide these general comments to County
planning staff and to the County's elected decision-makers. We sincerely hope that the
explanations and clarifications herein - supported by the attached treatise experts and citations
to the CEQA statute, CEQA Guidelines, and caselaw - provide helpful information that will lead
to Improved public participation, more robust environmental review for projects that have the
potential to cause significant environmental impacts, and sound decision-making.

Please contract us if you have any questions, concerns, or other responses to the issues
raised In these general comments.

)

Very truly yours.

Jason W. Holder

Holder Law Group
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Cotton

Wildlife Biologist

Experience

Osprey behavior Study, Elk River California.

River Otter population and independent scatological study,

Trinidad

Passerine density study, Western Trinity Alps.

Federal Wildlife Research Biologist, 25 years, NOAA/NMFS.

Over 10,000 hours field experience conducting mammal and bird

surveys, NOAA/NMFS/ Protected Resources Division.

Birds and mammal survey of the Channel Islands,, University of

Irvine, Ca.

Conducted mammal surveys of the Antarctic Peninsula area.

Sponsored by Japan.

Chief Scientist, Faroese Government sponsored mammal survey of

the Faroe Islands.

Collected baseline data on dead shore birds, University WA citizen

scientist program, COASST.

Education

Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA

•  Bachelor Degree, Zoology

Leadership

Willow Creek CSD Trails Committee

References

[Available upon request.]
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Rebecca Crow, PE
Technical Expert

Qualified: BS, Environmental Resources Engineering, Humboidt State University. Arcata, CA.
1997; Civil Engineer, CA #69664;

Connected: Society of Women Engineers. Professional Liaison, Rotary, Equity Arcata

Professional Summary: Rebecca Crow has 24 years of experience In a broad range of
environmental management and planning services: water and wastewater planning, water
recycling, watershed and water quality modelling, groundwater management, regulatory
compliance, funding assistance, and grant and contract management. She has assisted
numerous communities in the evaluation of cost impacts from projects, as well as the evaluation
of economic and qualitative benefits resulting from project implementation, Rebecca has
experience using both state and federal economic models in support of funding program
development. She has experience working with regulatory agencies on permit compliance for
water, wastewater, recycled water, groundwater, and stormwater systems and understands the
economic impacts project decisions can make on long- and short-term permit requirements.

Project Manager
Eureka Area Watersheds Stormwater

Resources Plan | City of Eureka | Eureka, CA

Developed a Stormwater Resource Plan (SWRP) meeting
the requirements of California Water Code section 10563
(c) requirement to receive Proposition 1 funding from the
State. The SWRP development included an evaluation of
the contributing watersheds, water quality, and natural
resources. The evaluation included a mulita-criteria

analysis to Identify suitable locations for LID technologies
to improve stormwater management. The project included
development of a PCSWMM model to evaluate
stormwater improvement options through the urban area
of the City of Eureka. The model incorporated predicted
sea level rise to evaluate future predicted impacts to the
City's infrastructure and natural environment. The final
plan included a list of prioritized projects for
implementation. As Project Manager, led the technical
advisory committee oversaw the team that completed the
evaluation, modeling, and final project analysis.

Project Manager, Engineer
Big Rock Community Service District Hillside
Stabilization | Big Rock Community Service
District | Hiouchi, CA

Work with Big Rock Community Services District
(BRCSD) on a funding package to implement a seismic
retrofit project to replace the District's existing 100,000-
gallon redwood tank constructed on top of an unstable soil
fill prism. Funding included $2,210,310 in FEMA Section
404 Hazard Mitigation funds, $875,221 in California
Proposition 84 funds, and another $1.1 million in
California State Revolving Funds. GHD oversaw all
funding coordination. The project was to retrofit through
replacement the existing 100,000-gallon tank, including a
new foundation and retaining wall, security features, and a
radio antenna. The tank was expanded to 200,000 gallons
using non-FEMA funds. The project included design,
permitting, completion of a NEPA environmental
assessment, as well as California environmental

documents, bid assistance, and construction

management. The project addressed naturally occurring
asbestos at the site as well. Worked with the District to

develop the 404 HMGP funding application and state
funding applications. Oversaw environmental
investigations, NEPA. state and federal permitting, design,
bidding, and construction management.

Project Manager
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
Modifications and Reuse | Maxwell Public
Utility District | Maxwell, CA

Oversaw the completion of the planning, design.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) document,
Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND), permitting, and
construction of the Maxwell Wastewater Facilities

Improvements to address disposal issues. Facilitated an
engineering report which included a regulatory analysis of
effluent disposal options and associated treatment
requirements, operations evaluation, flow projections,
development and evaluation of alternatives, a preliminary
design concept, and a draft revenue program. Worked
with regulators and State Legal Counsel to obtain legal
clarification on enforcement orders and discharge permit
requirements. Construction for this project was
successfully completed in March 2012. Assisted in
obtaining $2 million State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) small community v/astewater grant. $1 million
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) grant and
$4.8 million US Department of Agriculture (USDA) grant
for almost 60% grant funding for the project.

Funding Facilitator/Coordinator
Rohner Creek Flood Control and Habitat

Improvement Study | Rohner Creek

The objective of the project is to analyze the Rohner
Creek watershed and identify potential improvements to
reduce the frequency of flooding events along the Rohner
Creek channel. Flood reduction improvements include
channel widening and terracing with habitat
improvements. Assisted on obtaining $3.5 million prop 1E
grant stormwater and $400,000 Prop 84 urban streams
grant from Department of Water Resources (DWR).
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Rebecca Crow, PE

Project Manager
Luffenholtz Creek Source Water Protection ]
City of Trinidad ] Trinidad, CA

Led this sediment reduction project from initial grant
application submittal through project completion. The
project was constructed on private property for the benefit
of the City's water system. Project included construction
of two new roads with extensive excavation, grading, and
subgrade development, development of a quarry,
installation of two pre-manufactured bridges, and
installation of numerous erosion and sediment control
Best Management Practices (BMP's). Obtained $1.7
million Prop 50 grant from the SWRCP division of water to
complete the project.

Project Manager/Funding Facilitator
Areas of Special Biological Significance
(ASBS) Stormwater | City of Trinidad 1 Trinidad,
CA

The project inciuded'six separate stormwater collection,
treatment, and infiltration systems utilizing Low Impact
Development (LID) technologies, the objective of this
project was to improve the water quality of the watersheds
on the Trinidad plateau that ultimately drain into Trinidad
Bay. Oversaw preparation of the successful grant
application and provided ongoing grant management
support. Responsible for planning (including an extensive
geotechnical field study and groundwater model), CEQA
oversight, preparation of final plans and specifications, bid
period assistance, and construction support. Obtained
$2.5 million Prop 50 ASBS grant to complete the project.

Project Funding Oversight
Perigot Park CBDG Funded Parking Lot and
Pedestrian improvements | City of Blue Lake ]
Blue Lake, CA

The intent of the Perigot Park project, which is being
funded with a CDBG grant, is to remove architectural
barriers to access by paving the parking area and
improving accessibility from the front parking lot to the
southern exterior restrooms and concession stand. In
addition to providing connectivity within the site, GHD will
connect the site to the existing sidewalk along the
Railroad Avenue right-of-way (at the north east corner of
the property) and is providing the City with options for
parking lot design that should greatly alleviate the site's
drainage issues.

Project Engineer
Techite Pipeline Retrofit i Humboldt Bay
Municipal Water District (HBMWD) | Eureka, CA
Developed a detailed benefit-cost analysis to show the
value of replacement of a poor quality techite waterline in
support of a Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Grant. Attended a three-day
FEMA workshop on performing benefit-cost analyses
under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program. The District

project was funded and completed in 2015. Obtained over
$2.5 million in hazard mitigation grant funds.

Project Manager
Conceptual Wastewater Treatment Plant |
Trinidad Rancheria | Trinidad, CA

Oversaw the completion of the Conceptual Wastewater
Master Plan, which included evaluation of the existing and
projected flows, and development and evaluation of
treatment and disposal alternatives, including
constructability, regulatory requirements, and
environmental impacts. The final preferred project was
chosen based on ability to expand existing systems and
flexibility to facilitate multiple development options at the
Rancheria.

Funding Facilitator/Coordinator
LID and Stormwater Outfall | Tolowa Dee-nl'
Nation | Smith River, CA

Assisted the Tolowa Dee-ni' Nation in identifying and
obtaining more than"$1 million from an Ocean Protection
Council granfforthe development of stormwater
improvements within the Tribal boundary. The project
objective was to Install LID facilities to treat and infiltrate
stormwater runoff prior to it entering the Pacific Ocean
and the Pyramid Point State Marine Conservation Area.
LID strategies implemented featured rainwater catchment,
runoff attenuation, and pollutant mitigation improvements
intended to mimic pre-development watershed runoff and
infiltration rates.

Project Manager
Infrastructure Rehabilitation Construction i
City of Rio Dell | Rio Dell, CA

Oversaw a two-year process to obtain $5 million in grant
funds from DWR to implement a waterline replacement
project to reduce unaccounted for water losses. Provided
oversight to the preparation of the final report, which
evaluated the effectiveness of the project and resulting
water savings.

Project Manager
Water Supply Feasibility Studies for Cities of
Rio Dell and Trinidad | Westport County Water
District I Rio Dell, CA/Trinidad, CA
Oversaw technical analysis and completion. Analyses
included an evaluation of projected water demands, water
rights, surface water stream flows, groundwater, storage
and transmission, and environmental impacts. For each
study a detailed cost benefit analysis was completed
which conformed to DWR standards.
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Project Manager
Technical Assistance for North Coast Region
Disadvantaged Communities Water and
Wastewater Providers | North Coast Region
Disadvantaged Communities Water and
Wastewater Providers ] Humboldt County, CA

Contributed professional assistance to project designed to
provide transferable tools, training, and demonstration
projects addressing the needs and building the capacity of
small, economically disadvantaged water and wastewater
system providers. Project involved coordination with state
and federal funders, non-profit resources assistance
agencies, and facilitation of training seminars.

Project Manager/Funding Facilitator
Generator Replacement ] McKinieyville
Community Services District | McKinieyville,
CA

Initiated a successful grant application to replace two
aging and undersized generators that service the entire
collection system. Served as Project Manager and
Funding Facilitator to oversee project design, federal
environmental compliance, permitting, project bidding,
and construction management. •

Project Manager/Engineer
Wastewater System Planning and Solids and
Disinfection Management ] City of Rio Dell | Rio
Deli, CA

Involved with wastewater system regulatory planning
assistance since 2001. Project Manager for construction
of 2010 Solids and Disinfection Management Project.
Designed to take advantage of American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act funding, the $2.1m cost was 100%
grant-funded and Included headworks upgrades, a new
chlorination system, and a new sludge drying press.
Coordinated obtaining a $130,000 Small Community
Wastewater Grant to assist with facilities planning.
Oversaw the completion of the Facilities Plan for City of
Rio Dell, including working closely with the City's Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) regulator to
assure feasibility of proposed alternatives.

Project Engineer
Wastewater Treatment and Disposal
Evaluation | Town of Samoa | Samoa, CA

Under this project, five wastewater disposal options were
evaluated for the Town of Samoa including land disposal
to leaky wetlands at four sites (Existing Leaky Wetlands,
Proposed Wetland Buffer Area, Dog Ranch, and Lower
Coastal Dependent Industrial Area), and an ocean outfall
option. The evaluation included analysis of effluent
loading rates and treatment targets. Capital and
operations-and-maintenance costs for the-disposal options
were developed. In addition, two treatment options were
evaluated both a natural system and mechanical system.
Advantages and disadvantages of options were presented

to develop a final recommendation.

Project Manager
Wastewater Compliance Pre-Feasiblilty
Analysis ] City of Fortuna, CA

Oversaw the completion of a prefeasibility analysis of
wastewater treatment and disposal options which
reviewed the full breadth of options available to the City
so that a preferred set of alternatives could be identified.
The analysis included review of treatment performance,
effluent requirements, permitting, CEQA, project
challenges, capital costs, and operations costs. The
analysis considered the long and short term risks,
benefits, opportunities and challenges of pursing identified
options. The final pre-feasibility analysis was a matrix of
options that explores feasible alternatives. The final matrix
of options was paired down with input from City staff to
four alternatives, which were recommended for further
study.

Project Manager
2010 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) |
City of Red Bluff | Red Bluff, CA

Building on the work deveioped In the Infrastructure
Rehabilitation Feasibility Study, currently managing the
preparation of the 2010 UWMP.

Project Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Water and Sewer Rate Study | Manila
Community Services District | Manila, CA

Worked closely with GHD staff and the District's General
Manager and Board of Directors to develop a rate
structure that met projected budgets while balancing the
Impacts to rate payers. The rate structures were accepted
by the community and will provide the District with
additional financial security to maintain their water and
wastewater systems in the coming years.

Project Engineer

Wastewater Treatment, Disposal, and Reuse
Plan I Paradise Ranch Resort | Grants Pass, OR

Assisted in the completion of a wastewater treatment,
disposal, and reuse plan for the combined housing and
golf resort facility. The plan included evaluation of
combined operations with nearby facilities, flow
projections, treatment requirements for desired reuse
system, and a cost estimate.
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Funding Experience

•  USDA:

c  $4.7 million Grant for the Maxwell Public

Utility District Wastewater Treatment Plant
o  $373,200 Grant for Rio Dell GW Well
o Multiple SEARCH Grants

•  SWRCB:

o  $14.5 million Clean Water Drinking Fund/
Small Community Wastewater Program

o  $13.9 million Drinking Water State
Revolving Funds

o  $5.7 million Strom Water Grant Program
Funds

•  Proposition 204: $1.1 million in Grants for
Water Supply Feasibility Studies

•  Proposition 13: $6.4 Million in Grants for
Planning and Implementation of Groundwater,
Infrastructure Improvement, and Water
Conservation Projects

•  Proposition 50:
o  $879,000 Grant for Integrated Water

Management Projects
•  Proposition IE:

o  $3.5 million Grant for the City of Fortuna
Flood Protection

•  Proposition 84:
o  $2.5 million Grant for the City of Trinidad

ASBS Stormwater Project
n  $391,017 Urban Stream Grant for the City

of Fortuna

o  $4.3 million in DWR IRWMP Grant funds for

water system upgrades
•  Proposition 1:

o  $1.75 million in Ocean Protection Council

Stormwater Grants

o  $4.4 million in SWRCB Storm Water Grant

Program Grants
•  FEMA/ Gal OES

•  $24 million in Hazard Mitigation Grants and
Public Assistance

•  CDBG

•  $1.7 million in CDBG Planning and
Technical Assistance and Community
Projects

Economic Analysis

Project Manager/Economic Evaluator
Wastewater Flood Protection Benm | City of
Fortuna | Fortuna, OA

Successfully completed Section 404 Hazard Mitigation
Grant Application for completion of a flood protection
berm to mitigate for flooding at the City of Fortuna's
WWTP. Successfully developed a benefit-cost analysis to
evaluate the economic costs of future flood events at the
site. Total project costs were $1.185 million, with 75%
grant funding in the amount of $888,845. Completed
planning, design, and construction management for the
Fortuna WWTP Flood Protection project to protect public
health, reduce damage to the City's VWVTP, and avoid
loss of wastewater service.

Funding/Economic Advisor
Hillside and Rohner Creek Minor Flood Control
Improvements { City of Fortuna | Fortuna, CA
Led the benefit-cost analysis of flood reductions in the
lower Rohner Creek and Hillside Watersheds of Fortuna.
Developed a detailed analysis to show the value of creek
enhancements to reduce flooding of homes and
businesses in support of a FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant.
Analysis included evaluation of both physical damages
and social and environmental costs resulting from
flooding. Worked with California Office of Emergency
Management Staff to fast-track the shovel ready project
through the application phase.

Project Manager
City of Trinidad Water Rate Study j City of
Trinidad | Trinidad, CA

Led the evaluation of water rates for the City of Trinidad.
The evaluation included development of budget
projections, capital improvements evaluation, analysis on
in-city versus out of city rates, and rate design options.
The project included the development of multiple rate
options and the impacts of different rate structure of types
of customers. GHD worked with City staff, the Council,
and the public to implement a rate structure that is fair to
the community and sustains the water system.

Project Manager
Wastewater Rate Study | Fieldbrook Glendale
Community Service District | Glendale, CA
Led the evaluation of wastewater rates for the community
of Glendale served by the Fieldbrook Glendale
Community Services District. Oversaw the evaluation of
change from a flat rate to consumption-based rate
connected to water use. Worked with the community to
address initial issues with the rate implementation to
develop a structure that considered community water use
and wastewater patterns. Worked with the District to
develop a system of refunds and implement a final rate
change.
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Project Manager
WWTP Modifications and Reuse | Maxwell
Public Utility District | Maxwell, CA

Oversaw the completion of the planning, design, CEQA
document, NEPA, permitting, and construction of the
Maxwell Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrade and
Irrigation Reuse System to address regulatory disposal
issues. Facilitated an engineering report which included a
regulatory analysis of reuse and irrigation options and
associated treatment requirements, operations evaluation,
flow projections, a preliminary design concept, and a draft
revenue program. Worked with regulators and State Legal
Counsel to obtain legal clarification on enforcement orders
and discharge permit requirements. Construction for this
project was successfully completed in March 2012.

The project included heightening of wastewater pond
berms and construction of a new above ground 263-acre-
foot, 16-foot-deep treated effluent storage pond. The
project involved significant earthwork on the ponds and
bej^s as well as grading of 60 acres of irrigation fields for
flood irrigation. The project also included a raw influent
and treated effluent pump stations. Also oversaw
construction management including mitigation monitoring
for several endangered species.

Project Manager/Engineer
Wastewater Treatment and irrigation/Reuse
System Concept Design [ City of Rio Dell | Rio
Dell, CA

Involved with wastewater system planning assistance
since 2001. Oversaw the completion the concept design
of a 30-acre irrigation system for the reuse of treated
wastewater. Completed a groundwater model of the
project area near the Eel River to evaluate potential
impacts of irrigation on the beneficial uses of groundwater
and surface water. Model showed no impacts during
critical summer months. Completed Section 1600
permitting for the project. Completed preliminary
treatment system design to meet nutrient removal
requirements for irrigation with treated effluent. System
was constructed in 2013.

Project Manager
Caltrans District 1 Climate Change
Vulnerability Assessment | Humboldt County
Association of Governments (HCAOG) |
Humboldt County, CA

Served as Project Manager for a district-wide climate
change vulnerability assessment and adaptation plan led
by Caltrans and the HCAOG. The project involved
performing climate change vulnerability assessments at
four prototype sites in Del Norle, Humboldt, Mendocino,
and Lake Counties. The GHD team developed an
adaptation planning tool and then used it to develop
adaptation strategies to mitigate the effects of climate

change impacts, such as sea level rise, storm surges, and
temperature change.

Project Manager
Luffenholtz Creek Source Water Protection |
City of Trinidad [ Trinidad, CA

Led this sediment reduction project to improve water
quality from initial grant application submittai through
project completion. The project was constructed on
private property for the benefit of the City's water system.
Project included construction of two new roads with
extensive excavation, grading, and subgrade
development, development of a quarry, installation of two
pre-manufactured bridges, and installation of numerous
erosion and sediment control BMP's.

City/District Engineer
City/District Engineering Services | Multiple
Clients | California

Rebecca works with many communities in the Eel River
Valley, as well as throughout Humboldt County as the
Role of City/ District Engineer or in support of GHD On-
Call Engineering contracts as follows;

•  City of Rio Dell - City Engineer

•  Myers Flat Mutual Water System - District Engineer

•  Fieldbrook Glendale Community Service District -
District Engineer

•  City of Fortuna - On-Call Engineering Sen/ices

•  City of Trinidad - On-Call Engineering Services

•  Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District - On-Call
Engineering Services

•  City of Eureka - On-Call Engineering Services

•  Redway Community Service District - On-Call
Engineering Services

Work History

2001 - Present

1997-2001

GHD (fornierly Winzler & Kelly),
Eureka, CA

Maryland Department of Environment,
Technical and Regulatory Services
Administration, MD
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Cannabis Odor Control Solutions

CAPCOA SPRING

MEMBERSHIP MEETING

Santa Barbara County

Air Pollution Control District
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Aeron Ariin Genet

Director IAPCO
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Odors From Cultivation

Odora produced during cannabis flowering stage

For large^cale operations, significant portion of plants
will be flowering at any given time

Cannabinoids, Terpenes, Sesquiterpenes

Air Poltutlen Central

Vapor-Phase Odor Control Technology

Vapors go through PVC piping around perimeter of
greenhouse

PVC piping contains holes for release of odor
neutralizer

Size and number of holes unique to each installation
but designed to minimize pressure drop

Air PellwMen Certtrel OlatHet

Cannabis in Santa Barbara County

Santa Barbara County currently has the most
temporary cannabis cultivation licenses in
California'2

52 cannabis cultivators in Carpinteria aione^

Odor generated from cannabis cuitivation is a
significant nuisance issue for residents

^  grwpiT/Tite.* atth jitw» ruw ii— Mrw—¥ 2
_  *»m« f«vr.nnH>«i«' 'TiRI n ''.frtt:* I.v« UM MDicenmPmnm-vMi aiftm

Air Pellutten Control DIttrtcC .

Odor Neutralizers

Process works like this: chemical reaction occurs between

the odors and compounds in the neutralizer to scrub the
smell

Neutralizer is converted into a vapor that gets dispersed
- Odors "surf the airstream

- Odors & neutralizer more likely to meet if in the airstream together

One example shown here: Ecosorb CNB 100 odor neutralizer

Atr Pollution Control Nstriet

Odor Control System Process Flow

Holding Tank
(Ecosorb CNB 100)

ow

blow iT

I Evafraratkm Tank

II
1  (confidential)

[±

\ r

Atr Polliftton Control Ofatnct



Odor Control System Process Flow Cont.

\ f

Considerations

Ecosorb CNB 100 example:
- Throughput-3.5 gallons per day

- A pina'citms scent from overproduction of neutralizer vapor

- Approximate capital cost $38,000 - $53,000, including Installation

- Annual operating cost (based on typical large-scale greenhouse operations) is
$45,000 - $50,000 per year

Air P>cllutlon Control Dl«trfct

Ever-Bloom Test Case Cont.

Ever-Bioom invited District staff to inspect odor-control system
in February 2018

District staff toured the greenhouse and odor-control system

Odor-control system was operating during the visit and
appeared to be working as advertised

Pungent odors from Inside the greenhouse could not l)e
detected directly outside the greenhouse or at the property line

Odor Control System Process Flow Cont.

Terpenes

\ r VW!cn smoke test httesVAieuhi be/sNEBCpQCgZY

Air PetltMan Contrel Olvtrlct

Ever-Bloom Test Case

15-acre greenhouse located near

sensitive receptors

650,000 sq. ft cannabis growing
operation, previously grew flowers

Installed a Byers-Scientific &
Manufacturing vapor-phase odor ^
control system in November 2017

Carpmiena
High Schoof

fcver-Bloom

cGreenhouse

ReSfoeriiai

Air dilution Cemrot Olstrtct

Other Applications

System currently installed at 14 cannabis operations in Carpinteria

System can be used to control odore from:

- Solid Waste (landfills, waste transfer stations, compost, pulp & paper)
- Wastewater Treatment

- Commercial (food waste, trash compactors, food processing)
- Agricultural (dairy, poultry and hog farming)

Also operational at Miramar Landflll In San Diego as well as composting and
landfill operations throughout the US

Air Pollution Control tMitclct
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nabis Odor Control System in Carpinteria Valley
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Biological Mitigations
Do Not Necessarily
Protect Wildlife

Biological Study missed at least 14 bird
species commonly seen in the area

The Northern Harrier a Caltfomia Species
of special concern was not identified In
the Biological Study

There is no Mitigation Requirement for
Re-Survey of the Site after Work
Stoppages of more tnan 2 weeks

There is substantial evidence In the

record, presented by Expert Biologist. Jim
Cotton, which Supports a Fair Argument
that that the Project May Have a
Sfgnrficant Effect on the Environment
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Constant Fan Noise is Unmitlgable

From FEIR "Odor... Cumulatively Considerable,
Significant, and Unavoidable."

Operations
Squeeze out
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Growers
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Eureka Plain is Running Out of
Permit Cultivation Acres

THE FIGHT AGAINST

INDUSTRIAL WEED
BEGINS IN MY

BACKYARD
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The Project Site is
Within the City of
Arcata's Greenbeit

There is Significant
Community Support
for Protecting the
Existing Agriculture,
Grazing, and Nature
within the Arcata

Bottom

WnSTCRN GREENBELT n^VN
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Sei?e«

■; increaMsftie Within less than a mile of the Project site
)  pollution burden on a • 450 Sensitive Receptors

i SStoS •45,4% Poverty Rate

Project has No Mitigations incorporated in the iSMND or
Project Conditions to Ensure No Significant impacts in the
Energy or Greenhouse Gas Categories
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Outdated Zoning
Should not

Drive the Future

Heavy Industrial or MH Zone Is Intended to
apply to areas devoted to nortnal operaUons of
industries subject only to regulations as are
needed to control congestion and protect
surrounding areas.
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The Agriculture Extiushre or AE Zone is intended to
be applied In Ferble areas in which earicullure is and

should be the destratHe credomlfwnl use and In which
the orelectien ofttils use from encroachment from

tneompatlble uses is essential to the generel welfare.

Project has Extreme Energy Needs to
Overcome the Poor Climate for Growing
Cannabis in the Bottoms
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Active agricultural land being lost

2004 2012 20192003

> 7 Acres of Active Ag lost at this stic
since 2003

' Soil sealing: The destruction or covering
of soils by completely or partly
impermeable aitrficial materiai. such as
sand/gravel, asphalt, and concrete.

• Sal Sealing is the most intense form of
land take and is essentially an
irreversible process (Prokop et al., 2011).



Impacts of other water users in the basin
not evaluated
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Completion
Reports Map
Appllcfltlen

"I do not believe

that the well has a

hydraulic
connection to...

any larger shallow
homogeneous

aquifer.

IS'MND Appfndi* E

Hydroloytc Connectivity Loiter

IS.
V-
v=.

Project has No Mitigations Incorporated in the ISMND or
Project Conditions to Ensure No Significant Impacts In the
to Hydrology
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No well tests
done to

prove yield

IS/UNO Appendix D
Well Completion Report
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No water quality testing
of proposed well water

Impacts to
Groundwater

Not
Evaluated
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Project does not ensure the safety
of pedestrians and bikers on the
proposed access route.
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The Project ensures no local
accountability after permit approval

Marlboro ownercannabls company Cronos

Marlboro mater Philip Morris is
eyeing the pot market, CEO says

Ada quote 'rom Natlyne's Leller

Community
Request

Use your
Discretionary
Authority
to Deny
PLN-12255-CUP

7^

Project has extreme energy needs that
should be 100% offset with renewables
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Humboldt County Planning Department
is not Encouraging Public Input

• County did not provide tlie looallort of meeting in public notice

the community hse to loob it up on the internet after rndsy eftemooni

i Mwch 18 Notice Mailing

gaetmSLm

HBCr

iTIMr 1 '' ■

tiSSfc* ■•■2.

April 22 Notice Mailing
Arrived in 1 day

June 22 Notice Mailing
AfTtved In S days

Minimum Conditions to Protect the
Community

1. Maximum of 1 Acre of Cultivation, Phased with
the First Phase 10,000 sq ft

2. Net Zero Energy Use, with All Electric Systems
with 100% Renewable Energy

3. Require Modern Efficient Greenhouse, with
Maximum Noise and Odor Control

4. No New Ground Disturbance with Replacement
of Flower Greenhouses with Cannabis
Greenhouses

5. Connect to Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
District to Supply all Irrigation and Potable VN^ter

Minimum Conditions to Protect the
Community

6. Conduct a Cumulative Tfafflc impacts Study to Account for All
Proposed neartiy Grows and the Creekside Annex

7. Fund the City of Arcata to Extend the Foster Ave Bike Lanes
10 a Quarter Mite Past the Project Entrance

8. No Traffic on 27th Street
8. Require applicant to submit quarterly compliance Reports

that address the following areas;
I. Noise

ii. Odor

lii. Lights
iv. Other
v. V\Mer use/meterifbg and calibration of equlpnient



Santa Barbara ^
tndustrfal CannaWsOrbw

ouoh

Your Choice?
Whit will be your legaey on ine
Arcaia Bottom?
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Community
Request

Use your
Discretionary
Authority
to Deny
PLN-12255-CUP

The Project ensures no local
accountability after permit approval

Mai1tx>ro maker Philip Morris Is
eyeing the pot market, CEO says

Community appreciates ttie contributions Sun Vafley has made to many local
groups, and that Mr. Devries is a long time community member, providing jobs.
There is no guarantee that Lane DeVries. the newly formed Arcata Land
Company, and Headwaters will continue to be the operators, especially with
potential Federal legalization of cannabis.

THE FIGHT AGAINST

INDUSTRIAL WEED

BEGINS IN MY

BACKYARD

1^3

Wedding boom is on as vendors
scramble to keep up

Anna Price Olson, associate editorial director for Brides magazine,
said many vendors in the wedding industry are small businesses.

' 'They're trying to meet the demand of new clients and clients who
have postponed," she said. "In order to do so, in many cases, they're
having to charge more. They're having to hire additional resources,
bring staff members back. Also the cost of goods is increasing. There
are only so many linens, only so many rentals and only so many
flowers that were planted this past season ~

■ Per Steve Dlonne, Executive Director of Cal Flowers, the Industry is
getting ready to boom.

The Project ensures no protection of the
community

Tristan Strauss' Home Town

Carpinteria Activists Battle over
How to Stop the Cannabis Stink
One Group Negotiates, the Other Threatens State-Level Appeal



Active agricultural land being lost

2012 20192003 2004

' 1. Lumber Mill rehabbed over 20 years ago and site used in active ag -
cannot claim credit for rehabilitation as part of current project.

12. Industrial mega grow is not needed to support cannabis studies at
1  Humboldt, which is poised to become the state's 3"" Polytechnic

Institute.

I 3. Wth the potential for record flower sales as people make up for all the
i  events missed over pandemic. Sun Valley should not need this grow to

maintain a healthy business, and continue to provide local jobs.

It is a fallacy that this project will result in
grows being taken out of the hills.

• While many have stated that this project represents forward

progress in getting grows out of the hills

• The County is still approving permits in the hills, such as the
recently approved 7-acre McCann Ranch Project.

• This project is an industrial operation that should be constructed
on existing impervious area in an efficient climate-controlled
warehouse

• The project is not an agricultural operation, utilizing the prime
fermland at the site.

Humboldt County Planning Department
is not Encouraging Public Input

Team Was Prepared!

County did not provide the location of meeting in public notice
the community has to look It up on ttte internet aft^ Friday aflemooni

Stumble on date public comments due resulted m confusion on submitting timely
comments.

0

f March 18 Notice Mailing
i Arrived in 1 day LOCAL MAILING

! April 22 Notice Mailing Arrived in
•  . 1 day LOCAL MAILING

June 22 Notice Mailing
Arrived In 5 days MAILED

•  FROMARKANSAW

Biological Mitigations
Do Not Necessarily
Protect Wildlife
• Mitigation measures do not account for work

stoppages of over two weeks in length, which
would require a new clearance survey.

• The mitigafion measures buffer zones do not
account for the needs of the different species that

may be found during surveys.

• Consultation with California Department of Fish and

Wildlife has not occurred since 2017, prior to many

of the designs and studies. Disoissions with CDFW
indicated they are tired of the County not listening

to regulatory input and have thus given up

commenting, as evidenced during the March 18""
Board meeting when John Ford deferred to a
consultant's study over the CDFWs request.

An 8-Acre Project Size is not a Compromise

• The reduction in size from 23 acres to 8 acres is not an

acceptable reduction in size and does not represent listening to
the community.

• 23 acres would have been 75% of the permit capacity in the
Eureka Plain ViMtershed.

• A 1-Acre project has the ability to generate millions of dollars in
revenue. Why is 8 acres needed?

HUMBOLDT REGIONAL

Climate Action
Plan

SB 32 Statewide Targets

1990 levels by 2020

40% below 1990 levels by 2030

80% below 1990 levels by 2050



The Operations Plan
is Incomplete

Lacks detail

Project description has
changed Four times since
the IS/MND was completed

•  A brand new technology was
introduced just today

Data is needed to prove the
project will meet noise, odor,
and light standards

•  Per Thomas Mulder, Where's
the Operations agreement
between Headwaters and

Arcata Land Company.
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Minimum Conditions to Protect the

Community

6. Conduct a Cumulative Traffic Impacts Study to Account for All
Proposed neartiy Grows and the Creekside Annex

7  Fund the City ofArcata to Extend the Foster Ave Bike Lanes
to a Quarter Mrle Past the Project Entrance

8. No Traffic on 27th Street

9. Require applicant to submit quarterly compliance Reports
that address the following areas:

I  Noise

ii Odor

iii. Lights

iv Other

V. Water use/ metering and calibration of equipment

Santa Barbara

Industrial Cannabls Grow

T?TT
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Your Choice?
What will be your tegacy on the
Arcala Soltom''

Minimum Conditions to Protect the
Community

1. Maximum of 1 Acre of Cultivation, Phased with
the First Phase 10.000 sq ft

2. Net Zero Energy Use. with All Electric Systems
with 100% Renewable Energy

3. Require Modern Efficient Greenhouse, with
Maximum Noise and Odor Control

4. No New Ground Disturbance with Replacement
of Flower Greenhouses with Cannabis
Greenhouses

5. Connect to Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
District to Supply all Irrigation and Potable Water

Repeat of our
appeal
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Prejeel despite ((iKtontlai evidence n me admlnietieiive record cuppomng 8 fair
arpumeni that tl» Project may have slgntflcani envlronmental Impacts. Because
commenters have presented a tar argunen concemlno the Project's muRlpie
jjolentliay stgnlScant ntpects. C£OA mandates an EIR ftxttw Prefect to anatyaa the |j|

<scDpe of Mvectb prtor to epprovs.

' .For al these reesorg. and as explained betav and In prior ccaOTents on the tShifNO
nomlted to ne Humbosn county Naming Depertoem,'Appelants uige the Board to
taverae the Ptantang Commission's dedrtm to approve tlie Rrojed and either deny the

rSppHcatton or order tie prsparedon of an BIR.



Mrs. Rebecca Crow

1835 Roberts Way
Arcata, OA 95521
707-497-9294

March 10, 2021

Rodney Yandell, Humboldt County Planning Department
.3015 H Street

Eureka CA 95501

SENT VIA EMAIL TO: rvandell@co.humboldt.ca.Qov: planningcierk@co.humboldt.ca.us

RE: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, LLC COMMERCIAL CANNABIS OUTDOOR LIGHT-DEPRIVATION AND
MIXED-LIGHT CULTIVATION PROJECT APPLICATION NO. 12255

Dear Mr. Yandell:

This letter Is to provide comments on the proposed Commercial Cannabls Outdoor Light Deprivation and

Mixed-Light Cultivation Project (Project) California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Initial Study and
Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/ MND) circulated by the County of Humboldt as the Lead agency.- The
proposed 22.9 acre commercial cannabls cultivation facility is proposed on a property located between 27th
Street and Foster Avenue, west of the City of Arcata.

This Is an addendum to my previous comments addressed to Rodney Yandell on February 26, 2021. Please
include this In the Administrative Record along with my original letter and forward to the commissioners.

I am a resident of the City of Arcata, and have lived at 1835 Roberts Way approximately 1,700 feet from the
proposed Project site for the last 17 years. Our neighborhood is peaceful and folks enjoy access to the nearby
City owned park (Ennis Park) and grassy field parcel less than a 1,000 feet from the proposed Project site.
Many community members also use the park parcel to walk their dogs and enjoy a quiet sunset.

I strongly request the Commissioners deny the application based on significant un-mitigatable impacts related
to aesthetics, agricultural resources, and noise. Please see the attached summary of comments on the IS/

MND.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Crow

1 I P a g e



Comments by Initial Study Category

1.1 Aesthetics

Comments on Page 26 - 28 Aesthetics

The IS/MND for Aesthetics states that there are either no impacts or impacts are less than significant

for all rating categories, per the Table below. Comments on the ratings In dispute follow the table.

X=IS/IVIND Rating

IWiPACT = Rating the category should
have received.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-

Significant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-than-

Significant
Impact

No

Impact

Except as provided in Public Resources
Code § 21099, would the project:

a) Have a substantial adverse effect
on a scenic vista?

IMPACT X

b) Substantially damage scenic
resources, Including, but not limited
to, trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state
scenic highway?

X

c) In non-urbanized areas,
substantially degrade the existing
visual character or quality of public
view of the site and its

surroundings? (Public Views are
those that are experienced from
publicly accessible vantage point).
If the project is in an urbanized
area, would the project conflict with
applicable zoning and other
regulations governing scenic
quality?

IMPACT X

d) Create a new source of substantial
light or glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the
area?

IMPACT X

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?

The IS/ MND states:

•  For purposes of determining significance under CEQA, a scenic vista is defined as a viewpoint
that provides expansive views of a highly valued landscape for the benefit of the general
public.

•  In addition, some scenic vistas are officially designated by public agencies, or informally

designated by tourist guides.

•  A substantial adverse effect to such a scenic vista is one that degrades the view from a

designated view spot

The project has the potential to significantly degrade a scenic vista. The site is within the City of

2 I P a g e



Arcata's Western Greenbelt Plan (City of Arcata, 2018), and is also within the City's Sphere of

Influence (MSR, 2020) (See Attachment 1 for Excerpts of these plans).

In 1972, Local Agency Formation Commissions (LAFCos) were given the power to establish Sphere's

of Influence (SOIs) for all local agencies under their jurisdiction. As defined by the Cortese-Knox-

Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000 ("CKH Act"), '"sphere of influence' means a

plan for the probable physical boundaries and service area of a local agency, as determined by the
commission." SOIs are tools created to empower LAFCo to satisfy its legislative charge of

"discouraging urban sprawl, preserving open space and prime agricultural lands, efficiently providing

government services, and encouraging the orderly formation and development of local agencies based

upon local conditions and circumstances"

The plans and policies of the City of Arcata must be considered in the evaluation of this project In

terms of consistency. The City of Arcata completed the Western Greenbelt Plan In 2018. A map

showing the approximate Project location's within the Western Greenbelt is included in Attachment 1.

Strategies from the Greenbelt Plan for land preservation must be considered in the evaluation of this

project, and relevant strategies from the Greenbelt Plan are listed below.

Strategy 1. It is the intent of the City to protect agricultural and open space lands in the

Arcata Bottom by acquin'ng or accepting conservation easements (partial interest) or

land in fee (full interest) from willing landowners. The City of Arcata will continue to work

cooperatively with willing landowners, public agencies and private conservation

partners to conserve properties within the Greenbelt Area.

Strategy 2. Maintain policies that promote the long-term agricultural and open space qualities

of the lands on the western edge of Arcata from Humboldt Bay on the south, to the Mad

River on the north to the Pacific Ocean on the west.

Strategy 2. Incorporate passive use parks, trails and wildlife areas into the matrix of open

space lands.

Strategy 6. Coordinate with the County of Humboldt to review development projects in the

greenbelt area to ensure that the integrity of the greenbelt is maintained.

The proposed project is Inconsistent Strategies 1, 2, and 3 above as the mega-Industrial operation is

not consistent with the existing agricultural and open space uses and visual character and does not

allow for passive uses in the areas. Further, the County of Humboldt has failed to coordinate with the

City on the proposed Project, in defiance of Strategy 6.

The proposed Project will have significant un-mltigatable Impacts on the scenic vista of the Arcata's

Western Greenbelt, an officially designated scenic resource.

c) In non-urbanized areas, substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of
public view of the site and Its surroundings? (Public Views are those that are

experienced from publicly accessible vantage point). If the project Is In an urbanized

area, would the project conflict with applicable zoning and other regulations governing

scenic quality?

The IS/ MND states:

3 I P a g e



•  The surrounding vicinity is sparseiy populated with approximately five residences located

within 1,000 feet of the Project Site.

•  The existing greenhouses are used to grow flowers, while the fields have been used for both

flowers and mixed row crops.

•  The Project proposes hoop structures, a water storage tank, and ancillary support buildings

that will be consistent with the existing visual character of the Site and surrounding parcels.

•  In addition, the new structures will be obscured from view from offsite residences and motorists

on both Foster Avenue and 27th Street due to significant existing perimeter vegetation on

adjoining parcels.

The IS/MND chooses an arbitrary distance of 1,000 feet from the site to evaluate visual impacts, on the

population who may view the site. There are over 150 homes and three apartment complexes within a

10-minute walk to the site. Deep Seeded Farm, a Community Supported Agricuiture (CSA) Farm,

attracts many to the area, who take the time to enjoy the nearby pasture while picking up their farm

share. Image 1 below shows a panoramic view of the proposed Project site from the City of Arcata's

Ennis Park, approximately 1,600 feet from the proposed Project Site, as visited on March 6, 2021, at

the park was a family of 5, with 3 kids under 10. At almost all times one can find families, dog walkers,

nature lovers, farm enthusiasts (there to feed the pigs at Tule Fog Farm), and sunset viewers at the

City of Arcata's nearby Park Parcel, less than a 1,000 feet from the proposed Project site at the

western boundary.

.n"i'

*«42S

m.

Image 1: View of Project Site from Ennis Park Play Structure

Approximately 16 acres of new hoop structures would change the view from Ennis Park, and there is

currently no existing vegetation screening in that direction, with people enjoying the view of the

pastures and row crops against the blue sky or orange sunset. Additionally the existing perimeter

vegetation on 27'^ Street does not obscure the existing 7 acres of hoop structures that are proposed to

be converted. See Image 2, taken on March 2, 2021 near sunset. No viewshed analysis was

completed with the IS/ MND, and there is so support for the less than significant impact rating.
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[mage 2: View of Project Site from 27'^' Street

The proposed project would substantially degrade the existing visual character and quality of the public

view of the site and its surroundings. As discussed above, the project would conflict with the City of

Arcata's Western Greenbelt Plan. The project will have significant un-mltigatable Impacts on the visual

character of the Westwood Community and Ennis Park In particular.

d) Create a, new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or

nighttime views in the area?

While the IS/ MND includes some mention of issues related to nighttime light operations and

greenhouse glare, specific mitigation measures should be included to mitigation for possible impacts.

The operation plan alone does not provide enough assurances that the proposed Project will abide by

specific light and glare restrictions. The Arcata Land Company has not acted to shield their existing

security lights that shine into nearby residences, nor responded to community members complaints

about the lights from the existing greenhouses.

Image 3 shows a nighttime view of Existing Facilities owned by Arcata Land Co. Photo taken from

Ennis Park approximately 1,600 feet from the proposed Project site on March 8, 2021. As can be seen

from the Photo, the current processing operations are the major light pollution In the sky.
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Image 3: View of Project Site from Ennis Park with light pollution from current Arcata Land
Company Operation

6 I P a g e



1.2 Agriculture and Forest Resources

X^IS/MND Rating

IMPACT = Rating the category should have
received.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-than-

Slgnlflcant with
Mitigation

Incorporated

Less-than-

Significant
Impact

No

Impact

Would the project:

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on
the maps prepared pursuant to the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?

IMPACT X

b) Conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?

X

c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or
cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code §
12220(g)), timberland (as defined by
Public Resources Code § 4526), or
timberland zoned Timberland

Production (as defined by Government
Code § 51104(g))?

X

d) Result In the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest

use?

X

e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their
location or nature, could result in
conversion of Farmland, to non-
agricultural use or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?

X

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance)?

The IS/ MND states:

•  The property is zoned Heavy Industrial (MH/Q) by the Humboldt County Zoning Regulations,

and the current Humboldt County General Plan Land Use designation is Agricultural Exclusive

(AE). Much of the surrounding area is active agricultural land. (Appendix L, Biological

Resources Assessment, Page 1)

•  According to the Humboldt County Web GIS, the entire Project Site (approximately 38 acres) is

mapped as prime agricultural soils.

•  The site has effectively been converted previously through the adoption of the Heavy Industrial

(MH) zone district.

•  All of the Project-related uses (e.g., outdoor light-deprivation and mixedlight cultivation,

accessory buildings, access roads, parking) that will occur on the prime agricultural soils are

agricultural uses or agricultural related uses.

Appendix G to the CEQA Guidelines suggests a finding of significance If a project would convert Prime

Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps
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for the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) by the California Natural Resources
Agency (California Department of Conservation [DOC]), to non-agricultural uses. Humboldt County is
not included In the FMMA online mapping tool FMMP, but the IS/MND recognizes the entire site is
mapped as Prime Agricultural land and the Humboldt County land use designation is Agricultural
Exclusive.

While the County claims the site has previously been converted, a review of historical aerial photos
does not support this. The Project site Is shown in Image 4 for six time periods over that last 20 years,
and Google Earth was used to capture the images. The review showed that the site has been In some

type of active or passive agricultural use for the past 20 years, with only the upper area of the
proposed Project site under hoop structures Initiated sometime before 2009. While the historic use of

the site was industrial and the site zoning is Heavy Industrial, the active land use at the site remains

agricultural, consistent with the County designation of Agricultural Exclusive.

Page 8 of the IS/MND states "In addition to the placement of sand/soil. Site development will include

approximately 40,500 square feet of new concrete surfacing, comprised of concrete within the loading

zones, walkways around the administration buildings, ADA parking stalls and ramps (12,698 square
feet), green waste storage area (9,460 square feet), and walkways between hoops (18,342 square

feet)." This is a total of 74,040 square feet of concrete (1.7acres), or conversion of 7.4% of the site to

non-agricultural use. No alternatives to locating these facilities off prime agricultural land has been

evaluated, and not all facilities are required for the agricultural operation.

Further Image 4 shows that the associated operations to the North of the proposed Project site have

remained under greenhouses for the same 20 years the rest of the site has been agricultural use. This

is actively resulting in the permanent loss of prime agricultural lands at the northern portion of the site,

as the soil is being sealed from the atmosphere due to concrete and other structural elements needed

to support the hoop houses and flower beds.

Soil sealing can be defined as the destruction or covering of soils by buildings, constructions and layers

of completely or partly impermeable artificial material (asphalt, concrete, etc.). It is the most intense form

of land take and is essentially an irreversible process (Prokop et al., 2011). Sealing implies separation

of soils from the atmosphere and above-ground biosphere by impermeable layers. Sealing has a strong

impact on soils. The negative effects of sealing are partial or total loss of soils, e.g. for plant production

and habitats, and an increase in floods, as well as an Increase in health and social costs.

The Project as described in the IS/ MND will have a significant environmental effect which will cause a

substantial adverse effects on human beings indirectly through the loss of prime agricultural land. At a

minimum an Environmental Impact Report should have been completed for the proposed Project.
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Image 4 Aerial Photos of the proposed Project Site over the last -20 years.
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The Humboldt County General Plan (2017) includes the following applicable policies regarding

agricultural lands:

AG-G2. Preservation of Agricultural Lands

Agricultural land preserved to the maximum extent possible for continued agricultural use in parcel

sizes that support economically feasible agricultural operations.

AG-P5. Conservation of Agricultural Lands

Agricultural lands shall be conserved and conflicts minimized between agricultural and non-

agricultural uses through all of the following:

A. By establishing stable zoning boundaries and buffer areas that separate urban and rural areas

to minimize land use conflicts,

B. By establishing stable Urban Development, Urban Expansion and Community Planning Areas

and promoting residential in-filling of Urban Development Areas, with phased urban expansion

within Community Planning Areas.

C. By developing lands within Urban Development, Urban Expansion and Community Planning

Areas prior to the conversion of agricultural resource production lands (AE, AG) within Urban

Expansion Areas.

D. By not allowing the conversion of agricultural resource production lands (AE, AG) to other land

use designations outside of Urban Expansion Areas.

E. By assuring that public service facility expansions and non-agricultural development do not

inhibit agricultural viability, either through increased assessment costs, degradation of the

environment, land fragmentation or conflicts in use.

F. By increasing the effectiveness of the Williamson Act Program.

G. By allowing historical structures and/or sensitive habitats to be split off from productive

agricultural lands where it acts to conserve working lands and structures.

H. By allowing lot-line adjustments for agriculturally designated lands only where planned

densities are met and there is no resulting increase in the number of building sites.

AG-P6. Agricultural Land Conversion - No Net Loss

Lands planned for agriculture (AE, AG) shall not be converted to non-agricultural uses unless the

Planning Commission makes the following findings:

A. There are no feasible alternatives that would prevent or minimize conversion;

B. The facts support an overriding public interest in the conversion; and

C. For lands outside of designated Urban Development Boundaries, sufficient off-setting

mitigation has been provided to prevent a net reduction in the agricultural land base and

agricultural production. This requirement shall be known as the "No Net Loss" agricultural

lands policy. "No Net Loss" mitigation is limited to one or more of the following:

1. Re-planning of vacant agricultural lands from a non-agricultural land use designation to

an agricultural plan designation along with the recordation of a permanent conservation

easement on this land for continued agricultural use; or
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2. The retirement of non-agricultural uses on lands planned for agriculture and recordation

of a permanent conservation easement on this land for continued agricultural use; or

3. Financial contribution to an agricultural land fund in an amount sufficient to fully offset the

agricultural land conversion for those uses enumerated In subsections a and b. The

operational details of the land fund, Including the process for setting the amount of the

financial contribution, shall be established by ordinance.

AG-P16. Protect Productive Agricultural Soils

Development on lands planned for agriculture (AE, AG) shall be designed to the maximum extent

feasible to minimize the placement of buildings, impermeable surfaces or nonagricultural uses on

land as defined in Government Code Section 51201(c) 1- 5 as prime agricultural lands.

AG-S7. Prime Agricultural Land.

Prime Agricultural land per California Government Code Section 51201(c) means:

A. All land which qualifies for rating as Class I or Class II In the Soli Conservation Service land use

capability classifications.

B. Land which qualifies for rating 80 through 100 in the Storie Index Rating.

C. Land which supports livestock used for the production of food and fiber and which has an annuai

carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined by the U.S.D.A.

D. Land planted with fruit or nut bearing trees, vines, bushes or crops which have a non- bearing

period of less than five years and which would normally return during the commercial bearing

period on an annual basis from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant production not

less than $200.00 per acre. Humboldt County General Plan Adopted October 23, 2017 Part 2,

Chapter 4. Land Use Element 4-32

E. Land which has returned from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant products on an

annual gross value of not less than $200.00 per acre for three of the five previous years.

Multiple Humboldt County policies above are directly affected by the proposed Project, none of which

were evaluation in the IS/MND.

Per Public Resources Code Division 13. Chapter 2, Section 21082.2 (d), there has been

substantial evidence, presented herein, that the Project may have a significant effect on the

environment through the conversion of prime Agricultural Land, and an Environmental Impact

Report is required to be prepared.
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1.3 Air Quality

X=IS/IV1ND Rating

IMPACT = Rating the category
should have received.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-Than-

Signlficant With
Mitigation

Incorporation

Less-Than-

Slgniflcant
Impact

No

Impact

Where available, the
significance criteria established
by the applicable air quality
management district or air
pollution control district may be
relied upon to make the
following determinations. Would
the project:

a) Conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?

IMPACT X

b) Result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase

in any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is
non-attainment under an

applicable federal or state
ambient air quality
standard?

X

c) Expose sensitive receptors
to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

IMPACT X

d) Result In other emissions
(such as those leading to
odors) adversely affecting
a substantial number of

people?

IMPACT X

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?

The IS/WIND states;

•  Given that Project emissions will be below relative significance thresholds, and with

implementation of dust control measures required by the NCUAQMD the Project will not

conflict with implementation of an air quality plan, air quality standard, or nonattainment

Pollutant, and impacts would be less than significant.

The project is located within the North Coast Air Basin (Air Basin) which is managed by the North

Coast Unified Air Quality Management District (NCUAQMD). The NCUAQMD adopted a Particulate

Matter Attainment Plan in 1995. As discussed in the IS/MND, this plan presents available information

about the nature and causes of standard exceedances and identifies cost-effective control measures to

reduce emissions to levels necessary to meet California Ambient Air Quality Standards. Construction

activities in the project area are subject to the NCUAQMD's Rule 104 (Prohibitions) Section D (Fugitive

Dust Emissions). Pursuant to Section D, the handling, transporting, or open storage of materials in

such a manner, which allows or may allow unnecessary amounts of particulate matter to become

airborne, shall not be permitted.
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The IS/MND includes no specific mitigation measures or long term operations plan that ensure
compliance. At a minimum mitigations covering reasonable precautions must be added to prevent
particulate matter from becoming airborne, including, but not limited to: 1) covering open bodied trucks
when used for transporting materials likely to give rise to airborne dust; and 2) the use of water during
the grading of roads or the clearing of land.

c) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?

There are significant unavoidable impacts to air quality on sensitive receptors from the odor of
Cannabis.

As presented In the IS/MND "A sensitive receptor is a person who is particularly susceptible to health
effects due to exposure to an air contaminant. Land uses considered sensitive receptors include
residences, schools, playgrounds, childcare centers, long-term health care facilities, rehabilitation

centers, convalescent centers, and retirement homes. With the exception of scattered rural residential,

there are no sensitive land uses within the vicinity. The surrounding vicinity is sparsely populated with
approximately five residences located within 1,000 feet of the Project Site."

The statement that there are no sensitive land uses within the vicinity of the project, except scattered

rural residential is false. There is a population of 900 people within only a Vz mile of the proposed

Project site Including sensitive receptors of 165 Youth and 53 Seniors, according to California State

Parks Community Fact Finder (See Attachment 2 for data print out). Of this population 367 live in

poverty, with a median household income in the Vz mile radius of the proposed Project Site of only 55%

of the statewide median household income. Location of the proposed project would further expose this

vulnerable population to toxic odors.

Additionally, there is a community park located at APN 505-151 -009 less than a 1,000 feet from the

proposed Project site where community members outside the neighborhood come to walk their dogs.

There is a playground on this parcel approximately 1,500 feet from the proposed Project site. Lastly,
there is an elementary school site (Fuente Nueva Charter School on the St. Mary's Campus) located

approximately 2,000 feet from the proposed Project Site. Another sensitive receptor identified in the

IS/MND is the planned senior care center and senior housing located on the recent Foster Annex

parcel (505 061 011). All properties discussed are downwind at times of the proposed Project and will

be affected by odor drift.

According to the Arcata Land Company Cultivation Project Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emission

Assessment. September 25, 2020 (2020 Air Quality Study), attached to the IS/MND the following

standard from the updated Humboldt County General Plan applies to this project:

AQ-S4 Buffering Land Uses. When considering buffers between new commercial and industrial

sources of emissions and adjacent land uses follow the California Air Resources Board's Air Quality

and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective (CA ARB Community Handbook) and

NCUAQMD Recommendations.

According to the CA ARB Handbook, odors can cause health symptoms such as nausea and

headache. Because of the subjective nature of an individual's sensitivity to a particular type of odor,

there is no specific rule for assigning appropriate separations from odor sources. Under the right

meteorological conditions, some odors may still be offensive several miles from the source. Given that

the wind at the project site exceeds 10 miles per hours most days (NWS data), it is reasonable to

assume these odors will travel. The CA ARB Handbook considers environmental justice concerns as

part of the ARB's regulatory programs to reduce air pollutant emissions. As presented above the

residential areas bordering the proposed Project have high poverty rates and low median household

incomes, and placing a new odor emission source will continue the negative impacts of poor air quality
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on disadvantaged community members.

The 2020 Air Quality Study states the odor of cannabis could be described by some as an offensive

skunk-like smell. This odor is produced by terpenes, which are volatile unsaturated hydrocarbons

found in the oils of various plants. Generally, the larger the size of the canopy area, the greater the

potential for odor to be evident to off-site receptors. Proposed controls are to ventilate greenhouse
exhaust air through activated carbon filters that are changed on a regular basis, which meets Humboldt
County ordinance 2559 requirements for cannabis cultivation. Further, additional measures are

proposed if the carbon filtration does not work, but no data is provided to show that either method will
result in the necessary reductions in odors to avoid Impacts to sensitive receptors.

The conclusion of the 2020 Air Quality Study was that "Operation of the project would result in odor

impacts, but they can be managed using required odor control, setbacks, and implementation of an

odor control plan." Further, the Humboldt County Commercial Cannabis DEIR found that cannabis-

related odors would result in a significant and unavoidable Impact, despite the use of setback, odor

prevention equipment, and prohibition on burning plant materials.

The IS/MND did not incorporate the mitigations for air quality presented in the 2020 Air Quality Study

into the proposed Project. While the IS/MND claims that the Project would not produce significant

quantities of criteria pollutants during construction or operation. It does clearly state In the supporting

documents that there will be an unavoidable odor impact. The IS/ MND also states "As a result, the

Project would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations, and impacts

would be less than significant."

The Project IS/MND does not include enough supporting information to make a determination on

exposure of sensitive receptors, and thus impacts are not less than significant, and should be

categorized as a potentially significant Impact.

1.4 Biological Resources

A detailed review of the Biological Resources Section of the 18/ MND was not completed. However, an

initial review revealed that the underlying studies were inadequate to make the determinations noted in

the IS/MND and the mitigations included are Inadequate.

In regards to the Biological Resources Assessment Completed by SHN, in Attachment L and the

IS/MND, the following are noted:

•  There is no disclosure of the field notes or data

•  A sample size of two days is not sufficient to base conclusions on

•  The survey was not "seasonally appropriate" as stated in the study as it was conducted outside

the migration window for the dominant species that utilize this agriculture land for forage during

the months of January thru April. Neither Canadian or Crackling Geese were listed as being

potentially present. From January thru April, these geese utilize the project area where they can

be seen in the thousands. During the peak of the migration, upwards of 60,000 geese can been

seen in the Humboldt Bay region. On a personal note, can see the skies over the project site

from my kitchen window and of enjoy the unobstructed view of the project area from nearby

Ennis Park. Impacts to migration of geese must be considered.

•  In conversation with my neighbors, following species have been observed over or on the project

site: sharp-shinned hawk (Acclpiter striatus), great egret (Ardea alba), great blue heron (Ardea

herodias), northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus), falcon (Faico
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peregrinus anatum). All the above species were listed as "not detected" in the project area.

Again, this points to the inadequate sampling size.

A jurisdictional determination from the US Army Corps of Engineers in needed to make the final

determination on the presence of wetlands.

Mitigation measures did not cover period where construction has lapsed and sensitive species

may have entered the site.

Mitigation measures did not cover bats, which can be seen in the area at dusk

Mitigation measures for protection of special status plant species is not provided

Mitigation measures for amphibians and reptiles need to be added. The chorus of amphibian

chirps at the site is overwhelming at times.

Mitigation measures for migratory bids are weak, and do not include adequate buffers for the full

list of species at the site.

1.5 Cultural Resources

No Comment

1.6 Energy

A detailed review of the Energy Section of the 18/ MND was not completed. However, the iS/MND

wrongly concludes there will be less than significant impacts. The proposed Project potentially conflicts

with the State of California Energy Action Plan, Senate Bill 1389, Humboidt County General Plan

(Humboidt County 2017) Energy Element.

The IS/ MND state there will be no generator anticipated for the project, but the proposed Project does

not address the back up plan for lack of power, which can be expected for Planned Safety Power

Shutoff (PSPS) events and during severe storms. Later sections include the requirement for 24-7 fans

to keep the greenhouses ventilated for safety. Back up power needs to be addressed.

1.7 Geology and Soils

A detailed analysis of this section was not completed. However, additional information on the

1.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The proposed Project has the potential to generate significant amounts of greenhouse gas emissions.

The analysis provided was inadequate and does not address the loss of carbon sequestration In the

soils at the site as the will be covered with greenhouses and concrete.

A new report on the greenhouse gas emissions of cannabis production in the United States looked at

the production-associated emissions of indoor grows at over 1,000 locations in the US, taking into

account iifecycie emissions from upstream and downstream impacts such as transportation, fertilizer

manufacturing, and waste disposal. For a grow operation in California, the estimate is over 2,000

kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalent (C02e) per kilogram of dried flower. While the proposed project

may off set some energy use though the use of natural light, a deeper analysis is required to make a

determination of significance.
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1.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials

No comments on this section are provided at this time, due to lack of adequate notification on the

project.

1.10 Hydrology and Water Quality

No comments on this section are provided at this time, due to lack of adequate notification on the

project.

1.11 Land Use and Planning

As discussed earlier, the ISMND needed to take into account the City of Arcata Western Greenbelt Plan.

The project will cause a significant environmental impact due to a conflict with this land use plan, policy.

The project will result in an un>mitigatabie significant impact as illustrated in Image 1.

1.12 Mineral Resources

No comments

1.13 Noise

The currently proposed control to try and minimize odors is to ventilate greenhouse exhaust air through

activated carbon filters. It is assumed that this ventilation will be required 24 hours a day to avoid the

toxic build up of violate fumes in the greenhouses, but It is not stated in the IS/ MND. Winds in the

Arcata Bottom transport sound a long distance. Residents enjoy the peaceful sounds of nature in the

evening and on quiet nights people can hear the ocean. The 18/ MND again incorrectly states that the

surrounding vicinity is sparsely populated. A major subdivision is located within 1.500 feet of the

proposed Project site.

The new will facility will create a permanent significant increase in ambient noise levels with machine

sound form the exhaust fans, that is not addressed in the IS/MND. No mitigations are proposed for

noise impacts. An EIR is required to evaluate alternatives that would not result in permanent significant

impacts. See Attachment 3. Video file of sound at the site on March 8, 2021.

Sections X-= XX

Remaining sections of the initial Study were not addressed due to lack of notification on this project.
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Strategies

1. It is the intent of the City to protect agricultural and open space lands in the Arcata
Bottom by acquiring or accepting conservation easements (partial interest) or land in fee (full
interest) from willing landowners. The City of Arcata will continue to work cooperatively with
willing landowners, public agencies and private conservation partners to conserve properties
within the Greenbelt Area.

2. Maintain policies that promote the long-term agricultural and open space qualities of the
lands on the western edge of Arcata from Humboldt Bay on the south, to the Mad River on the
north to the Pacific Ocean on the west.

3. Incorporate passive use parks, trails and wildlife areas into the matrix of open space
lands.

4. Work with UC Cooperative Extension to promote agritourism. Agritourism can include
farm stands or shops, "U-pick," farm stays, tours, on-farm classes, fairs, festivals, pumpkin
patches, com mazes, Christmas tree farms, winery weddings, orchard dinners, youth camps, barn
dances, hunting or fishing, guest ranches, and more.
5. Explore the opportunity to utilize reclaimed wastewater from the Arcata Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) to be utilized for irrigation
6. Coordinate with the County of Humboldt to review development projects in the greenbelt
area to ensure that the integrity of the greenbelt is maintained.
7. Establish a Parks, Open Space and Trails Fund. This Fund would be a dedicated source of
funding that supports the operation and management of portions of the green infrastructure
system. The City could work with a private financial institution to set up an investment account
or work with a local foundation to establish the endowment. Contributions to the fund could be

solicited from parks, open space and trail advocates, businesses, civic groups, and other
foundations. The goal would be to establish a capital account that would earn interest and use the
interest monies to support the green infrastructure maintenance and operations. Special events
could be held with the sole purpose to raise capital money for the Fund. A special fund could
also be used in the acquisition of high-priority properties that may be lost if not acquired by
private sector. An example is the Mountains-to-Sound Greenway Legacy Fund in the state of
Washington. The Mountains-to-Sound Greenway Legacy Fund is an endowment fund managed
by The Seattle Foundation, its purpose is the protection of the Mountains-to-Sound Greenway,
for the public good, in perpetuity. It will be used to support restoration, enhancement, education
and advocacy programs of the Mountains-to-Sound Greenway Trust. Arcata also has trust funds
held at the Humboldt Area Foundation that include the "Arcata Forest Fund" and "Arcata Marsh

and Wildlife Sanctuary Fund." These models could be expanded for the Western Greenbelt area.

The Western Greenbelt area is the equivalent of the City of Arcata's Planning Area west of the
city limits. Priority Greenbelt areas are identified within the Plan, to help implement and focus a
strategy for permanently protecting agricultural and resource lands. The Western Greenbelt Plan
maps do not identify specific parcels or convey specific offers of purchase, but establish areas of
interest to the City for maintaining and communicating to the County of Humboldt priority lands.

The Greenbelt includes parcels within the city limits and parcels outside the city limits with
2,331 acres that are within Arcata's Urban Services Area. It creates a community separator
between Arcata's residential neighborhoods and the County's agricultural area west of the city.



spaces where agricultural lands lie directly adjacent to residential areas, causing land use
conflicts. It identified the creation of a "buffer" agricultural open space zoning between urban
and agricultural zones as a mechanism that could be used to decrease this conflict. The technical
report identified the most productive soils as those just north and west of Arcata's urban areas
and suggested that conservation easements could be utilized to protect these lands in perpetuity,
since the methods utilized by the City -- zoning for agricultural use, the Urban Services
Boundary, and the Williamson Act, -- were "weak and impermanent."

The City of Arcata's General Plan 2020 furthered all of these goals and more: "The agricultural
lands in and around Arcata produce crops of raspberries, strawberries, lilies, daffodils, potatoes,
corn, artichokes, hay (forage for cattle), and a number of other shallow rooted crops. There is
community support for the continuation of dairy, beef, vegetable, fodder, and flower production
in the City and the Planning Area, and recognition that protection of agricultural values, as well
as open space and recreational values, is important."

Humboldt County's Bay Area Plan (1995) policy states that the "maximum amount of prime
agricultural land shall be maintained in agricultural production..." and that conflicts shall be
minimized between agricultural and urban land uses through "establishing stable boundaries
separating urban and rural areas, including, where necessary, clearly defined buffer areas to
minimize conflicts between agricultural and urban.land uses." Recently, the County of
Humboldt included a Greenbelt Overlay as a strategy for planning for the Arcata Bottom in their
General Plan update.

While agricultural policies of the Coastal Commission are currently highly protective of prime
agricultural lands, a number of parcels outside of the Coastal Zone are left unprotected and
vulnerable. The City of Arcata and the County of Humboldt have many policies and
mechanisms in place to help protect these resources in the short term. Permanent protection is
the intended goal of the City's Western Greenbelt Plan.

Relationship to Other Plans

City of Arcata General Plan 2020
Growth Management Element

GM-ld Greenbelt. The rural and agricultural lands within the Planning Area are designated by
the City as open space or greenbelt. The intent is that such lands shall not be developed with
urban densities or uses and that land uses shall be limited to agricultural production and natural
resources conservation.

Environmental Quality and Management

RC-5d Permanent protection for agricultural lands. Protection of agricultural resources shall be
secured through the purchase of conservation easements, development rights, and outright
acquisition. The City shall work in conjunction with other entities such as land trusts, whenever
possible, to preserve agricultural buffers and maintain and enhance agricultural uses on prime
agricultural soils.
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Figure 2: City of Arcata and Humboldt County Zoning
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California State Parks

Community FactFlnder Report
Project ID: 102219
Coordinates: 40.8873, -124.1000

Date: 2/26/2021

I This Is your project report for the site you have defined. Please refer to your Project ID above in any future communications
!  about the project.

PROJECT AREA STATISTICS

County

City

Total Population

Youth Population

Senior Population

Households Without Access to a

Car

Number of People in Poverty

Median Household Income

Per Capita Income

Park Acres

Park Acres per 1,000 Residents

PROJECT AREA MAP

Humboldt

Unincorporated

901

165

52

11

367

$38,177

$19,574

4.69

5.20

REPORT BACKGROUND

The project statistics have been calculated based on half
mile radius around the point location selected. Only park
acres within the project area's half mile radius are reported.

Population and people in poverty are calculated by
determining the percent of any census block-groups that
intersect with the project area. The project area is then
assigned the sum of all the census block-group portions. An
equal distribution in census block-groups is assumed. Rural
areas are calculated at a census block level to improve
results.

Median household and per capita income are calculated as
a weighted average of the census block- group values that
fall within the project area.

More information on the calculations Is available on the

methods page.

Demographics—American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year
estimates 2014-2018; Decennial 2010 Census; the margin of
error (MOE) was not analyzed.

Parks—California Protected Areas Database 2020a CFF

adjusted (6/2020) - more information at
http://www.CALands.org. Parks and park acres area based
on best available source information but may not always
contain exact boundaries or all parks in specific locations.
Parks are defined further in the 2015 SCORP (pg. 4).

Users can send updated information on parks to
SCORP@parks.ca.gov

SCORP Community FactFinder is a service of the
California Department of Parks and Recreation

www,parks,ca.gov

SCORP Community FactFinder created by

Greeninfo Network www.greeninfo-org

irv consultation with CA Dept of Parks and Rec

Greeninfo
Network >, •



6/23/2021 Gmail - Comments on APPLICATION NO. 12255

GmOil Rebecca Crow <watergirI64@gmail.com>

Comments on APPLICATION NO. 12255
1 message

Rebecca Crow <watergirl64@gmail.com> Thu, Apr 22, 2021 at 7:00 PM
To: "Yandell, Rodney" <ryandell@co.humboldt.ca.us>

Here's the rough and dirty repeat of most of my comments from tonight's planning commission meeting to be included in
the administrative record.

- Rebecca Crow

Mrs. Rebecca Crow

1835 Roberts Way
Arcata, CA 95521
707-497-9294

March 18, 2021

Rodney Yandell, Humboldt County Planning Department
3015 H Street

Eureka CA 95501

SENT VIA EMAIL TO: RYandell@co.humboldt.ca.us: planningclerk@co.humboldt.ca.us

RE: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, LLC COMMERCIAL CANNABIS OUTDOOR LiGHT-DEPRIVATION AND MIXED-
LIGHT CULTIVATION PROJECT APPLICATION NO. 12255

Dear Mr. Yandell:

This letter is to provide comments on the April 22, 2021 Staff Report and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/ MND) circulated by the County of Humboldt as the Lead agency

on the Arcata Land Company, LLC (ALC) Conditional Use Permit Record No.: PLN-12255-CUP, Commercial Cannabis

Outdoor Light Deprivation and Mixed-Light Cultivation Project (Project).

I strongly request the Commissioners deny the application based on substantial evidence, in light of the whole record

before the County of Humboldt, that the project may have a significant effect on the environment, and an

environmental impact report needs to be prepared.

I have read the entire IS/MND main document and a majority of the appendices, submitted two previous letters (dated

February 26, 2021 and March 18, 2021), and reviewed both the March 18^^^ and April 22"^ Planning Commission Staff
Reports (PCSR). The following comments are based on review of these documents, in addition to review of CEQA

guidance.

Tonight's Staff Report States:
"All aspects of the revised project will be at or below the intensity described and proposed in the
staff report submitted to the Planning Commission for .the March 18, 2021 hearing"

•  The staff report is deceptive. In the March 18^*^ Planning Commission Staff Report the original project
areas were provided in square feet and in the updated staff report project areas were only presented in acres.

It is important to note that the mix-light cultivation area proposed size increased from 3.4 acres to 5.7 acres, an

increase of 2.3 acres. This change in Intensity has not been evaluated in any way.

•  The Staff Report adds APN 505-151-012 to the Project description, but no analysis of any environmental

impacts were conducted on this property, which could occur with the new infrastructure required to connect the

well to the new site, including the biological studies.

htlps;//mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5296ad584d&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar7465213572385647955&simpl=msg-a%3Ar746025612... 1/2



6/23/2021 Gmail - Commenls on APPLICATION NO. 12255

\  • While the Staff Report adds, APN 505-151-012, it fails to add the other adjacent properties that are relied

upon as stated in the IS/MND "No storage of fertilizers, pesticides, or hazardous materials will occur on

the proposed cultivation site. All storage will occur on an adjacent parcel under common ownership
that is currently setup and permitted to store and manage fertilizers, pesticides, and hazardous
materials used in existing agricultural operations. This should be addressed in the iS/ MND in the
Hazards and Hazardous Materials and Hvdrologv and Water Quality Sections.

•  The IS/MND Hvdrologv and Water Quality Section still fails to address:
o Impacts to local groundwater supplies from climate change including sea level rise and
changes in precipitation patterns we not even mentioned, and significant changes will occur

over the life of the proposed project,

o Potential connection to

o Statement in IS/MND Appendix F Wallace Group Stormwater Management Plan Memo,
dated September 23, 2020 that runoff from the hoop houses will be conveyed to stormwater
retention ponds and that the stormwater retention basins will be designed to allow for
infiltration into the soil, and that each basin will be equipped with an outlet structure which
will allow excess flow from larger storm events to be controlled and drained to the existing

ditches adjacent to the property.

•  The IS/MND Utilities and Service Svstem still fails to address:

o The groundwater well proposed for the project is not permitted for potable water use, and
would require a minimum 50-foot sanitary seal be added. The project still includes 80

employees, and is thus defined as a Public Water System by the State of California as the
project will "regularly serve 25 or more people daily for at least 60 days out of the year." The
project is required to obtain a drinking water permit from the SWRCB.
o The City of Arcata has denied the parcel a will serve letter for water, and thus there is no

plan for potable water for employees.
o There is a major water supply transmission line parallel to the proposed project which will
need to be crossed to connect the Ag well to the project site, this is not even mentioned in
the IS/MND.

•  The project includes no provision of a generator for back up power, which is stated in multiples
categories (Enerev and Air). We just saw headlines in the news of upcoming Planed Safety Power
Shut Offs (PSPS). Does our community have to deal with up to week long odor issues while
struggling with our own PSPS issues, and thus there are further potential Noise and Public Health
Issues

•  With reduced project size the closest residence is still less than 500 feet from the project, not 700 as
stated by out of area consultant Jordan Main, which can easily be seen in google earth. Making a bar graph
of public comment categories does not mean you know our community.

Per CEQA - Public Resources Code Division 13 Chapter 2.6 Section 21082.2: Significant effect based on substantial

evidence, not public controversy or speculation

There Is substantial evidence, in light of the whole record before the County of Humboldt, that the project may

have a significant effect on the environment, and an environmental impact report needs to be prepared.

Sincerely, Rebecca Crow

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5296ad584d&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar7465213572385647955&simpl=msg-a%3Ar746025612... 2/2



Mrs. Rebecca Crow

1835 Roberts Way

Arcata, CA 95521

707-497-9294

February 26, 2021

Rodney Yandell, Humboldt County Planning Department

3015 H Street

Eureka CA 95501

SENT VIA EMAILTO: rvandellfSco.humboldt.ca.gov

RE: ARCATA LAND COMPANY, LLC COMMERCIAL CANNABIS OUTDOOR LIGHT-DEPRIVATION AND

MIXED-LIGHT CULTIVATION PROJECT APPLICATION NO. 12255

Dear Mr. Yandell:

This letter is to provide comments on the proposed Commercial Cannabis Outdoor Light Deprivation

and Mixed-Light Cultivation Project (Project) California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Initial Study

and Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/ MND) circulated by the County of Humboldt as the Lead

agency. The proposed 22.9 acre commercial cannabis cultivation facility is proposed on a property

located between 27th Street and Foster Avenue, west of the City of Arcata.

I am a resident of the City of Arcata, and have lived at 1835 Roberts Way approximately 1,700 feet

from the proposed Project site for the last 17 years. Our neighborhood is peaceful and folks enjoy

access to the nearby City owned park parcel less than a 1,000 feet from the proposed Project Site.

Many community members also use the park parcel to walk their dogs and enjoy a quiet sunset.

Inadequate Identification of Significant Effects

The County of Humboldt as Lead Agency for the IS/ MND did not adequately identify significant

impacts related to Air Quality and Agricultural Resources. As further presented below, the Project as

proposed has potentially significant impacts, which necessitate that the County complete an

Environmental Impact Report (EIR).

Inadequate Notification of Potentially Affected Parcels

As a resident of a single family home in a residential subdivision less than 34 mile from the proposed

Project, which has significant odor and noise impacts to residences, a notice of the circulation of the

CEQA document should have been sent to my address, and that of my nearby neighbors. While

county is not obligated, under existing policy, to notify residents/owners if they live more than 300

feet from a project. The fact that residents will be affected by permanent significant impacts should

have been considered in the public notification process. The lack of notification resulted in my only

having one day to digest and respond to a 1,400 page document.



Lack of identification of Significant Impact on Air Quality/Exposure of sensitive receptors to

substantiai pollutant concentrations

A EIR should have been prepared for this project due to the unavoidable impacts to air quality on

sensitive receptors from the odor of Cannabis.

As presented In the IS/MND "A sensitive receptor Is a person who is particularly susceptible to health

effects due to exposure to an air contaminant. Land uses considered sensitive receptors include

residences, schools, playgrounds, chlldcare centers, long-term health care facilities, rehabilitation

centers, convalescent centers, and retirement homes. With the exception of scattered rural

residential, there are no sensitive land uses within the vicinity. The surrounding vicinity is sparsely

populated with approximately five residences located within 1,000 feet of the Project Site."

The statement that there are no sensitive land uses within the vicinity of the project, except scattered

rural residential is false. There Is a population of 900 people within only a Yi mile of the proposed

Project site including sensitive receptors of 165 Youth and 53 Seniors, according to California State

Parks Community Fact Finder (See Attachment 1 for data print out). Of this population 367 live In

poverty, with a median household Income In the Yz mile radius of the proposed Project Site of only

55% of the statewide median household Income. Location of the proposed project would further

expose this vulnerable population to toxic odors.

Additionally, there Is a community park located at APN 505-151-009 less than a 1,000 feet from the

proposed Project site where community members outside the neighborhood come to walk their

dogs. There Is a playground on this parcel approximately 1,500 feet from the proposed Project site.

Lastly, there Is an elementary school site (Fuente Nueva Charter School on the St. Mary's Campus)

located approximately 2,000 feet from the proposed Project Site. Another sensitive receptor

identified In the IS/MND is the planned senior care center and senior housing located on the recent

Foster Annex parcel (505 061 Oil). All properties discussed are downwind at times of the proposed

Project and will be affected by odor drift.

According to the Arcata Land Company Cultivation Project Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emission

Assessment, September 25, 2020 (2020 Air Quality Study), attached to the MND the following

standard from the updated Humboldt County General Plan applies to this project:

AQ-S4 Buffering Land Uses. When considering buffers between new commercial and industrial sources

of emissions and adjacent land uses follow the California Air Resources Board's Air Quality and Land

Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective (CA ARB Community Handbook) and NCUAQMD

Recommendations.

According to the CA ARB Handbook, odors can cause health symptoms such as nausea and headache.

Because of the subjective nature of an individual's sensitivity to a particular type of odor, there Is no

specific rule for assigning appropriate separations from odor sources. Under the right meteorological

conditions, some odors may still be offensive several miles from the source. Given that the wind at

the project site exceeds 10 miles per hours most days (NWS data). It Is reasonable to assume these

odors will travel. The CA ARB Handbook considers environmental justice concerns as part of the ARB's

regulatory programs to reduce air pollutant emissions. As presented above the residential areas



bordering the proposed Project have high poverty rates and low median household incomes, and

placing a new odor emission source will continue the negative impacts of poor air quality on

disadvantaged community members.

The 2020 Air Quality Study states the odor of cannabis could be described by some as an offensive

skunk-like smell. This odor is produced by terpenes, which are volatile unsaturated hydrocarbons

found in the oils of various plants. Generally, the larger the size of the canopy area, the greater the

potential for odor to be evident to off-site receptors. Proposed controls are to ventilate greenhouse

exhaust air through activated carbon filters that are changed on a regular basis, which meets

Humboldt County ordinance 2559 requirements for cannabis cultivation. Further, additional

measures are proposed if the carbon filtration does not work, but no data is provided to show that

either method will result in the necessary reductions in odors to avoid impacts to sensitive receptors.

The conclusion of the 2020 Air Quality Study was that "Operation of the project would result in odor
impacts, but they can be managed using required odor control, setbacks, and implementation of an
odor control plan." Further, the Humboldt County Commercial Cannabis DEIR found that cannabis-

related odors would result in a significant and unavoidable impact, despite the use of setback, odor

prevention equipment, and prohibition on burning plant materials.

While a mitigation measure is provided to manage odors, there will still be a significant impact to
sensitive receptors in the project areas, and an EIR should have been completed to address this issue.

The IS/MND did not provide a copy of the Odor Control Plan that would be implemented as part of
proposed Mitigation Measure AQ-1 to address odor issues, and thus there can be no assurance that
odors can or will be managed. In addition, the Operation Plan that was provided does not include

mention of preparation of an Odor Control Plan.

While the IS/MND claims that the Project would not produce significant quantities of criteria

pollutants during construction or operation. It does clearly state in the supporting documents that

there will be an unavoidable odor impact. The IS/ MND also states "As a result, the Project would not

expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations, and impacts would be less than

significant."

The Project does result in the exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations,

and thus impacts are not less than significant, and should be categorized as significant and

unavoidable. Specifically at my home I have a child with severe medically documented headache

disorder. The odor of cannabis triggers her headaches, causing pain, stress, and mental discomfort.

Lack of identification of Significant Impact on Aesthetics without Mitigation

The IS/MND states that aesthetic impacts are less than significant in regards to degrading the visual

character or quality of public views of the site and its surroundings as well as for creating a new

source of substantial light or glare.

It states the proposed structures are "obscured from view from offsite residences and motorists on

both Foster Avenue and 27th Street due to significant existing perimeter vegetation on adjoining

parcels." There is no existing vegetation along the entire eastern boundary of the parcel and there is



a significant visual impact for the neighboring parcels. No viewshed analysis was completed with the

IS/ MND, and thus additional work is necessary to confirm the statement regarding no visual impacts.

While the IS/ MND includes some mention of issues related to nighttime light operations and

greenhouse glare, specific mitigation measures should be included to mitigation for possible impacts.

The operation plan alone does not provide enough assurances that the proposed Project will abide by

specific light and glare restrictions. The Arcata Land Company has not acted to shield their existing

security lights that shine into nearby residences, nor responded to community members complaints

about the lights from the existing greenhouses.

Lack of Identification of Significant Agricultural Impacts.

The IS/MND states that the project: "would not indirectly convert farmland to non-agricultural land
or forest land to non-forest land." However, page 8 of the IS/MND states "In addition to the

placement of sand/soil, Site development will include approximately 40,500 square feet of new
concrete surfacing, comprised of concrete within the loading zones, walkways around the

administration buildings, ADA parking stalls and ramps (12,698 square feet), green waste storage area

(9,460 square feet), and walkways between hoops (18,342 square feet)." This is a total of 74,040 SF of

concrete (1.7acres), or conversion of 7.4% of the site to non-agricultural use. This is a net loss of

prime agriculture land as years of compaction under concrete and loading trucks will reduce fertility.
In addition, much of the proposed conversion is for manufacturing type operations as opposed to

simple agricultural. An EIR is required to adequately evaluate alternatives to the proposed permanent

conversion of prime agricultural land.

Lack of Identification of Significant Noise Impacts

The currently proposed control to try and minimize odors is to ventilate greenhouse exhaust air

through activated carbon filters. It is assumed that this ventilation will be required 24 hours a day to

avoid the toxic build up of violate fumes in the greenhouses, but it is not stated in the IS/ MND.

Winds in the Arcata Bottom transport sound a long distance. Residents enjoy the peaceful sounds of

nature in the evening and on quiet nights people can hear the ocean. The 15/ MND again incorrectly
states that the surrounding vicinity is sparsely populated. A major subdivision is located within 1,500

feet of the proposed Project site.

The new will facility will create a permanent significant increase in ambient noise levels with machine

sound form the exhaust fans, that is not addressed in the IS/MND. No mitigations are proposed for
noise Impacts.-An EIR is required to evaluate alternatives that would not result in permanent

significant impacts.



Summary

The County of Humboldt should re-evaluate the process by which it was determined that a Mitigated

Negative Declaration was the appropriate CEQA document for the proposed Project, and move

forward with the preparation of a Full Environmental Impact Report to analyze alternatives that may

reduce impacts to less than significant. As the IS/ MND stand, it does not accurately reflect the
significance of impacts on the environment.

Please add my name to the list of interested parties for this project and include me In all notifications

moving forward regarding this project.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Crow

707-497-9294

Watergirl64@gmail.com

CC: Mike Wilson, Humboldt County 3rd District Supervisor 825 5th Street, Room 111

Eureka, CA 95501 (sent via email mlke.wilson@co.humboldt.ca.usl
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This is your project report for the site you have defined. Please refer to yourProject ID above in any future communications
about the project. ' ; - ■ - -
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PROJECT AREA STATISTICS

County

City

Total Population

Youth Population

Senior Population

Households Without Access to a

Car

Number of People In Poverty

Median Household Income

Per Capita Income

Park Acres

Park Acres per 1,000 Residents

Humboldt

Unincorporated

901

165

52

11

367

$38,177

$19,574

4.69

5.20

PROJECT AREA MAP

r .

REPORT BACKGROUND

The project statistics have been calculated based on half
mile radius around the point location selected. Only park
acres within the project area's half mile radius are reported.

Population and people in poverty are calculated by
determining the percent of any census block-groups that
intersect with the project area. The project area is then
assigned the sum of all the census block-group portions. An
equal distribution in census block-groups is assumed. Rural
areas are calculated at a census block level to improve
results.

Median household and per capita income are calculated as
a weighted average of the census block- group values that
fall within the project area.

More information on the calculations is available on the

methods page.

Demographics—American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year
estimates 2014-2018; Decennial 2010 Census; the margin of
error (MOB) was not analyzed.

Parks—California Protected Areas Database 2020a CFF

adjusted (6/2020) - more information at
http://www.CALands.org. Parks and park acres area based
on best available source information but may not always
contain exact boundaries or all parks in specific locations.
Parks are defined further in the 2015 SCORP (pg. 4).

Users can send updated information on parks to
SCORP@parks.ca.gov

SCORP Community FactFinder is a service of the

California Department of Parks and Recreation
www,parks.ca.gov ' .

SCORP Community FactFinder created by

'  ̂ Greenlnfo Network www.greeninfo.org
iriconsultation with CADept. of Parks and Rec

Greenlnfo
Networks- ,


